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198 marketing order expenditures
for.Marketing Order Nos. 921, 1122, and
924.

For Washington peaches,
expenditures-of $18,378 and an
assessment rate of $2.25 per toWi of
peaches under MO. 921 were
recommended. In comparison, 1987-88
budgeted expenditures were $45,138 and
the assessment rate was $2.00 :per ton.
On May 27,1988, the Washington Peach
Marketing Committee met and revised
their assessment rate to $1.20 per ton of
peaches and revised the crop estimate.
Assessment income for 198-81 is
estimated at $14,p40 based on the
revised crop estimate of 11,700 tons of
peaches. Committee reserves and other
Junds will be available to cover the
anticipated $4,338 deficit for 1988-89.

For Washington apricots,
expenditures of $8,970 and an
assessment rate of $225 per ton of
apricots under MO. 922 were
recommended by the SFEMC. In
comparison, 1987-8 budgeted
expenditures were $5,802 and the
assessment rate was $1.25 per lon. On
May 27,1988, the Washington Apricot
Marketing Committee met and revised
their assessment rate to $2.00 pdr ton of
apricots. Assessment Income for 1988-89
Is estimated at $7,000 based on a crop
estimate of 3,500 tons of apricots.

For Washington-Oregon prures.
expenditures of $17,342 and an
assessment rate of $2.25 per ton of
prunes under M.O 924 were
recommended by the SFEMC. i'
comparison, 1987- budgeted
expenditures were $29,482 and the
assessment rate was $3.00 per ton. On
May 27,1988. the Washington-Oregon
Fresh Prune Marketing Committee met
and revised their assessment rmte to
$1.00 per ton of fresh prunes and revised
the crop estimate. Assessment income
for 1988-89 Ia estimated at $9,300 Based
on the revised crop estimate of 9,300
tons of fresh prunes. Committee reservei
and other funds will be available to
cover the anticipated $8,042 deflcit for
1988-89.

While this final action will impose
some additional costs on handl 3rs, the
costs are in the form of uniform
assessments on all handlers. Sc me of
the additional costs may be passed on tc
producers. However, these costs will be
significantly offset by the benefits
derived from the operation of the
marketing orders. Therefore, the
Administrator of the AMS has
determined that this action will not havy
a significant economic Impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

This action adds new 11 921.Z27,
922.227, and 924.228, and Is basaed on
committee recommendations arid other

Information. A proposed rule was
published In the May 13,1988, Issue of
the Federal Register (53 FR 17058).
Comments on th:3 proposed rule were
Invited from Interested persons until
May 23,1988. Comments were received
from the Washington Peach Marketing
Committee, the Washington Apricot
Marketing Committee, and the
Washington-Oregon Fresh Prune
Marketing Committee, In which they
requested the est ablishment of revised
assessment ralen and/or crop estimates:

After consideration of the Information
and recommendations submitted by the
committees, the comments received, and
other available I nformatlon, it Is found
that this final rule will tend to effectuate
the declared policy of the Act.

These budgets and assessment rates
should be expedited because the
committees need. to have sufficient
funds to pay their expenses, which are
Incurred on a continuous basis. In
addition. handlemrs are aware of this
action, which wtis recommended by the
committees at public meetings.
Therefore, the Secretary also finds that
good cause exists for not postponing the
effective date of this action until 30 days
after publication In the Federal Register
i5 U.S.C. 553).
List of Subjects in 7 CFR Parts 921, 922,
and 924

Apricots, Marketing agreements and
orders, Oregon, Peaches, Prunes,
Washington.

For the reasons set forth In the
preamble, new i 921.227, 922.227. and
924.228 are adde-i as follows:

Note.Thess sections will not appear In
the Code of Federal Regulations.

1. The authority citation for 7 CFR
Parts 921, b2=, and 924 continues to read
as follows:

Authority Secs. 1-19, 48 Stal. 34, as
amended; 7 U.8.C. U0.74.

2. New I1 921.227,922.227, and
924.228 are added to read as follows:

PART 921-FRESH PEACHES GROWN
IN DESIGNATED COUNTIES IN
WASHINGTON

i 92i.227 Expenties and assusment rate.

Expenses of $18,378 by the
Washington Fresh Peach Marketing
Committee are authorized. and an
assessment rate of $1.20 per ton of
assessable peaches is established for
the fiscal-year ending March 31,1989.
Unexpended funds may be carried over
as a reserve.

PART 922-APRICOTS GROWN IN
DESIGNATED COUNTIES IN
WASHINGTON

I 922.227 Expenses and assessment rate.
Expenses of $S,970 by the Washington

Apricot Marketing Committee are
authorized, and an assessment rate of
$2.00 per ton Is established for the fistal
year ending March 31 1989.
Unexpended funds may be carried over
as a reserve.

PART 924-FRESH PRUNES GROWN
IN DESIGNATED COUNTIES IN
WASHINGTON AND UMATILLA
COUNTY, OREGON;

* 924.228 Expenses afid assessment rate.
Expenses of $17,342 by the

Waslaington-Oregon Fresh Prune
Marketing Committee are authorized,
and an assessment rate of $1.00 per ton
of assessable prunes is established for
the fiscal year ending March 31, 198.
Unexpended funds may be carried over
as a reserve.

Dated: June 22 1988.
William 1. Doyle,
Associate Deputy Director. Fruit and
Vegetable Division. AgriculturalMarketing
Service.
IFR Doc. W814373 Filed -24-08; 8:45 am]
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Parts 30,40, 50, 1,70, and 72

General Requirements for
Decommissloning Nuclear Facilities

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Is amending Its regulations
to setforth technic Ian nc al5
criteria for deco sal icl nsl
nuclear facilities, 1 a dea d
regulations addresdec Iss lnli
planning needs, ti ng, ng I
methods, and env nm re e
requirements. The tent of e .
amendments Is to sura
decommissioning o all e d- .
facilities will be ac omrn 14 sIfe
and timely manner ndlatde~ aat1 M ;
licensee funds will e a leis for this
purpose. The finalI also e; nta i a
response to a peti.ln lemakin3
(PRM-50-22), conc in I i
decommissioning fi anc I sswranci
initially filed by th ub terist
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lResearch Group (PIRG), et ai. on July 5,
1977.
!1FFECTIVE DATE: July 27, 1988.
FOR FURfI4R INFORMATION CON1ACT.f
l< Steyer. C. Feldman orF. Cardile, Offce
of Nuclear Regulatory Research, iS.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
'Washington, DC 20555, telephone (301)
'i9Z-3824.
ISUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

introduction
The NRC Is amending its regulations

to provide specific requirements for the
diecommissioning of nuclear facilltles
ipecifically the regulations establish
riteria In the following areas:
Acceptable odecommisfsiosnie
nltematives; planning for
decommissioning; assurance of the
avallabilily of unds for
decommissioning; and environmental
review requirements related to
dlecommissloning.

Deco'mmissioning as deoned la the
rule means to remove nuclear fa illties
"afely from service and to reduce
residual radioactivity to a level Ihat
permits release of the property f)r
iinreitricted use and terminatior of the
llcdnsb: Decommissloning activilies are
Initiated when a licensee decidee to
Ilaminate licensed activities.
D)ecommissioning actiyities do not
Include the removal and disposal of
"ipent fuel which Is considered to be an
operational activity or the removal and
disposal of nonradloactive structures.
nnd materials beyond that.necea sary to
terminate ihe NRC license. Disposal of
nonradloactlve.hazardous'wastemnot,
necessary fir NRC llcense termlatlon is
not covered by these regulatlonr but
would be treated by other appropriate
agencies h4ving responsibil4.d aier
these wastes. If nuclear facilities ire to
)e reused for nuclear purposes,.

appliqations for license renewal or
amendment or for a new license are
uubmitted according to the appropriate
oxisting regulation. Reuse of aniclear
I acility for other nuclear purpososis not
c onsidered decommnisslonihgbei:ause
the facillty remains under licenss. -

*These amendments apply to tie
decommissioning of power reactors.
nonpower reactors, fuel reproceissitig
plants. fuel fabrication plants, uaanium
lidxafluoride production plants.
Independent spent fuel-storage
Installations, and nonfuel-cycle nuclear
lacilitles. The decommiasioningf mf
uranium mills and mill tailings, IDw-levei
waste burial facilities, and high-level
waste repositorles;bas been treated In
eparale regulatory aciions.Theie

uimendments apply-to nuclear fae:illtiqs
that operate through their normaI

lifetime, as well bt to those.that may be of a generic environmental Impact
shut down prematirely. statement (GElS), and based -on these,

The purpose of these amendments is the development of amendments to the
to assure that decommisslonings will be regulations. The Information base for
carried out with minimal Impact on preparation of the final rule Is complete
public and occupational health and and consists primarily of a series of
safety and the environment The NUREG/CR reports on studies of the
Commission's objective Is thatl technology, safety, and costs of
decommisdsooned f[cility sites would decommissioning various kinds of
ultimately be available for unrestricted nuclear facilities. These reports were
use for any public or private purpose. prepared by Battelle Pacific Northwesf
The amendments provide a regulatory Laboratories (PNL).A In addition,
framework for more efficient and preliminary staff positions on the major
consistent licensing actions related to deconmissionin& 11sues have been
decommissioning. Although presented in staff (NUREG) rep9rts. On
decommissioning Is not an Imminent Pebruaryi0 1981, the Commission
health and safety problem, the nuclear announced the availability of the draft
industry Is maturing, in that nuclear GEIS for public comment (46 FR 11688).
facilities have been operating for a Section 15 of the draft GElS contains
number of years. and the number and certailn policy recommendations. These
coinplexitly of facililtes that will require' recommendations, as modified by
decommissioning Is expected to Increase comments received on the draft GEIS
uni theinear future Inadeuate or , and other sources, provided the basis for
untimely conalderatlonlof the proposed amendmnenti to the
decommissioning. specifically In the Commission's regulations.
areas of planning and financial On February 11, 1985. the Commission
assurance, could result In significant published a Notice of Pcoposed
adverse health, saFety and, Rulemaking on.Decommissiop~ing
envirdimental ilnpacts. these Impacts Criteria for Nuclear Facilities (50 FR
could lead to Incrased occupational 66o). The proposed amendments
and public doses Increased amounts of c-overed a number of topics related to
radloactive waste to be disposed of, and decommissioning that would be
an increase in the number of I t . appllcable to 10 CFR Parts 30.40, 50,70.
contaminated siteii. 'The regulations a' Aansa4lcseTh
make clear that the lc1risee'is 1 ndf72 appicants and licensees, The

repnibefr the funding ai .o~j'in~A1lpommpnt period wes-due toreponilble fr te funding ind expire May a, 1985, but was extended
comple lion of decoromiteion p i inc a to July 13. 1985 to accommodate
manner whtch yC otuticb pubioc es th requests from Iplerested parties for an
aid sateetys Currert riulatiosi cover the extended comment perloi4 irk order. id
idquitements edulratr ; fullj evatuate'the issues ralsea apd
decdmmisslorinri rh a iinited way and develop commen ts on the-propdsed rule.
are iidt fu*l~ adeqiaate'to ddatiitl . hIpodsdrue
rcensee decommlelonin t iqiireaitnth Public comments recelyed oh the

effectively. Many licensing adti lits' rfopoped rule, were docket d and may
eonoemning decommissioning have Document Romh localed tit 1717 H.
bis.be detret N.nd Ica Y.'Cand W'riN*, Washington, DC.bssThis ptocedure results in' . . Aqceptalle I leve~ls of'residual
icensisee itaff defalineeded f licensees .radioacvity for release of property forand In inefficient :nd unnecessary t be p
administrative effort. With theincreased uuse were not proposed as
Pumber o fsd eosissonins tepeed , prt of this rulemnaking. Commission
cae-eby-case procedures wo1J idImake staf Isparticipating in an interagency
licensing difficult and in'treasE NRC end worklin group, organized. by the
licensee staff r6e6urEies needed for theser Envisprenttal .Protction Agency (EPA),
activities. to Federl gurdtnct on this**

subject. Proposed Federal~guidelines are
Background m .peaic rcipitd to be published by -EPA and

On Morch 13,t t 178the Commiso . EPA:hei'islotueden advance notice of
publlihed ari Advance Notite 'of . jrcposed rulemaking (51 FR 22284, June

* Propoed Rulemaking In thiethed qrl I'8, 1p08 ,Iiin'thEir Interim. NRC Is s
Reltsior (43 FR 10170) stating the developtp Interim guidance with
Commission was lhevalpatiep Its. R . respectt t residual contamilnatin
dedommissioning policy and cohaidering. cdtr~ie."*.. .

I amendments to Ito regulations lo' *-

provide mo'rispecifi requlitemnerlti . Abibioiortphy ~frthePNL and RC'islrfeporis
relating to thedecommlissioning of n.~'d I .bdoud documen~ts isncluded at the

nu'ce~r aciitie. 'h. par~for he lb oft~ svApplmsntaY infrmnatiom. These
nalpr eclitn.rhe pln or hedqWnmenisa ayeavqiisbts for insptclion and copying

reevaluation included the. deyelopihefit rfit res in Jh oipmission's Public Docmeni
dfan informitoionbase, the preparation .' Room di 7171HStresS NW, washington,.DC20555

HeinOnline -- 53 :Fed. Reg. 24019 1988
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Overview of Comments on Proposed
Rule

A total of 143 different organizations
and Individuals submitted comments on
the proposed rule. The commenters
represented a variety of interests.
Comments were received from Federal
government agencies, State agencies
(including State public utility
commissions), local governments,
universities, individuals, electric
utilities, material licensees, public
groups, utility and industry groups, and
financial, legal. and engineering firms.
The commenters offered from one to
over 60 comments each and presented a
diversity of views. The topics addressed
by the commenters addressed a wide
range of Issues and all parts of the rule.

The general response to the rule was
varied. A number of commenters
specifically expressed support for the
rule in general for that no comment was
needed), although some of these made
suggestions for improvements. One
commenter Indicated that the proposed
amendments will provide a foundation
from which acceptable decommissioning
planning and implementation programs
can be developed, and another indicated
that the Commission's assumptions
underlying the proposed rule are
reasonable and fair. Many specifically
commented on the need for rulemaking.
For example, one commenter stated that
although some states have begun
developing regulations, their efforts are
hampered by the lack of Federal
guidelines and another commenter urged
the Commission to quickly promulgate a
comprehensive set of regulations
governing the planning, safety, and

nancing of decommissioning. Others
Implied the need for rulemaking but felt
that the proposed rule was Inadequate
to satisfy Its intent and generally
recommended stricter, more detailed
regulations. A few of these suggested
the rule be redrafted and republished for
comment. In contrast, some commnenters
argued that existing rules were adequate
and that this rule was unnecessary,
overly prescriptive, and burdensome.
For example, one commenter indicated
that there is no evidence from
experience with power reactors that
there would be any adverse Impacts In
the absence of this rule and that this
rule represented an unfair burden to
nuclear power facilities compared to
other public risks; and another pointed
out that decommissioning methods are
regulated by public utility commissions
and that NRC should only step In to
ensure safety.

The detailed rationale supporting
these general comments is presented in
the succeeding sections of this

Supplementary Information.
Modifcations have been made to the
rule as a result of some of these more
specific comments.Based on Its
consideration of the comments, the
Commission continues to believe that
the rule's approach presents the best
available method for assuring that
licensees develop plans sufficient to
carry out decommissioning in a manner
which protects public health and safety.

Major Issues contained In the public
comments and resulting changes In the
rule are discussed below. The detailed
responses to individual comments are
documented In NUREG-221 entitled
"Summary. Analysis and Response to
Public Comments on Proposed Rule
Amendments on Decommissioning
Criteria for Nuclear Facilities" (Ref. 286)
Copies of NUREG-1221 may be
purchased through the U.S. Government
Printing Office, P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, DC 01S-7082. Copies
may also be purchased from the
National Technical Information Service,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, Vs 22161. A
copy Is available for inspection or
copying for a fee In the NRC Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street NW,
Washington. DC 20555. The discussion
of comments in this Supplementary
Information Is structured according to
the general subjects treated by the rule
and discussed In the Supplementary
Information to the Proposed Rule. These
subjects Include, In order of discussion,
decommissioning alternatives and
timing, planning, financial assurance.
residual radioactivity limits,
environmental review requirements. and
other general comments.
Summary and Discussion of Comments
on Proposed Rule
A. Decommissioning Alternatives and'
Timing

Comments received on the subject of
decommissioning alternatives covered
several areas. These Included
clarification of the definition of
decommissioning, criteria used for the
choice of the alternative In particular
cases, and general questions as to
acceptability of the decommissioning
alternatives.

1. Definition of decommissioning. Two
commenters indicated that requiring
unrestricted use as part of the definition
of decommissioning Is too restrictive.
Reasons given for this comment include
the fact that It would Inhibit future use
of the site and would preclude
alternative decornmissloning methods
which Provide reasonable assurance of
public health and safety without
releasing the site for unrestricted use. ,n

contrast four commenters stated that
decommissioning should clearly result in
safe unrestricted use of the site.

In response. It is the Commission's
belief that there Is nothing in the
definitron which would inhibit future use
of the site once the license Is terminated,
According to amended I 50.2 (and
related sections In the other parts)
decommissioning Is defined as resulting
in release of the property for
unrestricted use and termination of the
license. Unrestricted use refers to the
fact that from a radiological standpoint.
no hazards exist at the site, the license
can be terminated, and the site can be
considered dn unrestricted area. This
definition is consistent with the
definition of an unrestricted area as it
exists in 10 CFR 20.3 as being "any area
access to which is not controlled by the
licensee for purposes of protection of
Individuals from exposure to radiation
and radioactive materials and any area
used for residential quarters." The
alternatives for decommissioning
provide different ways to accomplish
decommissioning as defined in the rule;
i.e., alternative ways to reduce residual
radioactivity to a level permitting
release of the property for unrestricted
use and termination of license. These
alternatives are DECON, SAFSTOR. and
ENTOMB which are discussed in more
detail below but which primarily consist
of activities which either result in
prompt dismantlement of the facility or
which permit a storage period during
which radioactive decay can occur prior
to dismantlement of the facility. Each of
the alternatives Includes all those
activities necessary to lead to
termination of the NRC license. Once
the license Is terminated, the facility
buildings and site can be used for any
other non-nuclear purposes, including
industrial purposes. The use made of the
facility after termination of the NRC
license is independent of the alternative
used to decommission the facility. With
regard to reuse of the site for nuclear
purposes, there Is nothing in the rule
preventing such reuse. As indicated
above, reuse of the nuclear facility for
other nuclear purposes Is not considered
decommissioning. Therefore, a licensee
would not be required to submit a
decommissioning plan or apply for
termination of license.

As noted in Sections A.2 through A.4
of this Supplementary Information, the
rule considers the use of alternative
decommissioning methods which delay
the completion of decommissioning
thereby not releasing the site for
unrestricted use during a period of
radioactive decay. The definition of
decommissioning as well as the

- HeinOnline -- 53 Fed. Reg. 24020 1988
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definitions of the alternatives contained
irs the Supplementary Information to the
proposed rule Indicate that, if peimanent
cessation of nuclear activity occurs at
t:,e facility, the licensee Is to propose to
NIRC the method that it intends to use in
decommissioning the facility In a
manner ultimately leading to the return
cf the site to an "unrestricted areas"
according to the definition of 10 CFR
20.3 and the termination of the facility
lic ense. in determining whether a
particular site is free from radiological
hazards, the Commission will tale a
hard look at the extent to which the site
has been previously used to dispose of
low-level radioactive wastes by land
burial and will decide what remedial
measures. Including removal of sich
waste offalte, are appropriate before the
site can be released for unrestric ed use
and the license termninited.

Six cormenters indicated that the
rale needed to provide clarification as to
what facilities are covered by the
d ecoMWnissloning rule. These
commenters indicated that there
appeared to be a discrepancy between
ale proposed I 50.2 which define I
decommissioning as removing a facility
"safely from service and reducinij
residual radioactivity to a level that
p ermis release of the property fc r
unrestricted use and termination of
license" and the Supplementary
I iformation which Indicates that
decommissioning means to remove
"nuclear facilities" from service
including "the site, buildings and
contents, and equipment associa'.ed
vilth any licensed NRC actlvitj" Two
comnenters Indicated that the rule
should clarify that It does not apply to
he nonradioactive portion of the

facility.
In response to this comment, the

definition of decommissioning In 1 30.2
clearly defines what Is Intended by this
ralemaking. namely that
decommissioning Involves those
activities necessary to remove a racility
safely from service and to reduce
residual radioactivity to a level that
permits release of the property fcr
unrestricted use mnd'terminatlon of
license. Section 50.82 Indicates tWat a
licensee must provide NRC with a plan
indicating how these activities will be'

carried out and that this plan will be
approved if It demonstrates that ahe
decommissioning will be performed In a
safe manner. Section 50.82(f) indicates
that the NRC will terminate the ficility
license If the terminal radiation survey
clemonstrateas that residual radioactivity
tas been reduced such that the facility
and site are suitable for release for
Unrestricted use, The definition of

decommissioning Ir 1.50.2 Is general and
Its application In any given case will
depend on specific circumstances.

The decommissioning rule applies to
the site, buildings and contents, and
equipment aisociated with a nuclear
facility that are or become contaminated
during the time the facility Is licensed,
and to activities related to the definition
of "decommission" Inthe amended
regulations. The decommissioning rule
will not apply to the disposal of
nonradioactive structures and materials
beyond that necessary to terminate the
NRC license. Disposal of nonradioactive
hazardous waste n Di necessary for NRC
license termination Is not covered by
these regulations but would be treated
by other appropriale agencies having
responsibility over these wastes.

2. Criteria used for choice of
alternative. A number of commenters
indicated that the rule does not contain
sufficient criteria that a utility can use In
choosing which decommissioning
alternative should be used and that can
be used in the review and evaluation of
that choice. Some of these commenters
pointed out that these criteria should
factor in important considerations to be
made in the choice, Including clarifying
what Is sufficient benefit for delaying
decommissioning, and that the choice of
alternative be base d on a detailed
assessment demonstrating that the
health and safety cf the public Is
protected. These commenters Indicated
that better criteria on sufficient benefits
should be included In the rule,
specifically the degree of reduction in
occupational radiation exposure,
generation and disposal of waste,
assurance that decommissioning will
take place, radiation doses to the public.
and quality of decommissioning
operations. Other :ommenters
mentioned that economic or other
factors should also be Included as being
sufficient benefit, Including comparative
cost of alternatives, presence of other
facilities at ihe site, development of new
decommissioning techniques, and need
to store wastes or ispent fuel at the site.
Some commenters Indicated that It was
not satisfactory to Include criteria on
acceptable alternatives in regulatory
guides as is proposed in the statement of
considerations while other commenters
indicated that It Is.

In response, It should be noted that
the intent of the rule Is to provide the
necessary guidelines with regard to use
of decommissiloning alternatives In a
manner which protects the public health
and safety. Specifl-ally. the rule
Includes requirements that, at the time
of termination of operations, licensees
submit a decommissioning plan to the

NRC which contains an indication of the
decommissioning alternative to be used
and a description of the activities
Involved pnd the controls and limits on
procedures to protect occupational and
public health and safety for that
alternative. Discussion of how the
decommissioning plan and the chosen
alternative are evaluated In terms of
protecting health and safety is contained
below In Section 32.

In addition, § 50.82 of the proposed
.rule stipulated that alternatives which
significantly delay completion of
decommissioning, such as use of a
storage period. will be acceptable If
sufficient benefit results. This section of
the proposed rule has been modified In
two ways. The first is to be more
definitive In terms of acceptable
decommissioning alternatives by
permitting power reactors to use
alternatives which provide for
completion of decommissioning within
80 years. This Is consistent with the
technical data base developed as part of
the rulemaking (Refi. 2 and 3) and with
the conclusions of the Supplementary
Information to the Proposed Rule. In tbe
Supplementary Information, it was
Indicated that DECON or SAFSTOR for
up to 50 years are reasonable options for
decommissioning a light water power
reactor. The reason for both of these
alternatives being acceptable is that
both have benefits and both are capable
of being carried out in a manner which
protects publid health and safety. In
selecting 60 years as an acceptable
period of time for decommissioning of a
nuclear power reactor, the Commission
eonsldered the amount of radioactive

ecay likely to occur during an
-approximate 50-year storage period and
the number of months expected to be
needed to dismantle the facility (Refs. 2
and 3). In addition to this change. the
modified rule also states that
consideration will be given to a.
decommissioning alternative which
provides-for completion of
decommissioning beyond 60 years for
power reactors only when necessary to
protect public health and safety.
Factors, set out in the modified rule.
which would be considered In'
evaluating an alternative which
provides for completion of
decommissioning beyond eo years
Include unavailability of waste disposal
capacity and other site specific factors
affecting capability to carry out
decommissioning safely, including
presence of other nuclear facilities at the
site.

Section 50,82(b)(1) of the proposed
rule has also been modified-for
nonpower reactors. Because of the
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variety of type of these reactors, specific
criteria on time periods for completing
decommissioning, such as indicated
above for power reactors, are not
Included for nonpower reactors.
However, the proposed rule has been
modified to provide additional detail on
the factors affecting acceptability of
decommissioning alternatives for
nonpower reactors. These factors
Include considerations affecting waste
disposal for the different alternatives
and other site-specific factors affecting
capability to carry out decommissioning
operations safely, such as presence of
other nuclear facilities at the site and
reduction of occupational and public
radiation exposures associated with the
different alternatives. Other factors not
related to protection of health and
safety are not Included in the
consideration of alternatives In the
modified rule. In addition, Regulatory
Guide 1.8e will be revised to provide
additional guidance on the
decommissioning alternatives,
specifically guidance on the factors
affecting delay in completion of
decommissioning. Use of the modified
rule in conjunction with the regulatory
guidance will provide for an expeditious
licensing procedure. A licensee's
proposed decommissioning alternative
will be reyiewed based on the criteria
and guidance discussed here end In
Section D.2 for 'acceptability In terms of
completing decommissioning and
protecting public health and saiety.

One commenter noted that neither the
NRC nor the licensees can properly
assess costs and benefits attributable to
different alternatives due to the lack of
sufficient Information on occupational
exposure. The commenter noted that
NRC had no experience with
decommissioning large, aged reactors
and that, for example, the experience at
the cleanup at TMI-2 had shown the
workers were being exposed to
radiation levels six times higher than
expected. Thus, It Is likely the
decommissioning estimates of exposure
are gross underestimates In addition,
the commenter stated that there Is'much
uncertainty with regard to radiation
effectsOn human health. Furthermore,
the'cominenter indicated that the
Generic EhVirronmehtal Impact
Statement on Decommissioning
(NUREG-0588) (Ref.'20), whidh provides
a basis for this rulemaking, does not
adequately address health and genetic
effectsi Hende the commenter noted Itts
dIfficult to assess the proper alternative
and that, In any event, In making
assessments NRC should use.
cunservallve estimates.

In responding to this comment It
should be noted that NRC has had
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
(PNL) prepare detailed analyses of the
technology, safety, and costs of
decommissioning. These reports were
prepared for a number of nuclear
facilities and are listed In the Reference
section. The PNL reports contain
estimates of expected occupational
radiation exposures based on an
analysis of work activities Involved in
decommissioning and radiation levels
expected at the end of reactor life..

While It is true that no large, aged
reactors have been decommissioned, the
PNL reports represent a reasonable
analysis of the occupational dose which
would be Incurred at decommissioning.
They provide sufficient Information on
which assessment of different
alternatives can be made, specifically
that DECON can be carried out while
maintaining occupational exposures at
reasonable levels while SAPSTOR and
ENTOMB can result In-reduction In
occupational exposures. Thus, choice of
the alternative can be made.

It should be noted that for any of the'
alternaUves, occupational exposures
will be limited by the requirements of 10
CFR Part 20 and that, in particular,
licensees should maintain exposures to
workers to as low as reasonably
achievable levels. Thus, radiation
exposure to workers will be kept'at
acceptable levels for any of the
alternatives used. The health Impacts of
radiation and concerns over whether
limits on exposure should be raised or
lowered are out ide the scope of this
rulemaking and are the type of issues
being addressed currently In 's separate

- rulemaking that proposes to aniend 10
CFR Part 20. The allowed occupational
exposures during the decommissioning
period will conform to the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 20. The Generic
Environmental Impact Statement
(NUREG-0588) (Ref. 20) analyzed the
occupational exposures which would be
received during decommissioning and
found tbat over a 4-year w
decommissioning period they would be
similar to that which would be
experienced at an operating facility orqa
yearly basis. Thus, NRC determined that,
the health impact of decommissioning
did not add significantly to the operating
plant impact.

In summary, the Information currently
available provides NRC with a.
reasonable understanding of the safety
aspects involved in decommissioning,
and also provides suffcient information
to pvaldate alternatives. As more'
Informationbecomesavailable, NRC
will factor it Into the decision-making

process. It Is not feasible to compare the
Increases In the estimates at TMi-2 to
decommissioning since the TMI-2
estimates were for a post-accident
situation where there was significant
contamination and the;situation was
Initially uncertain with regard to
contamination levels and cleanup
procedures. When licensees prepare
their deconnisslioning plans for
submittal to the NRC for approval under
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.82 they
will have more Information about the
conditions In the reactor and will
provide more up-to-date Information
about occupational exposures during
decommissioning. At that time NRC will
be able to evaluate the choice of
decommissioning alternative for the
specific facility.

3. DECON and SAFSTOR
Decommissioning Alternatives. DECON
and SAFSTOR are defined In the
Supplementary Information to the
proposed rule as follows: DECON Is the
alternative In which the equipment,
structures, and portions of a facility and
site containing radioactive contaminants
are removed or decontaminated to a
level that permits the property to be
released for unrestricled use shortly
after cessation of operations; SAFSTOR
Is the alternative In which the nuclear
facility Is placed and maintained In a
condition that allows the nuclear facility
to be safely 'stored and subsequently
decontaminated (deferred
decontamination) to levels that permit
release for unrestricted use.,

A number of commenters expressed
opinions oh the rule with regard to
allowing use'of DECON and SAFSTOR.
Sorne commenters favored the use of
DECON, one In particular noting that it
should be used at a site of high potential
for a seismic evqnt. Other commenters
noted the problems associated with
DECON Including the higher -

occupational exposure involved 'and
problems associated with inability to
dispose.of wastes. Some commenters
noted that site specific factors should
come Into play and that either DECON
or SAFSTOR should be possible. Some,
comdenters noted that because of
problems associated with DECON, that
SAFSrOR we the best option. Two
.commenteui'expressed the qpinion that
the rule teems to favor use of DECON
for reactors.

The NRC Is aware of and has
conildered the issues related to the
advantages.and dlsadvantagies'of the
DECON and SAFSTOR optlons:The.
ttudie don~e for NRC by Diattelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) considered
factors such as cost of the alternative
'and occupational exposure and waste

.
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volumes associated with each
alternalive. The PNL studies alac
considered the effects on
decommissioning of interim inability to
dispose of wastes offuite. The Generic
Environmnental impact Statement on
lDecommissioning Nuclear Pacililles
( NUREG-0580) (Ref. 20) prepared by
INRC also addressed the advantages and
disadvantages of DECON versus
SAFSTOR Including the fact that
DECON releases the site for unn'stricted
use in a much shorter time period than
BAFSTOR, whereas use of SAPSTOR
would reduce occupational exposures
and waste volumes. Both jf thesis
alternatives satisfy the definitlor; of
decommissioning in I 502. Based on the
documents indicated above and on the
discussion In the Supplementary
lInformation to the proposed rule, the
conclusion of the Supplementary
information regarding these two
ilternatives is that DECON or 30- to 50-
Hear SAFSTOR are reasonable options
For decommnlssloning light water power
reactors As indicated In Section A.2t
the proposed rule has been modified to
permit use of DECON or SAPSTOR for
up to 60 years as long as It Is
demonstrated that they will be
performed In a manner which pnrtects
public health and safety. Use of the 60-
vear time period in the modified rule is
not Intended to mean that if DECON Is
selected that it would be accepts ble for
it to last that long; periods of 5-1) years
Would be more reasonable for DICON.

With regard to SAFSTOR, six
commenters stated that the rule l bould
contain requirements that If the
3AFSTOR alternative Is chosen, reactor
decommissioning be completed
lollowing storage periods of a maximum
of 30-50 years because after this time
period there will be little benefit in dose
*or waste volume reduction. In contrast.
Iour commenters stated that even a 100-
year period was too restrictive b ecause
periods of over 100 years are allc wed in
waste disposal facilities. Four
c ommenters indicated that the rule
should provide criteria by which the
appropriate length of time for the
2torage period of SAFSTOR can be
determined, balancing site-specUic coats
and benefits.

The Commission does not believe It
necessary for the rule to contain an
absolute time limit on how long
iIAFSTOR can last. Instead, as n ted In
1iection AZ. modified § 50.82(b)
indicates that a power reactor licensee's
decommissIoning plan must indicate a
choice of decommissioning alteruative,
that DECON or 60-year SAFSTOR Is
sicceptqble, and that consideration will
Ile given to alternative methods for

decommissioning which provide for
completion of decommissioning beyond
60 years when necessary to protect
public behith and uafety. Factors
considered In evaluating an alternative
which provides for completion of
decommissioning beyond 60 years
include lack of waste disposal capacity
or other factors aflecting safety,
including presence of other nuclear
facilities on the site. The rule does not
contain a specific I Imitation on the
length of time for StAFSTOR beyond the
time periodIndlcated In the modified
rule. The casemby-case considerations,
such as shortage of radioactive waste
disposal space offiute or presence of an
adjacent reactor whose safety might be
affected by dismantlement procedures.
or other similar site specific
considerations, mean that the
appropriate delay for a specific facility
must be based on factors unique to that
facility and could result In extension of
completion of decommissioning beyond
60 years. Based on this, the NRC
considers the setting of an absolute time
limit on SAPSTOR to be impractical and
unnecessary. In addition1 the expected
revisions to Regialntory Guide 1.6
setting out guidance on the factors
discussed above vdill provide the NRC
the fexibility to considerspecific cases
while still providing assurance that the
health and safety of the public Is
protected.

Although the final rule does not
contain specific restrictions on the time
-period Involved for delay In completion
of decommissioning, the Supplementary
Information to the proposed rule does
indicate that this period should be on
the order of 100 ye are because this is
considered a reasonable time period for
reliance on Institutional control.
Although commenters refer to longer
periods of storage for waste disposal
facilities there are somd differences
between these two situations which
must be considered, Including the fact
that in the case of the waste disposal
facility the NRC transfers the license for
the facility to the State or Federal
government agency that owns the
disposal site following satisfdotory site
closure whereas the reactor facility
would remain licensed by a private
organization, and thit there are only a
small number of disposal facilities
compared to possibly over l00 reactor
facilities.

4. The ENTOMU Alternative.
ENTOMB was defined In the
Supplementary InIormatlon to the
proposed rule as the alternative In
which radioactive contaminants are
encased in a structurally long-lived
material, such as concrete: the

entombed structure is appropriately
maintained and continued surveillance
Is carried out until the radioactivity
decays to a level permitting unrestricted
release of the property.

A number of commenters indicated
that the rule should expressly prohibit
the use of ENTOMB as a
decommissionlng alternative for
reactors; Several reasons were
advanced for this statement including
the following: The ENTOMB alternative
could cause environmental damage due
to the presence of long-lived
radionuclides which would be
radioactive beyond the life of any
concrete structure; the Supplementary
Information to the proposed rule
indicates ENTOMB Is not viable yet the
rule does not explicitly prohibit It.
ENTOMB Is inconsistent with the
definition of decommissioning requiring
release for unrestricted use; and some
reactors are located In highly populous
areas. In contrast several commenters
stated that the ENTOMB alternative
should be left as a possible option and
that in addition the 100-year period.
discussed in the Supplementary
Information as the time period in which
ENTOMB should be completed was too
restrictive. Some commentear Indicated
that ENTMB had certain advantages
Including reduced occupational
exposure and waste volumes while
some noted that no options should be
precluded at this time due to the
developing nature of decommissioning
technology.

It Is the Commission's belief that the
ENTOMB alternative for
decommissioning should not be
specifically precluded In the rule
because there may be instances In
which it Would be an allowable
alternative In protecting public health
and safety and common defense and
security. By not prohibiting ENTOMB.
the rule Is more flexible in enabling NRC
to deal with these Instances. Thoese
instances might include smaller reactor
facilities, reactors which do not run to
the end of their lifetimes, or other
situations where long-lived Niotopes do
not build up to significant levels or
where there are other site specific
factors affecting the safe
decommissioning of the facilty, as for
example, presence of other nuclear
facilities at the site for extended
periods. In addition there Is potential for
variations on the ENTOMB option
where, for pxample, some
decoitamination has already been
performed, thereby making the
ENTOMB option more viable. Analysis
of the ENTOMB alternative in the PNL
reports fRefs 2, 3) and In the GEIS (Ref.
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20) indicates that It can be carrled out
safely and that It can have some benefit
In the reduction of occupational
exposure and waste requiring disposal.

As noted above, concerns were
expressed by the commenters that the
ENTOMB option would cause
environmental damage due to the
presence of long-lived radionuclides
which wouild be radioactive beyond the
life of any concrete structure, that It Is
Inconsistent with the definition of
decommissioning requiring unrestricted
release, and that some reactors are
located In highly populous areas. In
addition, the Supplementary Information
to the proposed rule Indicated, In
general, that there may be difficulties
with the use of ENTOMB, In particular
In demonstrating that the radioactivity
In the entombed structure had decayed
to levels permitting unrestricted release
of the property in a period on the order
of 100 years. In response, the rule
contains requirements that a licensee
must submit an alternative for
decommissioning to the NRC for
approval and that consideration will be
giyen to an alternative which provides
or completion Of decommissioning

beyond 00 years only when necessary to
protect health and safety Thi provides
the Commission with both sufficient
leverage and flexibility to ensure that if
the ENTOIMB option is chosen by the
licensee It will only be used in situations
where It Is reasonable and consistent
with the definition of decommissioning
which requires that decommissioning
lead to unrestricted release. As
indicated above, analysis of ENTOMB
Indicates that it can be carried out
safely and with minimal environmental
effect for the time periods presented In

-this Supplementary Information and In
the guidance under preparation.
However, based on the dimculties with
ENTOMB described In the
Supplementary Information to the
proposed rule and by the commenters,
use of ENTOMB by a licensee would be
carefully evaluated by NRC according to
the requirements of the rule before Its
use Is permitted. Regulatory Guides
currently in preparation will provide
more guidance In this area.
B. Planning for Decommissioning

Comments received on the subject of
decommissioning planning covered
several areas. These Included the
licensing scheme for the
decommissioning process: the criteria
for conducting and evaluating
decommissioning plans and activities
and license termination, occupational
exposure, safeguards, and quality
assurance during decommissloning;

recordkeeping and facilitation; and the
effect of the rule on shutdown reactors.

1. Licensing scheme for
decommissioning. Several commenters
found the proposed rule vague In the
areas of what type of license Is In effect
during reactor decommissioning, how
Part 70 applies to reactors during
decommissioning, when the license
terminates, procedural criteria for the
termination process. and the restrictions
and requirements that apply to a
possession-only license." One

commenter indicated that there might be
loopholes which would be exploited by
the Industry resulting In adverse Impacts
to the public and the environment and
another commen tar Indicated that
explicit procedural criteria would
remove a needless burden on applicants
and result In a more cost and time
effective licensing process.

In response, it should be noted that
application for terrmination of license
occurs at the time of initiation of
decommissioning which may be many
years before actual termination of
license Is granted, that decodimissioning
is carried out under an amended license
in accordance with the terms of a
decommissioning order, and that the
license Is terminated only after the
Commission Is satisfied that
decommissioning has been properly
completed. Normally, an amended Part
50 license authorizing possession only
will be Issued prior to the
decommissioning order to confirm the
nonoperating status of the plant and to
reduce some requirements which are
important only for operation prior to
finalization of decommissioning plans.
The authority to possess radioactive
materials under Parts 30, 40. and/or 70.
as appropriate, continues to be
incorporated In the modified Part 50
license, as It Is during operation.
Subsequent license amendments will be
Issued as appropriate. The Commission
will follow Its customary procedures, set
out In 10 CFR Part 2of the NRC Rules of
Practice, In amending Part 50 licenses to
implement the decommissioning
process. In the past, the period of safe
storage or that following entombment
has been covered by an amended
"possession-only" Part 50 license which
does not authorize facility operation,
with the term "order" used only in the
case of a dismantling order, due to the
more active nature of this stage of
decommissioning. Except for the use of
the term "decommissioning order," there
has been no change from past practice.
The term "decommissioning order' Is
used in lieu of the tefm "dismantling
order" because, according to the
amendments, the overall approach to

decommissioning must now be approved
shortly after the end of operation rather
than an amended "possession-only" Part
50 license being issued without plans for
ultimate disposition.

As with any license, the authority to
operate or to carry on licensed activities
ceases at the expiration date unless the
license is being renewed, However, the
license and the responsibility to protect
health and safely and promote the
common defense and security continues
-until the Commission terminates the
license. Section 50.82(f) clearly Indicates
the license Is terminated by a
determination of the Commission after
the decommissioning has been
performed and It has been adequately
demonstrated that the facility and site
are suitable for release for unrestricted
use. Because decommissioning.
Including any change from the original
operating license, requires Commission
approval, there are no "loopholes"
which would allow adverse Impacts to
the public or environment.

For clarification, It Is noted that the
term "decommissioning plan" refers to
the plan submitted at the time the
licensee decides to terminate the
license, while the term
"decommissioning funding plan" refers
to plan submitted early In facility life
which indicates the licensee's financial
assurance provisions.

2. Criteria for decommissioning
activities and license termination. Many
commenters were concerned with the
lack of speciflc requirements applicable
to theprocess of decommissioning,
particularly in the case of reactors. and
suggested that strong guidelines on
requirements for conducting ahd
evaluating decommissioning plans and
activities and terminating licenses are
necessary to protect public
occupational, and environmental safety.
Some suggest that the rule establish
certain safety criteria and the ways In
which the utility will meet these criteria.
A few commenters were specifically
concerned with clarifying requirements
during the "safe'storage" period, such as
those for security, Inspection, reporting,
and monitoring. Many were not clear as
to whether the suggested "guidance"
should be In the rule or If Regulatory
Guides would be considered
appropriate. Two commenters indicated
that without more specific criteria for
acceptability of decommissioninq plans.
the Commission would exercise little
authority over licensee actions during
decommissionlnrgand one commenter
indicated that the licensees could
condupt decommissioning with
"virtually completd Independence." Two
commanters Indicated that the rule
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-nessumed" thatutilitierwoold follow-
basit safety criteria.

in response, it sbould be nqted that.
continuing authority to possess a reactor
in a decommissioned status b govarned-
by the provisions In 10 CFR Part 51
covernilng operaling licenses..al

appropriate. As discussed earlier, It Is
the Intent of the rule to provide the
ntcessary guidelines to assure that
docommissioning Is carried out In a
manner which protects the public health
anid safety. To this end, the rule.contalins

*requirements that a decommissloning
plan contain a description of the
following- The choice of the alternitive
for decommissioning and the activities
Involved; the controls and limits o:1 -
psocedures and equipment to protect*
o*ccupation al and public health and

. Safety; a descriptlon of the planned final
radiation survey; quility.apssurinc and
BE feguards provisions, if.approprlate;.
arid a plan for assuring the avalJability
ol funds for decommissioning..Bas ad on
this requirement the licenseesubrilts
the necessary Information to the NRC In
the.decomrissioning plan. The NF.C's
evaluation of-the infotmalion conl ined
In this plan and the licensee's
subsequent conduct of decomniss ionin'h
activities Is based on existing
regulalidns applicable to reactors and
other facilitles undergoing
ducomnmissioning. These regulationis
Include 10 CFR Pdrts 20, 50; 81, 70, 71.
anid.73. ..

* Part 20 contalrs the basic stantiards
for protection against radiation and Is
.applicable to all licensees during
operation as well as decommissioning,
Including the storage period. Part.iO
ccntains requirements for limits on both
occupational and public exposure,
Including limits on radiation expot ure
arid concentrations of radioactive
material in both yestricted and
,unrestrncted areas. In addition to tie
general limilations on exposure
ccntalned in Part 20,10 CFR 20.1 (ci
Indicates that radiation exposures and
releases of radioactive materials it
effluents to unrestricted areas, should be
as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA). Part,20 also contains, arngng
other things, requirements on radintlon
mniltoring, personnel monitoring,
precautionary procedures, and reporting.
PErt )5, Appendix B contains broa I
requirements on quality assurance

.provisiopis yhich can be used,.as
appropriate, to the extent commensurate

, with the safety functions lobe
pc rformed by facility structures,
s, stems, and components dining
ducommissioning activities. Part 5) also
ccntains guidelfnes on radloactive
waste system design. Part GI contains

.. . .. ....-.. . . . '....

requ(rements on land disposal of 1
radioactive waste including criteria for n
classification and characteristics of n
waste accepiable fo, disposal.Part 71
contains requirements for the packaging
and Iransporltion cf radioactive
material. Parts 70 and 73 contain
reiuirements for physical protection of
plants and materials. Although all of f
these parts do not specifcally mention
decommissioning activities, the criteria
of these parts would apply, as
appropriate, to decommissioning. In
addition, regulatory guides, many of .

.which already exist apnd some of. which,
are under consideration cqn provide
additional guidance tot planning apd
conducting decommissloning in
aecordance with the appplicble :
regulations. For example, Regulatory *
Guide 8.8 provides juidanceon ensuring i
thiat occupational exposures are ALARA 1
and Regulatory Gulde 1.143 provides .
guidance on radioactive waste I
treitalent systems. Aldso as noted below I
In Sections B.4 and 13;5, guidance-is * , .

being considered on safeguards ahd on .
quality assurance provislons durlng o i
decomnrissloailni and on procedures to
be conildered for facilitating
iecdnirhiiiiloning by reducing.radlalion

dQse bqsgd on N1fR9G/CR-3587zRef
25). - , 1

'The primary means of protecting the
health and safety of the.public and
workers during decbrnmlsslonlng Is..
through Implementation of the.
d6commislioning plan; Theo
decommissioning plan would contain
thq licensee's mean-o for complying with
parts of the regulations discussed above
which are applicabls to non-operating
facilities.

All amendments to the operating
license which the licensee holds at the
timni the decommissioning plan Is
subniittedare subjest to Commission
approval. Amendmonts to the license
are needed because many of the
prescriptive requirements of an
operating license are for the purpose of
assuring safe operallon and are no
longer necessary during
decommissioning. The decommissioning
plan and the assocointed approval
process provide an adequate legal
framework for the ri3gulation of facilities
undergoing decommissioning. Therefore,
the licensee would not have
Independence In conducting
decommissioning. The Commission does
not merely assume Ihe utilities will
follow basic safety criteria The
licensing offices will review
decommissioning plans based on the
applicable criteria and guidance and the
inspection and enforcement staff will
monitor the carryinlj out of the plans.

This approach should provide enough
lexib llty to accomtn'odate the varied
natureof activities which are possible.

The proposed rule has been modified
o provide some additional detail on the
scope of decommissioning plans In the
Inal rule.'A proposed regulatory guide
on contents of decommissioning plans
'or materials facilities has been
)ublfshqd; a similar Regulatory Guide
,or-reactors Is being developed to.
provide 'guidance on the Information
Nhich should be submitted to conform
:o the rule. In addition. Regulatory....
Gulde 1.88 provides guidance on
conducting decommissioning activities,..
ncluding storage periods, In a manner to
meet applicable requirements. This
Regulatory. Guide Is currently being
revised to be fully consistent with' the
regulallons:Regilatory Guldes-have
been used successfully to provide
unitorm applicalion of requirements.
while affording Commission staff.
flexibility to. consider unique factors In
any situation. In addition, the staff
would use stanfdard review plans (SRPs)
which contain review procedures and
the acceptsancecritera used. In T
evaluating licensee applications,
including decommissioning plans. These.
SRPs would be'avallible and contain
the bases for-the acceptance.criteria.
* One cotnmenter noted that It was-
unclear what activities should not be
started prior to approval of
dqcomnmissloning plans; Other."
commsnters.equested ihat the
reulations be clarified In order to.
delineateathose'activitlerrelated to
decommIssloning that could proceed
without approval of the.
decommissioning plan If those activities
are allowed by the operating license and.
5 50.59.

In response It should be noted that
1 50.59 permits a holder of an operating
license to carry out certain activities
without prior Commission'approval
unless these activities involve a change
rn the technical specifications or an
unrevIewed safety question. However,
when there is a change In the technical
specifications or an unreviewed safety
question, 1 50.59 requires the hWlder of
an operating license to submitp an
application for amendpient to the'
llcense pursuant to 1 50.90, Section
60.59(a)(2) contains criteria as to what is
deemed to be an unreviewed safety
ibsup. The amendments contalned In this
rulemaking do not alter a licensee's
capability to conduct activities under
I 50.59. Although the Commission must
approve the decommissioning-
alternative and major structural changes
to radioactive components of the facility
or other major changes, the licensee
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may proceed with some activities such
as decontamination, minor component
disassembly, and shipment and storage
of spent fuel if these activities are
permitted by the operating license and/
or 50.569. These matters will be further
discussed in a revision to Regulatory
Guide 2.88 under consideration.

3. OccupatIonal exposure during
decommissioning. Many comnaentere
emphasized the Importance of worker
protection. Many of these suggested
more specilic criteria to minimize
worker exposure. A number were
concerned that the rule did not,
specificaily address radiation
monitoring. One felt that reporting of all
phases to NRC should be required. One
felt that strict enforcement of safety
standards should be required, and also
Indicated that experience at TM1 and
Shippingport would indicate that total
occupational exposures are apt to be
substantially higher than estimated.
Another believed that exposures during
decommissioning will be substantially
higher than from operations. One
commnenter suggested specific.
requirements such as training of.
workers prior to work In highly
radloacUve areas.

In response, minimizing worker
exposure during decommissioning Is one
of the main goals of this rulemaking and
of the guidance being developed In
connection with this rulemaking.
Detailed plans for decommissioning are
the primary means of minimizing worker
exposure. Procedures for carrying out
decommissioning will be evaluated by
NRC staff for adequacy of occupational
exposure control; plans for appropriate
training are an area of review. Basic
radiation protection, monitoring, and
reporting requirements need not be
developed specifically for
decommlsuionling because generally
applicable criteria are already contained
in 20 CYR Part 20. The radiation levels to
which workers will be exposed will be
similar to levels of major maintenance
activities conducted during operations.
If total exposures prove to be higher
than estimated, this could be factored
Into decisions concerning alternatives
and approvches In the future. Also
contributing to the miilmlzation of.
worker exposure are the recordkeeping
requirements of this rule. Other aspects
of facilitation of decommissioning will
be considered in the review of license
applications.

4. Safeguards during
decominiisaloning. A commenter pointed
out that the applicability of safeguards
requirements to decommissioning Is
unclear. In response, as noted above In
Section B2, the existing regulations on

safeguards for nuclear facilities are.
considered to contain criteria applicable
to the decommissioning process.
Therefore It is not considered necessary
to amend those regulations. However,
the Commission has modified the
proposed rule to indicate that
safeguards provisions during
decommissioning are to be described, at-
appropriate, In the decommissioning
plan. In addition, appropriate guidance
documents will be Issued Identifying
which of the current operating
requirements on safeguards are to apply
during decommissioning

5. Quality assurance during
decommissioning. Many cormnentars
were concerned that the proposed
regulation did not Include mention of
quality assurance and/or quality.control
for decommissioning Some of these.
indicated that QA/QC requirements
need to be clearly specified. A few
comments indicated the need for a
separate or Independent QA(QC staff.
Two commeriteri suggested some
specific procedures which should be
subJect to Q uA and two others refer to
problems with decontamination
activities at Saxton because of lackof
QA.

The Commission agrees that quality
assurance Is Important for
decommissioning. The intent to Include
QA In decommissioning plans was'
mentioned In the statement of
considerations of the proposed rule, but
the scope of plans in the regulation Itself
was very general. The final rule
indicates that QA provisions during
decommissioning are to be described, as
appropriate, In the'decommissioning
plan A large part of the QA program for
operating reactors pertains to equipment
and procedures necessary for the safe
operation of the plant the equipment
and procedures requiring qlA
procedures during decommissioning Is
much more limited. It Is not considered
necessary to detail these requirements
in the regulations because of the limited
nature of the QA requirements. As noted
Above in Section B.2. Information in the
decommissioning plan would describe
QA provisions as they comply with 20
CFR Part $0, Appendix B to the extent
commensurate with the safety functions
to be performed by facility structures,
systems and components during
decommissioning activities. Guidance Is
being considered to assist In the
delopment and review of the quality
assurance provisions of
decommissioning plans.

6. Recordkeeping and facilitation.
Commenter opinions concerning the
recordkeeping requirements proposed:
was mixed. Several thought It was

Important enough to include speciflc
support for the requirements as
proposed Indicating-why such records
were Important. Other commenters
indicated that existing recordkeeping
requirements are sufficient. One
commenter suggested that records might
be limited to those events resulting In
the spread of contamination outside of-
radlologically.controlled areas Identified'
In the updated F8AR

The Commission Is retaining
recordkeeping requirements for
decommissioning Experience has
shown that incomplete knowledge of.
facility desigi and history can result in
significant difficalties and greatly
underestimated costs at the time of
decommissioning. Although many Of the
records, particularly In the case of
reactors, would be kept for other
purpbses, It is expected that an
Improvement In assurance of
availability of the records will result
from the amendments. The amendments
have been written to minimize the
additional effort required, that is,
requiring only centralized reference to
pertinent records'and their location
rather than duplication of the records
and, ifdrawings are referenced, not,
requiring that each relevant document
be In dexedt in divi d ually.

Some commenti Were submitted
concerning facililtatioi of
decommissioning: The commentere
favored consideration of facilitation
except for one who indicated that
additional plant design requirements
and operating procedures to facltate
decommissioning are not necessary.
One commenter discussed how design
facilitation and improvements In the
technology of decommissioning (such as
robots and remote devices) can reduce
the costs, time, and exposures of
decommissioning. Other commenters
recommended that specific requirements
for facilitation of decommissioning In
design and operating procedures be
Included In the regulations.

In prepqring the proposed rule, the
Commission did not conclude that
additional plant deslgn requirements
and operating procedures to facilitate
decommissioning are unnecessary but
rather that other than recordkeeping, no
specific design feature nor operating
procedure need be reouired specilically
for all licensees at this time. As noted in
the Supplementary Information to the
proposed rule, although no specific
requirements are being imposed at this
time, the effects of facilitation on design
of facilities and operational procedures
can be considered under general criteria
contained in existing regulations In 10
CFR Parts 20, 30, 40, 50, 70 and 72 To
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--------- tha extent that design features or decommissioning Inciuded questions and the waseei will be dispied. of in -
operational-techniques are of known regarding costs of decommissioning. use Federal Repository. Other estimates at
value In facilitating decommission'ng, or certification-of a speclfied amount .'Saxton and Humboldl Bay (which the
th s Commission staff may conside, and funding plans for reactors,. commenter Indicated as being $800
these factors In reviewing applications acceptable funding rmethods, submittal million In 2015 dollars) Indicate PNL
fo;r construction permits or operatl ig of funding plans, specifIc comments on estimates are too low,
licenses under the more.general crileria funding for material licensees, funding (d) Estimates of costs of other
contained In the regulations. The for Federal licensees, arid general activities such as reactor construction,
CommissIon has done some prelini lary questions boncerninlr need for funding TMI-2 cleanup, and Saxton
studies to Identify possible beneficial requirements and re lationship of the rule decommissioning have been greatly
fe 3tures and techniques.(NUREG/CR- to the functions of olher regulatory underestimated Cost of
35B7, Reference 25). agencies, decommissioning will likely escalate

7. Shutdown reactors. A number of 1. Cost of decomm issioning. A number much higher than estimated today.
co mmenters were concerned aboutIthe of commenters questioned the Battelle (e) The cost of decommissioning a
e ri emption of reactors pprinanenoid 1 shut Pacific Northwest LAtboratory JPNL) reactor will likely equal the cost of
down prior to issuance of the rule from estimates of the cost: of coftstkuction of the plant.
th i requirement to submit decommissioning as discussed In the The following Is a discussidn of the
de commissioning plans;8Some thought. Supplementary Infoimation to the response to these conicerns.
th at this would mean a lowver leve of proposed rule; A vadiety of alternative NRC. as part of Its efforts on
protection for the public living near such estimates and reasons for questioning rulemaking for decommissIoning,
a plant. One comnuenter suggested that the estimates were loven. A iummary of contracted with Battelle Pacific
those licensees be required to review these are as follows: Northwest Labs (PNL) to develop an
their plans within a set time after the (a) Commentere indicated that other analysis of estimated costs of
effective date of the rule and subulrt any estimates have been made which make decommissioning various nuclear
revisions necessary to make their plans the PNL studies appear to be too low, facilities, Including PWRs and BWRs, on
consistent with the new regulations and Commenters from the nuclear industry a generic basis, based on an engineering
two commenters suggested an Indicated costs are more likely in the evaluation of activities involved in
exempilon procedure In the regulations range of $12 to $713 million. Other decommissioning. As indicated above,
W Duei be better than a blanket commenters cited etatimates which range certain of the commenters disputed the

in response comment It should from SW0 million to as high as $3 billion, accuracy of the PNL studies to varying'
bI noted that reactors which are The variety of estimates are cited by degrees.
permanently shut down prior to the some commenters as being indicative of The PNL'reports on decommissioning
effrective date of this rule, have hadI their the uncertainty of edsimates. One a reference P.WR and reference BWR
statutsreviewedbyapplyingfora thel commenter indicated that the estimates are detailed engineering studies of the
posseiulon-only license (a fewh had In the PNL tudies vrere high conceptual decommtissioning of a large
oetained a materials lcense only)( . (b) The data base of the PNL reports Is PWR (the 1175 MWe Trojan Nuclear

These plants are being adequatel) limited because the reports are based on Plant Is used as the reference plant) and
controlled under their modified license small research reac'tors and on the Elk *. a large BWR (the 1150 MWe WNP-2
and license conditions to protect the River reactor. In particular, Elk River plant Is used as reference). The PNL
health and safety of the public while in and Saxton operated at low power loads reports consider (1) The detailed plant
this decommissioning mode. Any lurther and for only a very short time, not long design and layout of the reference plant;
delay In completion of decommissloni . enough for long-lived radionuclides to (2) estimated conditions in the plant at
would have-to be considered formaliy 1 build up. Thus, necessary experience to the time of shutdown Uust prior to
arl extenilon Is requested beyond the make accurate cost estimates does not debommissloning) including estimates of
e) plration of the possession-only exist and commenters quote the PNL radionuclide Inventory and radiation
liMense. Detailed plans for ultimat . reports as stating that "extrapolatlons dose lates; (3) techniques for.
dismantlement of reactor, currently in from these experiences to large decontamination and dismantling which
is fe storage would be deferred under commercial reactoru are considered to are current and proven; and (4) radlation
the provisions of this rule. Requiring a be generally unreasonable. Moreover protection requirements for workers and
dccommissloning plan for these re actors commenters stated that the PNL studies the public. Based on these
at this time, or an application for are outdated. Some commenters point considerations, the PNL reports present
e)xemption, would Involve out that certain necessary data for detailed work plans and time schedules
administrative efforts on the part ,f -estimating costs does not exist. These to accomplish decommissioning,
these licensees with ho significant . data Includetinformation on concrete including those for planning and
inipact on health and safety. Fundin. contamination, activated vessel prpparation, decontamination, and
and recordkeeping requirements th I components and biological shield and component disassembly and transport.
amendments apply to these-reactbrse soll.contamidation 'ind uncertain status In making cost estimates of.
si:nce they possess an "operating of requiremenks regardiin occupalional decommissloning, the PNL reports
license.'! albeit modified. Details dose waste disposal and revisiual Includexwork scheduling estimates,
ccnceming financial assurance,. radioactivity. staffing requirements, specialty
puimarily the time period for .(c) Shippingport, P 65MWe reactor, . contractors, essential systems,.
accumuliting funds not set aside during. has beereestimated totost $9R millonlto .radioactive materials disposal, supplies,
ol)erallon, would be decided on i case- decommission. Largor reactors would .. etc.
by-case basis. , likely costsignificantly more than this. The PNL reactor decommissioning

F perhaps more than three times as much. studies were performed during the
CIn addithon, hippilrport.cost.estimates. period 197F9 and PNL has since.

Comments received-on the Issun of ,.are probably lower than typical because prepared updates of the original PWR
ansuring the availability of funds lor the reactor vessel vwill be removed Intact.,.. and DWR studies (N=REG/CR-03o
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(Ref. 2) and NUREG/CR-0872 (Ref. 3),
respectively) In which the earlier
estimates were adjusted for Inflation
due to Increases In labor costs, waste
disposal charges, and other general cost
Increases since the original studies. In
addition to inflation, several aspects not
considered In the original studies were
examined: the use of a general
decommissioning contractor In place of
the utility acting as Its own contractor;
the use of an external engineering firm
to develop the detailed plans and
procedures for accomp lshing
decommissloning and the addition of
sufficient staff to assure that radiation
doses to decommissioning workers do
not exceed 5 rem per year.

Based on the above factors and
adjustments, PNL estimates of power
reactor decommissioning In January
1988 dollars are In the range of $105-
$135 million. A breakdown of these
costs Is contained In the Final Generic
Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning Nuclear Facilltles
(Ref. 20). The PNL costs do not Include
the cost of demolition and removal of
noncontaminated structures, storage
and shipment of spent fuel, or
restoration of the site.

Although It may be difficult to make
simple comparisons between different
cost estimetes for different plant.
because of .ite-speciflc considerations,
it can be said that the PNL estimates
represent a reasonable approximation of
the range of decommissioning costs, In
particular because they use engineering
assumptions and are based on
decommnisioning experience. Other
estimates made independently from PNL
and made using engineering
assumptions are in the same general
cost range as PNL Estimates In the
range of $80O million to $3 billion appear
to be unreasonably high. The $8O0
million figure is for decommissioning
Humboldt-Bay and is In year 2015
dollars and hence Includes the assumed
effects of price escalation between 1984
and Z205 which could be substanUal. No
ipecific bases or data are presented by
the commenter to justify the $3 billion
figure. It may be based on comparisons
of construction and decommissioning
costs. However, this Is not necessarily a
valid comparison as discussed below.

Explanation of differences between
the PNL cost estimate range and that
cited by the nuclear Industry of $128 to
$178 million rests partly with site-
specific differences and partly with
differing assumptions regarding labor
necessary to complete certain
decommissioning tasks and differing
assumptions regarding waste disposal
volumes and charges. These different

assumptions come about based partially
on the uncertainty Inherent in making
thesecost estimates at this time. Further
analysis In revisions to the estimates to
account for recent technical Information
obtained since the original PNL studies
were prepared may well reduce the
differences In the assumptions and
estimates. For example, the NRC hai
research programs underway to obtain
data from the decommissioning of the
Shippingport reactor. The rule
amendments provide for these
differences by allowing the use of site-
specific cost estimates In financial
assurance provisions.

The commenters In (b) above
questioned the PNL data base because it
used small reactors as a basis. As
discussed below, the primary use of
Information from earlier
decommissionings of small reactors like
Elk River was to gain a perspective on
the types of operations necessary and
the types of tooling appropriate to
accomplish dismantlement.

The fact that the activation levels
experienced in Elk River were lower'
than those anticipated in a reactor after.
a full lifetime of operation has little
effect on the PNL analyses, because
components that are highly activated
are generally disassembled under water.
With water shielding, still higher
activation levels will not Influence the
approach and methods of disassembly
and packaging In any significant way.

With respect to the lack of data on
contamination and activation levels
throughout the plants at the end of life,
the activation levels were calculated
using well-proven methods and the
contamination levels were based on
datar from actual operating plants after 3
to 6 years of operation. These values are
not unreasonable estimates of end-of-
life conditions because current operating
practice Is to perform system and
surface decontaminations periodically
as required to keep occupational
radiation doses to operations personnel
within reasonable bounds.

The quotation from the PNL report to
the effect that "extrapolations of these
experiences to large commercial
reactors are considered to be
unreasonable" needs to consider the
remainder of the discussion contained In
the PNL report for the proper context.
The statement In thb PNL report was not
Intended to Imply that reasonable
analyses could not be made for the large
reactors. The statement was Intended
instead to discourage persons from
performing linear extrapolations of the
Elk River decommissioning costs to a
large power reactor by using the ratio of
their power levels. In fact, the PNL

studies go on to state in Section 4.3 of
NUREG/CR-072 that 'the primary
value of past decommissioning
experience Is In identification of the
methods and technologies of
decommissioning," In Section 4.3.3,
NUREG/CR-072 describes some of the
lessons learned from past
decommissionings, including the fact
that "Past decommissionings have
demonstrated some of the aspects of the
practicality and acceptability of the
various decommissioning approaches.
The necessary technology not only
exists, but has been safely and
successfully applied numerous times to
a wide variety of nuclear Installations."
As can be seen In Appendix G of
NUREG/CR-072, Inormation on'
techniques and methods from earlfer
decommlssionings, gathered from
various sources Is used In considering
which techniques are applicable to
larger facilities. Some examples are
decontamination, physical cleaning.
removal of structural material, and
equipment disassembly. Thus, as
discussed In NlJUREG/CR-W7Z. direct

-extrapolation or comparison of
decommissioning the small facilities Is
not used by PNL in evaluating costs of
decommissioning for the larger reference
facilities, but rather the usefulness of the
earlier decommissionlngs Is In their
'demonstration of available and
successful decommissioningmethods
and.techniques to accomplish specific
tasks.

PNL utilizes this Information, where
applicable to large reactors, and also
considers the design and plant layout of
the large reactors, and the estimated
conditions in the reactor at the time of
shutdown including estimates of
radionuclide inventory and radiation
dose rates, as well as decontamination
-techniques and radiation protection
measures more appropriate for large
reactors. Based on these considerations,
the PNL studies developed detailed
work plans and time schedules to
accomplish decoinmissloning which are
described In more detail In Sections 4.2
and 9 and Appendices F and C of
NUREG/CR-MSD and Sections 3 and 9
.and Appendices G, H, and I of NUREG/
CR-WZ.

The commenters in (c) questioned the
PNL estimates due to the costs of the
Shipping decommissioning. In response,
first, It should be hoted that the
ShIppingport reactor has all of the
components of a large commercial
reactor and, In addition, the ratio of the
physical size of component. al
Shippintport compared to the physical
size of components at a large
commercial reactor Is much larger than
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the ratio of power levels. Thus, the kinds
5ind numbers of operations requited to
siccomplIsh dismantlement are very
similar. The cost of assembling aid
paying a crew for the decommiss ioning
is high and makes up a large fraction of
the cost of decommissioning. Even for
smaller facilities, a crew must still be
Eissembled anti must perform a number
cif tasks similar to those In large ieactors
such as decontamination of piping loops,
decontamination of concrete surfaces,
vessel and pipe cutting, etc. The costs of
staff labor forthese activities is
significant In each case.

Second, the specific situations at
£Shippingport must be considered In
Particulars the Shippingport
dismantlement Is being conducte i as a
learning exercise and an information/
technology transfer opportunity I Dr the
nuclear Industry. More time and effort
a re being devoted to planning,
executing. and documenting each task
than would otherwise be necessi ry
during a commercial reactor
decommissioning project. Thus, the
c:osts should be greater than expected
for a plant of that size. In addition, the
Shippingport cost estimate is escslated
to real dollars spent during the a':tive
decommissioning period up to 1930
which Is a reasonable estimation
method because DOE needs to project
sictual year dollar costs for budgit
Purposes. However. this Is differant from
the method used In the PNL estimates
which was to use constant 1984 dollars
in the proposed rule. To make a valid
c omparison, both estimates would have
to be in the same year dollars. Inflation
cver this period may be an Important
factor. Another factor in the difference
In cost Is that the Shippingport estimates
Include cost of demolition of certain
facility structures and site restoration,
vhich are not included In the PNL

estimates. In addition to these factors,
I)OE Indicated the existence of certain
unique Items In the ShIppingport
clecommlsslonhng include: The testing of
Certain decommissioning methods to
determine If they fit particular
applicalions; efforts Involved to share
technology with uillites; and efforts
Involved In considering the presence of
the nearby operating Beaver Valley
X lants during decommissioning.

The commenters In (d) questioned the
c ost estimates due to earlier
underestimates of construction costs at
nuclear plants and cleanup costs at
TMI-Z. In response, while there Is no
doubt that decommissioning cos';s will
continue to escalate In step with general
1)rice increases, it does not follow that
because reactor construction cot ts
exceeded original estimates,

-decommissioning cost estimates will
also be greatly exceeded. Cost overruns
In the construction of nuclear plants
reflected the regulatory requirements
necessary to licens3 a reactor for
construction and operation, the cost of
Interest to borrow money during
protracted delays, and other site-
specific problems rather than a basic
Inability to project the technological
costs. Decommissioning cost estimates
do not Include a number of the factors
Involved in obtaining an operating
license and should not necessarily be
subject to such Increases. The cleanup
at TMI-2 Is a first-of-a-kind endeavor
with potential for increased costs. The
Initial cost estimates were based on
very limited knowledge of the actual
conditions to be overcome, and in
addition, there were delays In the
program caused by technical and
regulatory problems.

The cost estimate for cleanup al TMI-
2 has not Increased appreciably since
1981 due in part to a better
understanding of the work scope. The
cleanup following tin accident is not
comparable to a normal
decommissioning in terms of either
technology or cost and the conditions
for a reactor decommissioning can be
much more sharply defined than could
the conditions for Mi-2 cleanup. Also,
the activities needed to decommission
are not first-of-a kInd, but reflect direct
applications of developed techniques
and equipment. Thus, cost Increases of
the magnitude exparienced by the TMI-
2 cleanup effort are unlikely to occur for
a normal decommissioning effort.

The commenters In (a) indicated that
the cost of decommissioning would
likely equal the co it of construction of
the plant. i.e, with costs of construction
running at $3 billion, the cost of
decommissioning would be $3 billion.
First, there have been no detailed
analyses presented to indicate that

- decommissioning costs will equal
construction costs and, In fact, there is
not a specifically defined or fixed
relationship between these two costs.
The PNL studies on decommissioning
(NUREG/CR-M72 and NUREG/CR-
0130) have not identified a specific
relationship between construction costs
and decommissioning costs. As can be
seen In Section 10 of i EG/CR-0072,
decommissioning costs depend on'
various specific factors such as costs of
'staff labor to accomplish
decommissioning tasks, costs of
disposal of waste, special tools and
equipment miscellaneous supplies, etc.
Cost of construction Includes several
Items which have little or no effect on
decommissioning costs such as

licensing, extensive quality assurance
procedures during construction, site
preparations, installation and testing of
Instrumentation, control and electrical
systems, the cost of Interest on the
money used during construction, etc.
This discussion does not attempt to
define or provide costs of these and
other items, but to point out the differing
nature of many of the construction costs
versus decommissioning cost items, and
why there was no identification of a
defined relationship between them In
the Battlp-PNL reports.

Secondly, In any comparison of costs
It Is necessary to place the costs In the
same year's dollars in order to have a
meaningful basis for comparison.
Certainly In about 30-40 years when the
reactors are decommissioned, Inflation
may well drive the decommissioning
costs towards the current cost of
construction. However, the
decommissioning rule amendments,
which will require maintenance of funds
by methods which keep pace with
inflation and periodic adjustment of
funds to account for effects of inflation.
will p'ovide assurance that funds are
available to pay for decommissioning
when needed.

2. Use of certification of a specified
amount and funding plans for reactors.
The proposed rule contained provisions
that a utility applicant or licensee may
submit a certification that financial
assurance for decommissioning will be
provided In a prescribed amount
stipulated In the regulations as $100
million (in 1984 dollars). The proposed
rule also indicated that this value is to
be adjusted annually using an Inflation
rate twice that Indicated by the change
In the Consumer Price Index. The
following were comments received on
this issue:

(a) A hnumber of commenters objected
to the use of certifiation for the
following general reasons:

(1) The use of site specific estimates Is
preferable to a prescribed amount
because they will be more realistic and
accurate and able to account for site-
specific factors.

(2) Commenters generally felt that
because of the wide range of site
specific cost estimates, any one value
would not be accurate and not be
-representative of most plants and
therefore the number of licensees using
certification would be low. Most
commenters argued that $100 million
was too low while a few argued that It
was too high.

(3) The use of a prescribed amount
will not decrease utility efforts because
they will still have to prepare site
specific cost studies for the rate
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regulators regardless of the certification and the Inflation factor should be
procedure. Commenters noted that the modified using other escalators, for
use of the $100 million figure or other example, Handy-Whitman Indexes for
similar prescribed amount will be labor and materials and separate data
viewed by state and Federal rate sources for waste disposal.
regulators as a limiting value, thus (c) With regard to funding plans,
placing a burden on utilities to Justify to several commenters Indicated that there
the rate regulators an alternative needed to be more specific or
funding level even If site specific studies quantitative description of NRC's
show the prescribed amount to be criteria f6r approval of cost estimates in
inappropate for that plant. 8ome power reactor funding plans and that
commenterN noted that this situation lack of criteria could result in confusion.
had already occurred In specific In responding to these comments it
situations. should be noted that, as discussed in the

(4) The use of a specific prescribed Supplementary Information to the
amount as stated In the certification was proposed rule, the Intent of the use of
seen by some commenters as setting a certification Is to minimize the
revenue requirement which Is a function administrative effort of licensees and
for state and Federal rate regulators. the Commission while still providing

(5) The inflation factor contained In reasonable assurance that funds will be
the proposed rule was considered to be available to carry out decommissioning
inaccurate because there was no basis in a manner which protects public
to expect the decommissioning cost to health and safety. The certification
Increase at twice the CPI In the future, amount was base on the significant data
and the factor could be subject to base on decommissioning development
misuse as holted above In (c). as part of the policy evaluation. The

(b) Some commenters. Indicated that If Intent expressed In the proposed iule
certification Is retained that It should be remains valid, however, It appears from
revised and clarified. The following the comments that the Intent and
suggestions were made as to what proposed use of certification has been

should be done if certification Is kept: misunderstood. Thus, the retention of
(1) The certification requirement certification requires clariflcation and

should be clarified to Indicate that it Is adjustment for It to be useful in the
not Intended to and does not represent manner it was intended. These points
the actual cost of decommissioning, that are discussed in the following
It Is not fixed but Is for reference paragraphs.
purposes only, that It Is only Intended to Fir, It io still expected that a proper
insure minimum financial responsibility certification method would provide clear
and that It is niot intended to bind criteria anid would minimize the amount
regulatory ratemaking bodies to that of administrative effort that the NRC
figma xitheras a minimum o maximum. and Ucensees must expend In

(2) The amount should be Increased to establlshing reasonable financial
the $120 to $7t7 million range so that It assurance for decommissioning. The
Is sufficiently high to Include reallistic certificatlon Is also Intended to minimiie
decomrqi stoning costs. NRC Involvement In the rate regulatory

,(3) Indicate that, despite the process, which is an area outside of
allowance of certification, use of a site NRC Juruldiction. The fact that site
specific study is preferable and should specitlc cost estimates may still have to
be used If available. Only allow use of be prepared for rate regulators Is out-
certification In certain cases when it can side the scope of this rulemaking.
be shown that costs are less than $100 Second, the comments that a site
million. specific cost estimate is preferable as

(4) There should be consideration noted In (a)(1) above, that the prescribed
given to include means to adjust the* amount In the certification Is not
certification numbers to account for. representative of mbst plants as notedin
such thigs as plant size, design, other (a)(2) above, and that the use of the
site specific factors, BWR vs PWR, pre- prescribed amount will be viewed as a
or post-TlM units, decommissioning limiting upper value by rate regulators
alternative, two-unit site-savings, etc. as noted In (a)(3) above, indicates the

(5) Clarification should be Included as certification method In the proposed rule
to what the $100 million includes, his been misunderstood. The proposed
namely whether It covets both . rule stated that a utility could submit a.
radioactive and nonradloactive certification that flnaniolal assurance for
structures, whether it Includes decommissioning will be provided In an
contingencies, whether It Is per unit. a mount pt least equal to $100,000,000

(6) The use of the Inflation factor (Enphasis added). Accordingly, the
should be clarified, In particular that It proposed rule did not Intend to prevent
Is not intended to reflect the actual rate site specific cost estimates from being
of increase ofdecommissloning costs, done fnd amounts greater than the.

prescribed amount being estimated andy
used for financial assurance planning as
long as the estimate exceeded the
prescribed amount. Under the provisions
of the proposed rule, licensees could
prepare a site specific cost estimate and
If it exceeded the prescribed amount,
which would be acting as a threshold
review level, the estimate would not be
a matter for NRC consideration. The
amount listed as the prescribed amount
does not represent the actual cost of
decommissioning for specific reactors
but rather is a reference level
established to assure that licensees
demonstrate adequate financial
responsibility that the bulk of the funds
necessary for a safe decommissioning
are being considered and planned for
early in facility life, thus providing
adequate assurance at that time that the
facility would not become a risk to
public health and safety when It is
decommissioned. It Is not Intended to
bind ratemaking bodies to that specific
figure. The text of the final rule states
that, if a site specific cost evaluation Is
prepared, It can form the basis for the
certification and the licensee may
indicate that provisions are being made
for an amount greater than the
prescribed amount.

Use of the certification approach Is a
first step in providing reasonable
assurance of funds for decommissloning
from the Cominission's perspective. The
second step Is that the amendments
require the licensee, five years prior to
the.expected end of operations, to
subminta cost estimate for
deconmlissloning based on an up-to-
date assessment of the actions
necessary for'decommissloning and
plans for adjusting levels of funds
assured for decommissloning. As noted
In the Supplementary Information to the
proposed rule, this estimate would be
based on a then current assessment of
major factors that could affect
decommissioning costs and would
Include relevant, up-to-date Information.
These factors could Include site specific
factors as well as then current*
Information on such Issues as disposal
of waste, residual radioactivity criteria,
etc., and would present a realistic
appraisal of the decommissioning of the
specific reactor, taking Into account
actual factors and details specific to the
reactor and the time'period.

Combination of these steps, first
establishing a general level of adequate
financial responsibility for
decommissioning early In life, followed
by periodic adjustment, and then
evaluation of specific provislons close to
the time of decommissioning, will
provide reasonable assurance that the
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C ommission's objective Is met, ne mely
that at the time of permanent end of
operations sufficient funds are available
to decommission the facility In a manner
which protects public health and safety.
More detailed consideration by NRC
early in life beyond the certification is
not considered necessary becauso of the
steps discussed above. In iddition,
because public utility commissior i are
to set a utilits rates buch that al
reasonable costs of serving the public
nmay be recovered and because NRC
r3quirements concerning termination of
a license are part of the reasonable cost
of having operated a reactor, It Is
reasonable to assume that added costs
beyond those in the prescribed amount
could be obtained If the latter were too
low as suggested by the commenlers.

Based on the above discussion, the
lovel of review contained in this
decommissioning rule provides
reasonable assurance for funding, In
r3sponse to those commentes who were
concerned that the criteria for
evaluation of power reactor funding
plans were not sufficiently specif c or
quantitative, the certification proiress
provides clear requiremnents and will
achieve the objective or reasonalle
assurance of funding while minimizing
associated administrative effort.
T herefore, the amendments do nc t
contain requirements for a cost estimate
early In reactor life. The more detailed
r3view 5 years prior to end of life is
consistent with the requirements for
non-reactor facilities who are required
to submit updated plans at the tine of
license renewal (which occurs every five
years).

As discussed above, the Intent of the
amendments Is thit there be reasonable
assurance of funds for decoinmisilioning.
Other Issues normally outside NF;C's
jurisdiction such as rate of collec lion
and whether a fundinginethod 1s
equitable should be considered byr
utilities and their ratemaking bodies. For
example, to be more equitable to
retepayers, the utilltlei and rateniaking
bodies may.want to consider whether
amounts should be collected basud on a
site specific cost estimate which
exceeds the prescribed amount ruther
than the stepwise approach discL ssed
above. The final rule contains text
racognizing that funding for
deco'mmissioning of electric uIlitles Is.
also subject to the regulation of agencies
having jurisdiction over rates, an i that
tVie NRC requirements are in addition to,
and not substitution for, other
rdquirements, and are not Intendad to be
used, by themselves, by other agioncles
t establish rates. Hence, NRC will not
tecome involved In the rate regu ation

. . . . . .

process ad It relates to
decommissioning.

Basedon these considerations, the
certification requirement has been
retained. However, It has been modified
in several ways to Incorporate public
comments to clarify its purpose and use
as follows:

(1) As noted above, the text of the rule
has been revised to Indicate clearly that
a licensee may use a site specific
decommissioning cost estimate to
indicate that provieIons are being made
for an amount greatler than the
prescribed amount atid to delineate the
correct usage of the certification.

(2) As indicated In I 50.75(c), the
amount has been increased. The revised
amount Is based on recent evaluations
done for NRC by itM contractor Battelle
Pacific Northwest laboratory. As
discussed In Sectlon C.1, these estimates
are considered to represent a reasonable
engineering estima[e of the range of
decommissloning costs. In preparation
of the final rule, the original PNL
estimates were reevaluated and
compared with other estimates and
updated estimates were developed
based on recent inlormation.

(3) In response to the public
comments, the rule text has been
revised to clarify what would be
covered by the prescribed amount and
provisions have been Included In the
rule to adjust the amount for such
factors as plant size and reactor type.
This adjustment for plant size Is based
on PNL's generic evaluation of the effect
of plant size on decommissioning cost
and overall review of a number of plant
cost estimates. An indication of the
bases for the prescribed amounts and
for the adjustment Is contained In
addenda to NUREG/CR-130 and
NUREG/CR-W72

(4) The final rule text also indicates
that amounts are based on activities
related to the defirition of
"decommission" In 10 CFR 50.2 and do
not include the cost of removal and
disposal of spent fuel or of non-
radioactive structures and materials
beyond that necessary to terminate the
NRC license. Costa of disposal of
nonradioactive hazardous wastes not
necessary for NRC license termination
are not Included In the prescribed
amounts.

(5) In response to a number of
comments, the escielation factor.
contained In the proposed rule has been
revised to better account for factors
affecting increases In decommissioning
cost, The factors for labor, energy, and
waste burial are indicated separately
and are based on the addenda to

NUREG/CRl-130 and NUREG/CR-N72
and on NUREG-1307 (Ref. 27).

S. Acceptable funding methods. The
proposed rule listed Internal reserve as
one of the funding methods considered
acceptable in providing assurance of
funds for decommissioning. In Internal
reserve, funds are placed into an
account or reserve which Is not
segregated from licensee assets and Is
within the licensee's administrative
control. A number of commenters either
disagreed with or favored the inclusion
of Internal reserve as an acceptable
method. The following were comments
received on this Issue:

(a) Those that disagreed with
Inclusion of Internal reserve did so for
the following principal reasons:

(1) There may be problems with
-liquidity of-the internal reserve if the
acquired assets and Investments do not
preserve value over time and there may
be problems In issuing bonds against
these assets to pay for decommissioning.
In partidular, funds could be used for
new nuclear construction or other uses
such as accident cleanup. With this
method one cannot Insure that money
taken from customers will be available
In ihe future for decommissioning. This
could cause serious cash flow problems
at the time of deconmissioning,
especially if utilities are replacing old
plants with new ones at the same time
decommissioning takes place.

(2) The future financial viability of
utilities cannot be assured and the
potential exists for utility instability and
Insolvency. The commenters expressed
concern that the utilities could pot raise
funds for decommissioning If they were
having severe financial problems or
were facing Insolvency. Commenters
cited examples of potential situations.

(3) The level of assurance provided is
Inadequate and the generation of
Insufficient funds could compromise
safety, cause delays, and cause rate
boosts. Nuclear power should pay Its
way fairly. In addition, by not requiring
external funds NRC has not responded
to the petition for rulemaking made by
the Public Interest Research Group In
1977 or to GAO's concern that
decommissioning coati be paid by
current beneficiaries, not future
generations. One commenter's analysis
indicated that Internal reserve costs
exceed external reserve costs when they
are adjusted to equalize relativ6 risk
with respect to the availability of funds.

(b) The commenters who agreed with
the Inclusion of Internal reserve as an
addeptable funding method did so for
the following principal reasons.

(1) The use of internal reserve would
enhance utilities' financial positions by
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reducing external financing needsaJ
addition, utilities have Investments,
cash flow, and annual earnings whi,
are large compared to decommissioi
costs,

(2) The likelihood of Instability an
Insolvency Is remote and utilities Sr
good Investments and havie large as
Commenters noted that utilities whc
rates are regulated are essentially
guaranteed a minimum return on
investment and have an obligation
under the ratemaking system to pay
decommissioning. Commenters also
noted that In times of financial
difficulty, an Internal reserve Is
sufficlent because It Is unlikely that
electric generation service would nc
provided and, even In the case of
Insolvency, there will be a successo
the Insolvent utility who would rela
the obligation to decommission.

(3) Several commenters supported
Internal reserve because it can earn
higher rate of return, reduces revent
requirements, and provides a reason
balance between cost and assurance
Also, commenters noted that there e
financial risks associated with extei
reserve.

In developing the Proposed Rule, I
Commiasion considered the questtoi
the use of Internal reserve In severe
documents. These include NUREG-4
Revs. 1-3, "Assuring the Availabilit2
Funds for Decommissioning Nucles
Facilities," (Ref 14), NUREGfCR-14
"Financing Strategies for Nuclear Pc
Plant Decommissioning." (Ref. 15) ai
NUJREGICR-389, 'Utillty Financial
Stabilit~y nodd the Availability of Fun
for Decommissioning" (Ref. 18). In
addition, the Commission held a men
soliciting public and industtry views
decommnissioning on Septemrber 2s.:
and the NRC staff reviewed commei
In the area of financial assurance
submitted on NUREC-Oise "Draft
Generic Environmental Impact
Statement on Decommissitoning Nuc
Facilities" (Ref, 20). These reports ai
meetings considered several factors
regarding availability of funds for pi
utilities In the United States. One fat
Is that utilities are large, very heavil
capitalized enterprises whose rates
comprehensively regulaede by the S1
Public Utility Commissions (PUC) at
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). This factor per
the utilities to charge reasonable rat
subject to reasonable regulation and
rudes. In addition, the Commission h
taken action recently in the
promulgation of 20 CFR CO.54(w) tol
requirements to establish ornste
property damage insurance for useX
an accident. Although these Insuran

. .. . . ~ ..l.]
... ...m.

proceeds would not be used directly for
decommissioning, they would reduce the.
risk of a utility being hit by a large
demand for funds after an accident.
Most utilities are now carrying
Insurance well In excess of $1 billion.
Other factors considered are the long
time period before decommissioning
takes place during which time
reasonable assurance of funds for
decommissioning must be maintained.
as well as concerns regarding utility
solvency and potential problems
regarding availability of funds which
may occur as a result of bankruptcy.

Before publication of the proposed
rule, the NRC evaluated the adequacy of
various finding methods in light of
financial problems encountered by some
utilities which, faced with lower growth
In electricity demand than they
projected and rapidly increasing costs of
construction, had been forced to cancel
nuclear plants In advanced stages of
construction and the ramifications these
conditions, as well as Issues related to
bankruptcy, could have on a utility's
ultimate ability to pay for
decommissioning. Details of this
evaluation are contained In NUREG/
CR3899, (Ref. l8) prepared by an NRC
consultant. Dr. J. Siegel of the Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania.

Based on the results of NUREG/CR-
3899 In which It Is Indicated that Internal
reserve can be a valid funding method
auid on the considerations discussed In
the Supplementary Information to the
Proposed Rule, the proposed
decommissioning rule permitted a range
of options, Including internal reserve, for
providing assurance that sufficient funds
are available for decommissioning.
However, the Supplementary
information to the proposed rile noted
that the regulatory approach for
assuring funds for decommisioning had
been particularly difficult to resolve and
specifically requested additional
Information and comments In this area.
In particular, the Supplementary.
Information stated that:

More specifically, Commissioners
Asseistine and Bernthal continue lo be
concerned about the vulnerability of the
Internal funding mechanism for
decommissioning funds, particularly where
the funds are used to purchase assets or
reduce existing debt.

Based on this concern, Commissioners
Asseletine and Berothal requested
"public comments on the need to
consider the possibility of Insolvency
and Its Impact on the continued
availabillty of decommissioning funids."

Although commentera did not
generally refer specifically to the
separate request for comment by

Commissioners Asselstine and Bernthal,
a number-of comments, noted above,
were received In this area. Those who
disagreed with the inclusion of Internal
reserve In the rule cited problems with
liquidity of the Internal reserve and with
the future financial viability of utilities
with resultant problems In providing
decommissioning funds, and stated that
the level of assurance Is Inadequate. In
contrast. other commenters agreed with
the use of internal reserve citing the fact
that the likelihood of instability and
insolvency Is remote, that utilities have
Investments, cash flow. and annual
earnings which are large In comparison
to decommissioning cost, and that the
Internal reserve does provide
reasonable assurance.

As part of the review of the
comments, NRC has had NUREG/CR-
3899 updated lo consider the current
situation In the utility Industry. This
analysis Is contained In NUREG/CR-
899, Supplement 2, (Ref. 18) which

reviewed six utilities which have been
subject to severe financial distress.
Based on the analysis, NUREG/CR-
3899, Supp. 1 Indicates that, since
NUREG/CR-3899 was published in 1984,
the financial health of the nuclear
utilities has Improved, with the
exception of Public Service of New
Hampshire {iPSNHi) and that from a
financial standpoint. use of internal
reserve currently provides sufcient
assurance of funds for decommissioning.
The basis for this conclusion Is the fact
that the likelihood of future crises
developing, although not Impossible, Is
extremely remote; that the total market
value of the securities of each of the aix
utilities studied substantially exceeds Its
decommissioning costs; that It Is not
necessarily true that bankruptcy of a
utility Is tantamount to default on
decommissioning obligations; and the
potential .that the costs of
decommissioning would be recognized
as a prior obligation with regard to
creditors.

Despite these conclusions. NUREG/
CR4899. Supp. 1. notes that PSNH has
said that, unless it undergoes financial
restructuring and gets the rate Increase
It Is seeking. It probably would become
the first major utility to seek protection
under the Bankruptcy Act in nearly 50
years. (Subsequent to the preparation of
the analysis of NUREG/CR-S899,
Supplement 1, PSNH filed a petition in
bankruptcy under Chapter 1l of the U.S.
Bankruptcy code.) In addition,
Supplement I notes that If PSNH's
Seabrook plant becomes operational.
the prospects for PSNH greatly Improve
although bankruptcy still cannot be
precluded as a possibility due to the
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-pcitential for large rate hikes and Federal agincies rbspecting thI MF-iinlssiontng the Commliss1 - -.
resultant defections from its electzic economics of nuclear power, they do believes It Important not ta Impose
system. Hence Supplement 1 concludes authorize the NRC to take whatever Inordinate financial burdens oip
that Internal reserve should not be regulatory actions may be necessary to licensees. The modification to the
allowed for Seabrook until the finincial protect the public health and safety, proposed rule Is not expected,.to impose
prospects of the utility are clarifie I and including the promulgation of rules such a burden for several reasons. First,
the viability of the corporation Insured., prescribing allowable funding methods licensees have 2 years from the effective

In addition, NUREG/CR-3899; Supp. 1, for meeting-decommnissioning costs. (See date of the final rule before they have to
noted that it Is imperative that, In the Pacific Gao & Electric v. State Energy submit infornmation regarding financial
cgise of the sale or other disposition of Resources Conserve tion & Developnient assurance. Second, the external reserve
utility assets, no monies are distri'uted Commission, 481 U.S.190; 212-13, 217-19 Is a sinking fund accumulated over a
to any security holders until a fun Is (1983);see also United Nuclear. period of time. Third, a number of states
established to assure payment for Corporatloh v Cdrnon, 553 F. Supp, (accounting for almost 59% of power
decomnissioning. Supplement I also 1220,1230-32 (DMR.L 1982) and cases reactors) already-require external
recommended changes in Federal and' . cited therein.) I funding methods. Fourth, recent changes
Slate bankruptcy laws relating to . For the foregoing' reasons, the in the tax laWs allowing current
utilities and-the inclusion Ini the Commission continues to be concerned deductions for external reserves may
prospectus of newly Issued iecuri ties of with the use of an Internal reserve. The" reduce the cost differential between
al explicit statement of thebtility's -Commission notbs the concerns :inteltal fteerve and external reberve.
financial obligalions to provide expressed'in NURD3/CR-3899, Supp. I .- FlnallAthe rul does n6t require funds
adequate funds for derommlisioning.. regarding bankrupt:y at PSNH ad well. accumnlatedlo date, hi intemal reserves
Further, Supplement 1 noted-that, as the changing economic and financial to be ttandferred to ekternal feserves,
bscause of changing econonic an 1 conditions discussed In NUREG/CR- however those existing funds if left In
ifinanciel conditions, the NRC sho id 3899, Supp .1,The Commission also intbrnal reserves would not be
conduct periodic reviewi of the overall notes'that'many util)lies are engiging in adceptable for use in meeting the
financial health of utilities with ongoing diversified financial'activitie's which requirements'of i 50i5(e).(1) a~d(3)-
and prospective nuclear facilities. If"- Involve-more financial risk and believes" In a related comment, several
such e review Indicates tliheflnana lal ' therefore it is'Incr ibingly'ixnportint to 'coriuenuet'ers discussed the firding
condition of utilitles taken as a w ole or provide that decommlislohing Tunids be' Methads'they preferred over Internal
Individually Is such that internal seserve provlded on a more assured basts. rejerve. These Included principilly thq
does not provide reasonable assurance . In additlon:to thzrextbnt thatba tility use of prepayment of the undi or the
.oil funds for-decomnissionlng then -Is having severe financial dlfficulties't . use of in external fund coupled with
additional rulemaking or other ste ps the time oftdecomunissloning:lt tnay "insurince against prem~atuire.
should be taken to Insure-avallabillity of have difflculty In funiding an internal decommissioning. Principal reasons foz
these funds. - reserve when needed for favoring these meth6dd Include thoi fact

Tie Commnission has considere'j the decommissloni' . 11e CommissIbri that there may be shutdown of areactor
cOnclusions In IUREG/CR-38, Supp. recognized that thdetnarket Value of the before the dateof Its expectd eld ofi
1, as well as tie public comments , itock of those utilities studied in . fif due to either an accident or
received onthe tisue. The Comzniission'i "'NUREG/CR89X has exceeded ! problems with reactor aging Or
review In this aria Is confined to Its ' dedommiasloning cost. However, . obsolescence: Consequently. suvffclent
st atutory mandate to prdtect the - although the law In this area Is not fully funds for decommissloning fMight not
radiological health and safety of the developed; in the e'went of bankruptcy heae been collected by a method irhlch
p-iblic and promote the common defense there Is not reasonable assurance that -accumulates funds over projected
and security which stems principally either unsegregated or'segregated reactor life. Conversely, several
from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as Internal reserves can be effectively commenters indicated that It Is
amended, and the Energy protected from. claims of creditors and appropriate to rely on the property
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended. therefore internal reserves cannot be damage Insurance requirements of lo
Irn carrying out Ilb licensing and rlated made legally secuto. In addition. CFR0.54(w) to supplement
regulatory responsibilities under l hese because of the natLre of the internal decommissioning funding methods. They
auts, the NRC has determined that there reserve, the funds c ollected are not argue that, with the substantial amount
Is a significant radiation hazard Isolated for use for decommissioning, of property Insurance required, even In
ansoclated with nondecommissloaied Instead the utility may use the funds fot the highly improbable.event of an
nuclear reactors. The NRC has allo other unrelated purposes. iccident-related, premature
determined that the public health and For the above reasons, the decormmissloning the utility will still
safety can best be protected If its Commission concludes that the Internal have sufficient resources available after
regulations require licensees to.uwe reserve does not provide reasonable the decontanination process to carry
n ethods which provide reasohable . assurance that funds will be available out decorimmissioning. Some .of the
awisurance that, at the time of when needed'to pay the costs of commenters recognized the possible
termination of operatHone, adequate decommissioning and hence does not difficulties In obtaining non-accident
funds are available so that . provide reasonable assurance that premature decommissioning insurance.
'decommissioning can be carried out In a decommissioning will be carried out in a One commenter stated that surety bonds
safe and timely manner and that 'lack of manner which protects public health or Insurance are not viable alternatives
funds does not result In delays that may and safety. Accordingly, the proposed for normal decommissioning or
ceuse potential health and safety . rule has been modified to eliminate the premature decommissioning not
problems. Although the Atomic Energy Internal reserve as a possible method of ssdpclated with an accident. The
Act and the Energy Reorganizatlon Act providing funds for decommissioning. commenter noted that nuclear property
do not permit the NRC to regulatef rates In reaching its concluslon not to Insurahce would be available only If an
or to supersede the 'decisions of E tate or permit use of Internal reserve for Insured event necessitated premature
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.decormlmss-onlng and on y In the
aniount necessary to repair the -plant for
damages caused by the accident.
Premature decommissionIng due fo..
regulatory mandate would not be
covered. The commenter also noted thal
surely bonds In the amount of $1i0
million are not generally available.

The Commlssipn notes that these
comments must be considered within
the context of Commission requirements
for onsite property damage Insurance,
the proceeds from which could be used
to decontaminate a reactor after an
accident Although these Insurance
proceeds would not be used directly for
decommnissi6hnngthey would reduce the.
risk of a utility being subject to e
tremendous demand for funds after an
accident The Commisslon has
implemented Its proposed requirement
in 10 CFR 60 .4(wl for slightly over $S
billion of insurance. An important
consideration In selecting an acceptable
method for providing fands for
decommissioning Is that the method be
reasonably cost effective. Prepayment of
funds has been recognized by several
studies as being significantly more
costly than the other methojs. In view
of the unlikely nature of the events and
the potential problems being considered,
prepayment generally has a cost too
high for the benefit that would be'
realized. Use of insurance for non-
accident related decommissioning was
found in an earlier study performed for
the NRC NUREG/CR-2370 (Ref. 16). to
have potentially serious problems of
insurability and morathazard and Is not
currently available. (Moral hazard Is a'
term used In the insurance Industry to
Indicate a situatlonof laxity with
respect to loss prevention or loss control
where those Insured have access to risk
preventionl.) Finally, earlier studies in
NUREG-0584 found that surety bonds
were not generally available in the
amounts necessary for decommissioning
power reactors.

In light of the factors considered,
Including the assurance provided by the
various methods, the unhikely'nature of
the various events and the cost and
practicality of providing more absolute
assurance by certain methods, the
Commission has concluded that the
funding methods listed in the rule as
modified by the exclusion of Internal
reserve are adequate.

Two conmenters stated that well
capitalized, firmly established private
organizations operating researcb and
test reactors should be allowed to
guarantee compliance with financial
assurance requirements by use of the
certification process which Is permitted
for government entities. In responqe to

this conunent It Is noted.that certain
government licensees are permnitted-in
the amendments to meet the funding
requirements of the rule by submitting a
statement of intent that the appropriate
government entity will be guarantor of
decommissioning funds. Private
organizations were not afforded that
option In the proposed rule. The
different treatment arises because there
-is reasonable assurance that the
appropriate government entity, which
has the power of taxation will provide
adequate funding in the.future to
decommission the facility in a manner
-which protects public health whereas
this Is n6t necessarily the case with
private organizations even If they are
currently adequately capitalized. It they
have no funds for decommissioning
there can be problems with completion
of decommissioning. As noted in Section
C.5 below, use of parent company
guarantees backed up by financial tests
will be permitted for private
orgaizatlions operating research and
test reactors.

Four commenters Indicated agreement
with proposed I 50.82(c)(1) which would
require a licensee pldanning to delay
completion of decommissioning by
Including a period of safe storage or
long term surveillance to place funds
Into an external fund or use a surety or
certification method, while four
commenters disagreed with the proposal
Indicating that utilities should not be
required to shift to external funding. In
response, as noted In the response to a
Previous comment, the proposed rule
has been modified to delete Internal
reserve as an acceptable furiding
method. Because there Is as great or
greater need for assurance of funds over
the extended timeframe involved with a
facility in SAFSTOR when the facility Is
no longer a revenue producing asset.- the
proposed requirement in i S0.62fc)(1) for
external funding during SAPSTOR
remains.

4.funding plans. A number of
commenters indicated that It was
important for the funding plan to be
updated over the operating life of the
facility because there would be
Increases In costs over facility life. Some
commenters indicated that there should
be periodic adjustments of the funding
level, and most said, there should be a
specific frequency indicated In the
regulations with most saying
frequencies Of 5 years and some
Indicating it should be more frequent.

In response, the CoSmission ages.
with the Importance of updating the
funding plan over the operating life of
the plant. This was reognized in the
proposed rule which requires that a

funding plan Include "means of'
adjusting cost estimates and associated
funding levels over the life of the
faciliy and which also requires each
reactor licensee to update his cost
estimate fiat or abo t5 years prior to the
projected end of operations." In order to.%
clarify that the updates should take
place over the course of the facility
lifetime, the proposed rule has been
modified to indicate that a funding plan
Include means of adjusting cost r
'estimates and associated funding levels
periodically over the life of the facility.
The frequency for these updates Is not
included In the rule but would be
Includedin regulatoryguldance under
consideration. Thls wilt provide more
flexibility In dealing with different types
of licensees and financial
consIderatIons. 1 Is expected that
regulatory guidance will Indicate the
frequency ofadjustment for cost
estimate and funding levels.
.A number of commenters objected to

the requirement In the rule that
submittals of reactor funding plans be a
condition of license. The commenters
indicated that by doing so any change In
the funding plan coutd be interpreted as
a license amendment. The cormmenters
argued that this was unnecessary since
the funding requirements do not have a
direct impact on the safe operation of
the plant. This could have a n6gative
effect on continued plant operations.
even though there was no safety
concern. Most commenters argued that
the requirements would be better
promulgated as regulations which would
not decrease NRC's enforcement
authority. The Commission has
considered these comments in light of
the need to provide reasonable
assurance of the availability of funds for
decommissioning and, in response, In
order to build flexibility into the rule
has modified the proposed rule to make
the reactor funding requirements a
specific regulatory requirement In
I 50.75 instead of a licehse condition.

5. Funding requirements for material
licensees. For-material licensees, the
proposed rule contained provisions that
an applicant or licensee may submit a
certification that financial assurance for
decommissioning will be provided in a
prescribed amount stipulated In
proposed 10 CFR Parts 90 40, and 70.
The amoupt Is dependent on the
quantity of licensed material which the
licensee possesses. Two comnmenters
Indicated that the cost amounts
prescribed In ihe regulations for 10 CFR
Parts 30,40, and 70 licensees are too
high for the. quantities of material listed
and that.the prescribed cost amounts
ihould be set more realistically or the
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prescribed radioactivity levels should be
Increased. One of the two.commentars
wh,, felt the estimates were too high
noted that the multiples of Appendcl C
qua ntities prescribed in the rule for
some Isotopes amount to absolute
qua ntitles of less than a curie and the
conmenter did not think that the
decommissioning costs for such a
license would amount to the sums
prescribed In the proposed rule. Tho
other commenter Indicated as an
exe mple that the amount of Am-24 In
uns ealed form requiring a
decommissioning cost of $500,000 I IQ
millicuries. Three other commenteru felt
that the prescribed amounts appealed to
be too low and cited specific examples
to support their claim. These Included.
the following: Cleanup of a U.SjAnny
building which had burned cost ovE r
$300,000; cleanup of the extensive
contamination at a USAEC contractor
facility at Weldon Spring cost
$200,000,000; cleanup of four Igloos at
the Seneca Apny Depot by the U.S.
Anny cost $300D000 to $1,000,000;
cleanup and storage of contaminated
soil by DOE In the vicinity of-the "W.R.
Crace and Stepaen Chemical faciliti's *
cost $2-4 million. In addition, one of the
cormmenters pointed out that use 9f
contractors to perform the work could
Increase costs.

I n response to the commenters who
fell the estimates were too high, It Is the
opinion of the Commission, based on the
data base cited In the Supplementary
Information to tthe proposed ruie, it-at
the prescribed amounts are reasonable
estimates and that it Is not the rule'
Intent that the indicated costs be used In
every situation. The purpose of se3ing
the amounts Is to provide an approach
which minimizes the burden on the
majority of licensees and on.the NEC
while providing assurance of funds for.
decommissioning. If. In a particular case,

.the prescribed cost amounts are tot..
high, the licensee has the option of
submitting a funding plan with a facility
specific cost estimate.

In response to the commenters who
fellt the estimates were too low, certain'.
points must be considered In asses ilng
the comments and the examples cited..
Some of the examples appear to be
cases where there was accidental
spread of contamination beyond that
normally encountered. The funding
assurance provisions of the proposed
rule are not intended to address thie
couts of cleanup resulting from an
accident. Provisions for funding cleanup
of accidental releases of radloacti a
material were noted as being under
consideration In a separate rulemaking
(sea Advanced Notice of Proposed

.RulemaklingpublisheciJune7, 198$, 50
FR 23960); . ..

'Another polnt to consider is that
certain facilities contain larger
quantities of radioactive material than
are specified In the sections of the rule
amendments (I.e., §5130.35,40.38, and
70.25) permitting use of a prescribed.'
funding amount. Licensees of these
facilities would be required to submit a
decommissioning funding plan.
containing a cost estiwate specific to'
those larger facilities. Under the
rovisions of the appropriate sections,

ficensees of these larger facilities would
be permitted to Initially use a prescribed
amount of $750,000 In their financial
assurance planning. However, use of
this prescribed amount Is only a
temporary action which Is Intended to
reduce the administrntive effort
associated with inmplementation of the
rule amendments and. these licensees
are required by the indicated section of
the rule to eventually submit a funding
plan (With the facility decommissioning
cost estimate) at the time of application
for license renewal.

PNL has provided updated.
decommissioning cost estimates to NRC
for use In the Final Generic
Environmental Impac;t Statement.
Appropriate Information has been taken
from those updates.for use in the final
rule to account for fdotprs such as
Inflation. The cost estimates for material
licensees do not specifically include the
assumed use of contractor costs
because, based on the PNL studies. the
prescribed amountsalisted In the rule are
considered reasonable In providing
adequate funds so that a facility does
not become a conceri to public health
and safety. The addietional expense
associated with requiring all material
licensees io set aside in their funding
method the added costs of assuming use
of a contractor Is not justified compared
to the small number of licensees
expected to have to use contractors.

The estimated cosl. of
decommissioning isabased on activities
related to the definition of
"decommission" In ID CFR 30.2 (and
similar sections In other parts) and does
not include the cost of removal and
disposal of nonradloactive structures
and materials beyond that necessary to
terminate the 'NRC license. Disposal of.
nonradioactive hazardous waste not
necessary for NRC license termination is
not covered by these regulations but
would be treated by appropriate
agencies having responsibility over
these wastes.

Several comments were received on
the proposed rule sections which list
funding methods that 10 CFR Part 30, 40,

and 70 appiicants and licensees may use
and that are consideredatovprovide
reasonable assurance-of the availability
of funds for decommissioning. Five
comment'rseindicated that this list was
too restrictive and .that financial tests of
licensees should be utilized in
determining acceptablefunding methods
formaterials licensees. These
commenters argued that-use of financial
tesls on a case-by-case basis'would
Improve the degree of financi'al.'
assurance and eliminate unnecessary.
cost'burdens for many non-utility: non-
government entitles. As precedents and
examples of tests which could be used
by NRC, comnenrers generally referd
to the Minahcial tests contained In 40
CFR Parts 254 and 285 for hazardous
waste facilities regulated by EPA. The
commenters Indicated that these tests
could be used-alone or combined with
licensee guarantees of funds, with self-
Insurance or with Internal reserve as
acceptable methods for assuring funds
for decommissioning. One commenter
Indicated that'letters of credit provided
a cost-effective method for his
operations.

The Commission did not Include the
financial test as an acceptable funding
method for materials facilities In the
proposed rule. It was felt that because of
the potential for changing licensee
flnanclal.conditions and the fairly
lengthy time period Involved before
decommissioning would take place that
the financial test would not provide
sufficient assurance of the availability.
of funds'for decommissioning. Also,
additional staff time could be necessary
to monitor the financial status of a
number of licensees.*This position and
the funding methods listed In the
proposed decommissioning rule were
consistent with the funding methods
listed in earlier NRC promulgated rules
in 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A.
regarding requirements for funding the
decontamination and decommissioning
of uranium mills and tailings, and In 10
CFR Part el regarding funding for
closure of low.level-waste burial
grounds..

The commenters point out that the,
Environmental Protection Agenc$": *
permits the use of financial tests when
accompanted by corporate guarantees
for Its hazardous waste facitatles and
'recommended that the NRC use similar
financial tests for meeting financial
assurance requirements. The staff i
recognizes that financial tests may be
useful In certain situations and can
minimize Impacts on licensees. Hence,
the regulation has been modified In the
final rule to specifically permit licensees
to use parent company guarantees with
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accompanying financial tests to meet
the financial assurance requirements of
the regulation. The use of the parent
company guarantee and financial test Is
taken from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's regulations 40 CFR
Parts 264 and 265, Use of the parent
company guarantee and financial test
provides assurance in that the company
will provide an Independent
commitment beyond that of the licensee
to expend funds. This requirement is
consistent with the NRC's Pplicy
Guidance Regarding Parent Company
and Licensee Cuarantees for Uranium
Recovery Licensees Issued In December
195. A parent company guarantee may
not be used In combination with the
other financial methods listed In the rule
to satisfy the requirements of thU
section.

Other funding methods. including
letters of credit, will continue to be
acceptable for providing assurance of
funding. Use of prepayment or other
external'trust funds Is different in
approach from use of a surety bond,
Insurance or other guarantee method.
With prepayment, the licensee is
actually using the Instrument to pay for
decommT~ssioning of the facility, while
with the second approach, a financial
Instrument Is used as backup to pay for
decommissIoning In the event that the
licensee Is unable to complete these
activities If a surety, insurance, or other
guarantee method Is used to actually
pay for decommissioning, the licensee is
still fully responsible for all of Its
decommissioning requirements.

NRC intends to periodically review
the overall financial status of licensees
to assess the effectiveness of the
funding methods permitted in the
regulations.

One comnenter was concerned that.
In the case of licensees having materials
licensed under more than one part of 1o
CFR and used within common facilities,
the rule would require a separate
decommlssloning plan for each license
and recommended that a consolidated
plan be allowed. In response to this
comment, In some cases where
byproduct source, and/or special
nuclear material are used in the same
facilities, It would be very difficult to
develop separate decommissioning or
funding plans for terminating each
license, In particular where there Is
Interdependence of facilities, operations,
or projected decommissioning activities,
Consolidated plans based on a
combined analysis of the facility
decommisslonlng would be permitted. If
a licensee operatei multiple
Independent facilities and/or sites under
a single license, a consolidated

decommissioning or funding plan would
have to delineate procedures and cost
estimates for each facillty/lIte. The
regulatory guides currently under
consideration would Include further
details concerning these situations. The
rule Is broad enough to encompass these
situations.

Two commenters expressed concern
regarding the licensee's responsibility
for decommissioning. One comnmenter
indicated that It was not clear in the
proposed rule whether financial
assurance requirements apply to each
license, each licensee, or each facility
and recommended that the licensee be
specified as the responsible unit. The
other commenter expressed the concern
that there exists the potential for
reducing companies' llability for
decontamination activities should the
NRC approved funding plan be
Inadequate.

In response to these comments, It
should be noted that amended 10 CFR
Parts 30, 40, and 70 require that each
holder of a specific license provide
financial assurance for decommissloninjg
thus specifically Indicating that the
licensee Is the responsible party for
financial assurance. Funding and
decomunissloning plans submitted by a
holder of multiple materials licenses
may be consolidated. It Is expected that
the requirements contained is amended
10 CFR Parts 30,40 and 70 will provide
reasonable assurance that funds are
available for decommissioning nuclear
facilities. Specillcally, 5 30.35 (and
related sectfons in other parts) requires
submittal of a funding plan containing
an estimate of the cost of
decommlssloning or use of a
certification of an aniount prescribed In
the regulations. The cost estimate
contained in the funding plan will be
based on site conditions and can use, as
a base, information developed by
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) In a series of reports on
technology, safety, and costs of
decommissioning nuclear facilities.
NRC's review and evaluation of the
estimate can use not only the PNL
reports but experience gained at other
materials facility decommnisslonings.
Section 30.35 also provides that the
licensee Include provisions In the
funding plan for adjusting
decommissioning cost estimates and
associated funding levels over the life of
the facility to take Into account changing
econonic and technical conditions. Even
In the event thst these'efforts result In a
shortfall of funds at decomtnsslon1g a
matter which concerns the 6ommenter,
the regulations specifically state that it
Is the licensee's responsibility to fund

and carry out decommissloning In a
manner'whicb protects public health
and safety. Accordingly, the licensee
would be under a continuing obligation
to find the means for completing
decommissIonIng.

6. Funding requirements for Federal
llcensees.One commenter, the
Department of the Army, Indicated that
the proposed requirements for Federal
agencies, spcifically proposed sections
In Parts 30,40, 50,70, and 72. requiring a
certification that the appropriate
government entity will be guarantor of
decommissionIng funds, appear
Inconsistent with Federal statute. The
commenter suggested either NRC should
spearhead statutory relief or establish a
Federal agency funding strategy In order
to satisfy the Intent of the NRC proposed
rule.

The Commission, In responding to this
comment, notes that It Is based on the
provisons of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31
U.S.C 1341. The Anti-Deficiency Act
prohibits the creation of an obligation or
the expenditure of funds In excess of
appropriations unless the contract or
obligation Is authorized by law. The
purpose of the Act is to "keep all
departments of the Govenunent. In the
matter of Incurring obligations for
expenditures, within the limits and
purposes of appropriations annually
provided for conducting their lawful
functions." 42 Comp. Gen. 272, 275
(1962). The Act applies to transactions
among government agenfies as well as
transactions between the government
and the private sector. See 59 Comp.
Gen. 38, 89 (1980).

While the Anti-Deficiency Act might
prohibit the expenditure of funds for
decommisslonIng In the absence of an
appropriation, nothing In the Anti-
Deficiency Act prevents a government
agency from seeking appropriations for
future oblIgations. 'Nor Is there anything
in the Act that bars a government
agency from obligating approprlated
funds for the purpose of complying with
rules Imposed by other government
agencies at the time those rules require
an expenditure of funds. Thus, In
practice, use could be made of other
funding methods besides the
certification option such as external
funding.

As discussed in the Supplementary
Infornation to the proposed rule, the
purpose of the proposed sections with
which the commenter Is concerned Is to
permit licensees to obtain a guarantee
that a government agency will assume
financial responsibillty for
decommissioning the facility. This
would most likely be possible when the
licensee Is a State or Fedgral agency or
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* 1 State-affiliailed organizationauch as a
university or hospital. This provision of
dhe rule recognizes that these llc3insees
should be capable of providing f inds for
decommissioning. The Intention of the
proposed nrle Is that these State and
Federal licensees should, early hii their
racilities' lifetime, be aware of tde
Bventual decommissioning of the
facillty, specifically Its cost and make
their funding bodies aware of thoise
eventual coals. The provisions of the
rule requiring naming a guaranttr of
funds may be subject to
misinterpretation. Accordingly, The
proposed rule Is being modified to
Indicate thit Federal and State licensees
should provide a statement df Intent that
they have an estimate of the cost to
decommission their facilities inI that
they will obtain funds when necessary.
for decommIssioning. This modilcatlon
should satisfy the need for asswance
from these facilities within the
constraints of governmental budgetary
pollcles.

7. General comments on financial
assurance. A number of commenters
disagreed specifically with the reed for.
the funding provisions contained In the
proposed rule for electric utlitles. The.
primary reasoons cited by the
commenters for the disagreemen t were
the following: Utilities are regulited by
State and Federal rate regulators who
are bound to set a utility's rates such
that reasonable costs of serving the
public are recovered; NRC has zecently
eliminated financial qualifications
requirements for reactors and this Is a
similar situation most utilities tlready
recover decommissioning costs in rates;
utilities recognize that those who benefit
from the plant should pay for
decommissioning; and that the proposed
rule will impose a financial pen lty on
utilities and wiU complicate the existing
process.

In contrast, a number of other
commenters Indicated that there was a
need for rules In this area because they
had several concerns over whether
adequate funds will be available for
decommissioning. Several coniuenters
expressed concern that there must bta'
clear statement with regard to the
responsibillty for decommissloriing.and
that utilities should not be able to evade
liability for funding of decommissioning
costs. In particular one commenter
Indicated that a utility could avold
liability for decommissioning b:, forming
"holding companies" which would
protect assets from the liability of a
shutdown reactor.The commen ter
Indicated that these holding companies
could diversify Into new ventures
outside the scope of Federal and State

regulation, could take funds the power
company, and thus; leave the electric
utility portion of the company In a
financially weak condition. This
financially weak utility might find It
very difficult to fund decommissioning
and therefore beccme a threat to public
health and safety. Thd commenter
Indicated that the nrle should provide
guidelines to address these Issues
otherwise ratepay ere would be stuck
with this problem and radiological
hazards may exist.

Several commerters addressed the
Issue of the proper roles of NRC and
State and Federal ratemaking agencies
In establishing funding methods. Some
commenters Indicated that the rule as
presented Is satisfactory as long as it is
clear In allowlng cither Involved State
and Federal authorities to decide Issues
related to the rate making Impact of
decommissioning fund accumulation.
The commenters salso stated thai the
rule should not go any further In
applying more prescriptive requirements
or pre-empting Sttat laws and that the
specific funding method should not be
pres;cribed by the rule but should be
detemi-ned by thet ratemaking

- authorities becauoip they arp In the best
position to deternine. the most effective
and economic method to arrive at the
least cost option, taking Into account
taxation. accountng, financial and other
local considerations. One commenter
lndicated that the rule should explicitly
permit State andl'ederal ratemeking
agencies to apply more stringent funding
requirements. Coinmenters Indicated
that NRC's jurisdictional responsibility
and therefore Its principal concern
should be-that decommissloning Is
carried out In a sfae manner and that
ratemaking bodles should have
responsibility for choosing cost-effective
funding methods. One commenter
expressed concern that there may be
serious Jrisdfctkinal problems and
disputes with NRC' rule In that NRC Is
seeking to exerciae control over
economic mattemn related to
decommissioning expene. The
commenter Indlcatedthatthe NRC
should malle It clear what functions of
other ratemaking agencies it Intends to
supplant and how Its regulations will fit
with existln Stalle and Federal
regulation of decommissioning costs.
One commenter questioned how NRC
will implement tie rule In the case of
licensee whose'rate regulator does not
allow the licenses to recover funds in Its
rates and set up it decommissrongng
fund.

In response to these comments It
should be noted Ihat the Commission's

.stafutory mands Ie to protect the

radiological health and safety of the
public and promote the common defense
and securily stems principally from the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
and the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974, as amended. In carrying out Its
licensing and related regulatory
responsibilities under these acts, the
NRC has determined that this regulation
Is needed because there Is a significant
radiation hazard associated with
nondecommlssloned nuclear facilities.
The NRC has also determined that the
public health and safety can best be
protected by promulgating a rule
requiring reasonable assurance that at
the time of termination of operations
adequate funds are avallable so that
decommissioning can be carried out In a
safe and timely manner and that lack of
funds does not result In delays that may
cause potential health and safety
problems. Although these Acts do not
permit the NRC to regulate rates or to
interfere wlth the decisions of State or
Federal agencies respecting the
economics of nuclear power, they do
authorize the NRC to take whatever
regulatory'actions may be necessary to
protect the public health and safety,
including the promulgation of rules
prescribing allowable funding methods
for meeting decommissloning costs. (See
Pacirfc Gas 5' Electric v. State Ehergy
Resources Conservation a Development
CommissIon, 481 U.S. 190, 212-3 217-19
41983); see also United Noc eal
Corporotion v. Cannon, 553 F. Supp.
1220a1230-32 (D.RJ. 1982) and cases
cited therein.) The fact that these
regulatory actions may have an
economic Impact does not mean that
they lie outside NRC.s jurisdiction.

The Commission has considered the
roles of the state Public Utility
Commissions (PUCo) and the Federal
Energ Regulatory Commission (FERC),
as well as the NRC, in establishing
acceptable methods available to nuclear
power reactor licensees for
accumulating funds for
decommissloning. Each of these
aganices has a role In this area. The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
has the responsibility for setting rates
for the transmission and sale
(wholesale) of electricity by investor-
owned utilities In Interstate commerce
and authorizes the conditions, rates, and
charges for Interconnections among
electric utilities. The sales of electricity
for which FERC would set rates are
small, comprising about 13 percent of
total U.S electricity sales. State public

-utility commissions have the
responsib~ilty for setting rates for retail
sales ofelectricity to homeowners and
companies doing business ln their

I
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states. The NRC stafl has had contact
with staff of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and with State
agencies. These agencies Indicated that
they recognize the NRC's role In setting
standards with respect to health and
safety, and, In particulasr, that they
support the rule as it was promulgated
with certain modifications as long as It
Is understood that states may choose
among the funding alternatives based on
their specific responsibilities for
protecting the Interests of consumers by
developing reasonable rates for
providing public utility gervices. Under
the existing statutory scheme the NRC
has the authority to require s'iecific
funding arrangements In order to protect
public health and safety whereas the
other agencies do not. NRC's rule
amendments permit a State or Federal
rate regulatory agency to choose from
among the funding alternatives listed In
the final rule and to choose levels'of
funding based on specific considerations
related lo theirratemaking
responsibilities, as for example cost and
equitability for early ratepayers versus
later ratepayers.

In response to comments that there
should not be funding requirements for
decommissioning because financial
qualification requirements for
construction have been eliminated, it Is
NRC's view that the elimination of
financial qualification requirements
does not eliminate the need for
providing reasonable assurance of funds
for decommissioning. When the rule on
elimination of financial qualifications
was proposed, the Commission stated:
that decommissloning was more
properly dealt with in the separate
rulemaking then underway. In
promulgating the proposed rule on
decommissioning. Commissioner
Dernthal drew a distinction between
decommissioning assurance, and the rule
on eliminating the financial qualification
review at the licensing stage. Pactors
cited by the commenters, such as the
presence of rate regulators or
recognition that those who benefit frotp
plants should pay all costs, do not
provide reasonable assurance in end of
themselves that health and safety will
be protected.
* Some commenters stated that the
proposed rule would Impose a financial
penalty on utilities and complicate the-
existing regulatory process The NRC
staff does notbelieve that this will
occur. The proposed rule has the narrow
focus of protecting public health and
safety by having in place basic minimum
standards for funding methods which'
provide reasonable assurance of funding
for decommissioning In a safe and

jimely manner. The methods allowed
Include a variety Qf methods currently
available.tolicenuees. As noted In the I
response to a comment In Section C.3,
the proposed rule has been modified to
delete internal reserve as an acceptable
funding method. howeer, tQis Is not
expected to add significantly to
licensge's burden fbr the reasons
discussed In Section C.S. As nioted in ,
Section C.2 the certification of funding
levels which may be more than but not
less than amounts prescribed in the rule
Is Included as a means for minimizing
licensee burden In complying with the -
atnended regulations. The rule, and the
* NRCs implementation of It, does not
deal with financial ratemaking Issues
such as rate ofrfund collection,
procedures for fund collection, cost to'"
ratepayers, taxation effects, equitability
between early and later ratepayers,
accourilng procedures; ratepayer versus
stockholder considerations-,
responsiveness to change and other
sinjldr concerns. In addition, the rule
does 6io1 deal with costs of demolition of
'honradl6bdtive structures and
equipmient or with bite restoration after
termination of the NRC license. These
matteri are outside NRCs Jurisdiction
ahd 'are the responsibility of the State
PUC's arid FERC. As outlined above,
considering the distinct roles that the
NRC and thq ratemaking agencies have,
NRC will not become Involved In the
rate regulation process as It related to
decommissioning. Based on the above
discussion, the Commisilon believes
that the rule Is an equitable means of*
requiring reasonable assurance of
funding for decommissioping without
Imposing an undue burden on licensees.

With regard to the specific concern
regarding formation of holding'
companies, the NRC could condition the
approval of the decommissioning plan
by requiring the licensee to Include
sufficient funds In the establishment of
the holdingjcompany. In other words,
the NRC would not approve the
decommissloning plan unless the
holding company had sufficient assets to
meet its obligations pursuant to the
decommissioning plan In addition to its
normal obligations. Thus, the licensee
could not sequester assets and liabilities
in a manner which would defeat the
decommissioning plan. The NRC would
have sufficient authority under the
Atomic Energy Act and Its existing
regulations thatr if a utility were to try to
reorganize In order to evade Its
decommisstoning obligations, the
Commission would be able to take

m actloh to prevent any adverse health
and safety Impacts,

Ile commenters also Indicated that
there must be a clear statement with
'egard to the responsibility for
de=ommIssloning the Supplementary
Information t6the proposed rule states
that "The licensee Is tesponsible'for
completing deconiiissloning in h.
manner thaf protects health and safety.
In addition lie Supplementary
Information and the text of the rule
make clear that the licensee must take
responsibilityfor planning for
decommissioning by providing a
reasonable level of assurance that funds
are available fordecommissioning and.
at the time of permanent termination of
operations, by submitting a
decommissioning plan which addresses
the choice of decommissioning
alternatives, methods to control "
occupational and publicjhealth and
safety, the planned final radiation
survey, and funding for
decommissioning.'These provisions
make clear that the licensee has the
legal responsibility to plan for and
accomplish decommissioning of the
facility by preparing the property fo~r
release for un-restricted use and that this
responsibility cannot be evaded.
D. Residual Radloactivity'

Commetiters expressed concerns
'akout the absence of residual
radioactivity limits, and urged the NRC
to develop such levels as quickly as
possible. Reasons given were health and
safety concerns, diffculty of
decommissioning planning, and
commonality 'of objectives concerning
waste burial and decommissioning
requiring a deminimis level. Several
commenters n'made specific comments on
the numeric value of the residual limit
and how It should be chosen.
Cdmmenters also expressed concern
that this rule should not be issued until
the rule on residual radioactivity level Is
Issued because without it one cannot
plan or estimate cost and entirely satisfy
financial assurance requirements.
Commeziters also indicated that the~
value of residual radioactivity limits will
impact cost for non-power reactors.

The..Commission is participating In an
EPA organized Interagency working.
group which Is developing Federal
guidance on acceptabla residual
radioactivity levels which would permit
property to be released for unrestricted
use. Proposed Federal guidance Is
anticipated to be published by EPA.
NRC Is planning to Implement this
guidance as soon as possible. TS e
selection of an acceptable level Iso
outshde the scope of this rulemaking;
Currently criteria for residual
contaminatuon levels do exist and
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research and telt reactors are bieIn
decominlssloned using present gvianc
contained in Regulatory Cuide .118 for
surface contamination plus case-l3y-case
conslderatlohi'for direct radiatloi. As
an example, NRC provided-such criteria
In letters to Stanford University, dated
8/17181 and 4121/62 providing
"Radiation criteria for'releasa-of the
dismantled Stanford Research Reactor
t1 unrestricted access." The NRC Is
currently developing Interim guidance
vilth respect to residual contaminatlon
criteria. The cost estimate in a fuiding
plan can be based on current crit Mra
and guidance. regarding residual
radioactivity levels for unrestrictad use.
The Information In the studies by
Ealtella Northwest Laboratory (Refs. 2
thru 13) and Oak Ridge National
Laboralory (Refs. 17 and 19) on

*decommissioning have Indicated that In
any reasonable range of residual
rldloactivilty limits, the cost of
decommissioning Is relatively
Insensitive to the radioactivity Ieiel and
use of cost data' based On current
criteria should provide a reasonable
estimate. Even In situations where the'
residual radioactivity level might have
an effect on decommissioning cost, with
the update provision In the rule it Is
expected that the decommissioning fund
available at the end of facility lifer will
approximate closely the actual cc st of
decommissioning.

It Is Imperative that decommisionling
regulations In 10 CFR Parts 30,40, 50 70,
and 72 be Issued at this time becs use It
fI Important to establish flnancta'*
assurancq provisions, as well as other
decomrnmsl6ning planning provisions.
as soon as possible so that funds will be
avallabld to carry out decommissioning
fiX a manner which protects pubbi
health and sfety. Based on the need for
the decommissioning rule to suppfement
provisions cuxiently existing wit those
contained In the rule awenrdmenti, the
Commission bleve's'that the rule can
and should be Issued now.
AE. EnvironmenktlRerfew Requintments

A number of commmenters were
concerned that the proposed rule would
not require the preparation of an '
environmental Impact statement INS) In
connection with each decommiss oning'
or a reactor but would require on' y an
environmental assessment (EA) unrless
the assessment showed that an EIS
should be prepared in a particula, case.
while other comrnenters made apiciflCt-
comments-supporting this aspect of the
proposed rule, Of the commentern
opposed, several thought that the
proposed rule violated the Natio eal
Environmental Policy Act, one
commenter felt that there needed to be

more successful experience at
decommissioning various types of
reactors before It could be decided that
an EA was sufficient another suggested
that an EIS should be prepared for major
facilities such as power reactors and
fuel fabrication facilities but an EA
would be approprialte for smaller
facilities, and one commenter suggested
that there should be an BIS but that
reference to the GEIS could be allowed
if careful study or I asting or both at a
given facility showed that the generic
approach was adequate. .

A number of commenters who
opposed the elimination of the
requirement for a site-specific MIS
argued that the ElS at licensing could
not adequately estimate Impacts in
detail because muich could change In the
30 to 40 years before decommissioning.
Although the proposed rule discussed
the fact that EIS' at licensing should
address the Impacts of
decommissioning, the analysis of those
Impacts at'that timit is not considered lo
take the place of evaluating
environmental Impacts at the time of

' decommissioning. At the time of
decommissioning. it large quantity of
waste must be handled and disposed of;

'this waste Is essentially a result of
having operated. The NRC action to be
taken at the time of decommissioning Is
to approve an appropriate method of
handling this waste. Alternative
methods ofthandling this waste will
have different ImpEicts which can be
systematically assessed.

The Commission's primary reason for
eliminating a mandatory MIS for
decommissioning Iii that the Impacts
have been considered generically Inma
GElS. The Commisstion determined that
examination of theise impacts and their
cumulative effect on the environment
and their integi;atdon into the waste
disposal process could beat be
examined generically. A final, updated
GEIS has been issued (Ref. 20). The
GELS shows that the difference In
impacts among the basic alternatives for
decommissioning Is' small, and the dose
Impact of decommissioning Is small,
whatever alternative Is chosen, In
comparison with the Impact accepted
from 40 years of licensed opera tio. The
relative Impacts at expected to be
similar from plant to plant, so that a
:site-specific EBI would result in the"
same conclusions es the GElS with
regard to methods of decommissionlng
Although some commetters correctly.
p.olnt out that an Lk Is much less
detailed in its assessment of Impacts
than an MS, if the Impacts fbr a
particular plaht are sirnilficantly
different from thosu studied jenerically

becauie'bf siltespeific cbnsIderatl6ns,'
the environmental aisessment would
discover those arid lay the foundation
for the preparation of an ISB. If the
Impicts for a Paricular plant are not
significantly different, a Finding of No
Significant Impact would be prepared. In
answer to the tomment concerning
violation of NEPAthe Commission's
rules concerning EA's bnd MS's comply
with case law and Council oh
Environmental Quality regulations. In
response to the concern that decisions
on decommissIoning will be made
without public Input, decommWssioning
Involves amendment of the operaing
license and the NRC rules provide an
avenue for public Input with respect to
license amendment.
F. Other Genera) Comments

A number of comments of a general
-nature, some of which were outside the
scope.of the regulation, were received.
Detailed responses to individual
comments are contained In NUREG-
1221. General comments'discussed
below include questions regarding
applicability of the regulations to
different licensees and those regarding
waste disposal.
1. Applicability of regulation to

different licensees. Some commenters
were concerned that the regulations may
have been drafted with power reactors
In mind and applied to hon-power
reactors without-adequate realization or
consideration of the differences In the
level of difficulty in decommissioning
between these classes of facilities. They
suggested that the Mule should
distinguish between reactor types and
make requirements appropriate for non-
power reactors. One commenter pointed
,out that the cost of decommissioning.
research reactors are considerably less
than those for power reactors and also
that there was considerable experience
In decommissioning research reactors
and that there wereho uncertainties.
Another commenter Indicated that
adequate budgets were difficult to
obtain, that the "existence of research
reactors at universities hangs on a thin
thread," and that the burden of
additional requirements could cause
these threads to be cut. One commenter
suggested that the health and safety of
the public Is better protected If research
reactors are operating and effective
rather than to have them shut down or
made Ineffective and that additional
rules 'which result in "nonproductive"
work and costs take resources needed
for effective-research centers.

In response, ft should be noted'that
the Comnilsilon has not drafted the rule
-amendments for power reactors and
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then applied It lo non-power reactors
without talkrig Into consideration the
differences. The data base Included a
contractor study addressing the
technology, safety, and costs of
decommissioning research and test
reactors (Ref. 4). The comments
concerning lowqr costs, more
experience fewer hazards, and open-
ended operating life are true however,
these factors have been considered. The
rule does distinguish between power
and non-power reactors In the methods
allowed for fnanclal assurance. The
methods allowed for non-power reactors
are the same as for materials licensees
and require commitment or guarantee at.
startup of the total amount of funds
needed for decommissioning. whereas
power reactor licensees havesthe option
of building up the fund over facility life.
As a means of minimizing the buren,
Federal or State governiment llcensees
may provide a statement of Intent
Indicating that funds for
decommissioning will be obtained when
necessary. The burden of providing
financial assurance In the case of
private non-power reactors is
unavoidably greater, but will be In line
with the projected costs for the
particular reactor. The rmarks Of the
commenter concerned about existence
of research reactors hanging on a thin
thread, In fact. support the conclusion
that financial assurance Is needed In the
case of research reactors.

In regard to decommissioning plans,
non-power reactors were never
exempted from submitting
"dismantlement plans." The rule sets out
the contents of decommissioning plans
with no distinction for classes of
reactors. However, the level of effort in
developing plans and In the amount of
material submitted will vary in practice
commensurate with the level of effort
required for the decommissioning. The
Commission has attempted to minimize
the burden bf complying with these rules
to the extent possible.

2. Waste disposal considerations
related to decommissioning. A number
of commenters indicated that NRC must
carefully study wastes resulting from
decommissioning and provide proper
classification of these wastes.
Commenters stated that
decommissioning standards should
include clear definitions of high-level
(including spent fuel), low-level, and
"intermediate level" wastes and
consideration should be given to means
of transport and proper disposal for
different types of decommissioning
wastes so that wastes are not placed
Into burial grounds for which they are
not suited. Also, consideration should be

given to availability of disposal capacity
for the different classes of
decommissioning wastes. In particular,
long lived activation products, such as
Ni-59 or Nb-94, should not be classifled
as low-level waste nor buried at LLW
disposal sites. Commenters suggested
that long lived wastes and wastes
containing Intense emitters be classified
as high level waste. Also "Intermedlate
level' wastes containing long lived
Isotopes should not be buried In low-
level waste disposal sites. Concern was
expressed by four commenters that
without availability of disposal capacity
there could be problems with carrying
out decommissioning. In particular lack
of high-level waste sites could cause
problems.

In response to these comments It
should be noted that criteria for wastes
needing to be disposed of at the time of
decommissioning are contained In
existing regulations and are beyond the
scope of this rulemaking action.
Disposal of spent fuel will be via
geologic repository pursuant to
requirements set forth in NRC's
regulation 10 CFR Part s0. Disposal of
low-level wastes is covered under
NRC's regulatforflO CFR Part 81.
Because low-level wastes cover a wide
range In radlonuclide types and
activities, 10 CFR Part el Includes a
waste classification system that
establishes three classes of waste
generally suitable for near-surface
disposal: Class A, Class B, and Class C.
This classification system provides for
successively stricter disposal
requirements so that the potential risks
from disposal of each class of waste are
essentially equivalent to one another. In
articularI the classification system
mits to safe levels the concentrations

of both short- and long-lived
radionuclides of concern to low-level
waste disposal. The radionuclides
considered In the waste classification
system of Id CFR Part e1 Include long.
lived activation products such as NI-O9
or Nb-84, as well as"Intense emitters"
such as Co-eO.

Wastes exceeding Class C limits are
considered to be not generally suitable
for near-surface disposal, and those
small quantities currently being
generated are being safely stored
pending development of disposal
capacity. The Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
(Pub. L 99-40 approved January 16,
19, 99 Stat. 1842) provides that
disposal of wastes exceeding Class C
concentrations Is the responsibility of
the Federal government These wastes
may be considered to basically

*correspondto the "Intermediate-waste"
designation suggested by commenters.

As far as decommissioning-wastes are
concernied, technical studies coupled
with practical experience from
decommissioning of small reactor units
indicate that wastes from future
decommIssionIngs of large povwer
reactors will have very similar physical
and radiological characteristics to those
currently being generated from reactor
operations. Two of the studies
performed by NRC Include NUREC/CR-
0130. Addendum 3, (Ref. 2) and NUJREG/
CR-0872, Addendum 2, (Ref. 3) which
specifically address classification of
wastes from decommissioninglarge
pressurized water reactor (PWR) and
large boiling water reactor (BWR)
nuclear power stations.These studies
indicate that the classification of low-
level decommissioning wastes from
power reactors will be roughly as
follows:

mW9 aWR
Waste da (Voum (Volume

Pp cn) pe e t
A 98.0 97.5
D__12 ' 2.0
C_0.1 0.3
Abos C 0.7 0.2

As shown, the great majority of the
waste volume from decommissioning
will be classified as Class A waste.
Only a small fraction of the wastes will
exceed Class C limits.

Transportation of decommissioning
wastes will Involve no additional
technical considerations beyond those
for transportation of existing radioactive
material. Existing regulations covering
transportation of radioactive material
are covered under NRC regulations In 10
CFR Parts 20.71. and 73, and
Department of Transportation
regulations in 49 CFR Parts 170-189.

Disposal capacity for Class A, Class
B. and Class C wastes currently exists.
Development of new disposal capacity
under the State compacting process Is
covered under the Low-Level
Radloactive Waste Policy Amendments
Act referenced above. This Act provides
for incentives for development of such
capacity, as well as penalties for failure
to develop such capacity. NRC staff
expects that Congress will provide
guidarice for development of disposal
capacity for wastes exceeding Class C
concentrations. For spent fuel, which
although not Included as a
decommissioning activity could
nevertheless Impact on'the
decommtissloning schedule, h detailed
schedule for development of monitored
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retrievable storage and geologic
disposal capacity Is provided in fie
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 182.

Licensees will have to assess the
situation with regard to waste disposal
as part of the decommissioning plan
vhich they submit according to the
requirements of 10 CFR 30.36. 40.SI2,
50.82, 70.38 and 72.38. In addition, the
rule amendments require that at or
a bout five years prior to the proje cted
end of operation, each reactor licensee
submit a preliminary decommissining
FIan containing a cost estimate fcr
c ecommissioning and an up-to-de te
assessment of the actions 'necessary for
Decommissioning. The Supplementary
Information of the proposed rule
i cdicated that this requirement would
a ssure that consideration be give t to
relevatnt, up-to-date Information which
could be important to adequate planning
and funding for decommissioninq well
oefore decommissioning actually begins.

These considerations Include an
a ssessment of the current waste
disposal conditions. If for any reE son
disposal capacity for decoffmissioning
wastes were unavailable, there are
Provisions in i 50.82 to allow delay in.
completion of decommissioning which
* would permit temporary safe storage of
clecommissioning waste. In addit on,
1 50.82 contains requirements to Unsure
that adequate funding is avallable for
completion of delayed decommissioning.

The Supplementary Informallol to the
proposed rule Indicated that the DECON
decommissioning alternative assumes
a vailability of capacity to dispos 3 of
waste. Alternative methods of
decommissioning are available including
delay In completion of decommisstoning
during which time there can be st orage
cf wastes Delay In decommissio ilng
can result In a reduction of occu; ational
close and waste volume due to
radioactive decay.
TPIRG el al) Petition for Rulemaking8
D)ocket No. PRM-50-22

On July 5. 1977, as supplemented
October 7, 1977, and January 3, 1!378 the
Public Interest Research Group (PIRG),
drizonans for Safe Energy, Citiz ns
United Against Radioactive
Environment, Community Action
Jteiearch Group, Critical Mass Eniergy
ProJect, Environmental Action
foundation, Environmental Action, Inc.,
flew Mexico Public Interest Rese arch
Group. New York Public Interest
itesearch Groutp, North Anna
Environmental Coalition, Texas Public
Interest Research Group, and National.
C onsumer Law Center Energy Project
(hereinafter the "petitioners"),
petftiloned the Commission to Initiate
rulemaking to promulgate regula ilons for

nuclear power plant decommissioning
which would require plant operators to
post bonds, to be hold In escrow, to
ensure that funds would be available for
proper and adequate Isolation of
radioactive material upon each plant's
decommissioning.

?On June 22,1979. the Commission
published In the Federal Register (44 IFR
3B5Z3) a partial denial of the petitioners'
request. In this notice the CommissIon
specifically denied the petitioners'
request to Immediately Initiate
rulemaking to Imploment a specific
decommissioning funding plan that
would require nuclear power plant'
operators to post surety bonds to cover
decommissioningic oats. The
Commission granted the petitioners'
request to reconsider the adequacy of its
regulations on decommissioning. The
Commission indicated that other Issues
and funding alternatives raised by the
petitidners would be considered within
the cohtext of the NRC decommissioning
rulemaking proceedings.

In addition to surety bonds, the
petitioners advanced two other options
to finance nuclear power reactor
decommissioning: 11) Funds In an
amount sufficlent to pay for projected
decommissioning would be set aside In
an escrow account before commencing
reactor operations, and (2) funds would
be accumulated in a sinking fund during
th6 life of the plant supplemented by a
surety arrangement as necessary to
allow for the risk of a licensed utility
going bankrupt before the iinking fund
had accumulated sufficient funds. The
petitioners Indicated that the
requirements should apply to existing
licensees as well as future licensees.
The petitioners also raised the Issue of
the Commission's juilsdiction to regulate
the arrahgements or decommissioning.
The original petitioners joined by others,
submitted comments in response to the
Federal Register notice (44 FR 36523,
June 22,1979) These comments were
received on November 21, 1979, The
comments discussed NRC's jurisdiction
to promulgate-ruleii mandating specific
requirements covering decommissioning
costs, the 1eed for NRC to establish a
rule requiring Its licensees to make
specific financial polans to meet
decommissioning costs, surety bonds as
a supplementary option, and the
disadvantage of unfunded alternatives.

The PIRG petiticn and the petitioners'
supplementary comments were
considered In the development of this
rule. The Commipelon agrees that Its
regulations should be amended to
require that licens3es plan for
decommissioning end provide
reasonable assurance that funds will be

available to cover decommissioning
costs when needed. For reasons
discussed In the previous sections, the
Commission does not believe It Is
necessary, or desirable, to require a
specific financial method for collecting
decommissioning funds beyond the
listing In the modlfled proposed rule.
The amendments hequite licensees to
submit a report indicating the level of
'funding and the funding method for
assuring that funds will be available for
decommissioning. Acceptable methods
are indicated In the amendmentle This
procedure covers all applicants for
operating licenses and existing licensees
under Part 50o To the extent that the
petitioners would require promulgation
of a specific method for financing power
reactor decommissioning, the petition is
denied. To the extent that the proposed
amendments would allow consideration
of the petitioners' suggested financing
methods, Including surety bonds Ir they
are available, the petition is granted.
This action completes NRC
consideration of the Issues raised In
PRM-5G-22.
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Regulatory Flexibility Analysid recordkeeping would tend to be-' Backflt Analysis
As required by the Regulatory recouped eiher In operation or at The Commission-has determined, on

Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. 805(b), decommissioning.
ile NRC has carefully considered the' The changes contained in this rule at the basis of the record In this
effecl on small entities In devep e the time of terminaIon of license affect rulemaking, that the backfits which will
finalorule ande hasl attepoed ter the fewsmall enttles. Thes changes be Imposed as a result of this rule are

fialruloead ehangs athemruled tlo atetieueorlcnes iey ors Irom andcprov tha ensure the aequaigte s

reequirments to reduce the inpac Ion consist primarily of specifying in more nreyec t o ene a ua edetail contents of decommissioning rtcon of public health and safety.small entities to the extent possible Therefore,dunder section (a)(3) of thewhile adeqrately protecting health and w plans, presently calleil
spfety. "decontamination rlans" In 10 CFRiz o backait rule, .10 CFR i0.109, neither a

Based vron sthes inofrmio)nd Pvairtb Parts 30,a40, and 70. Although more backfit analysis nor application of the
Is not expected that this rule will, have a detailed plans may be required than
sinIcn p x ec ono imp lct n ave beep considered acceptable n-the required for this rule. The regulatory
subestantial number of smell entitles. The past, there will alSc be a reduction In
rAle broadly affests all Commission administrative effoet because there will constitutes the documented evaluation
applicants and licensees and, because beliess uncertainty as to What Is required by section ()(4) of the backfit
agreement Statesmwll bentleqund l toh expectedsOverall, these changes are not rule. This analysis contains the
Arientint compatie willie wthqu 1th expected to have a significant impact. objecives ofr and reasonsfor, the
ooszed changes, terulen e alo bThe most s cant Impact of this backfitt entailed by these amendments

Agreement State applicants and r u ale on license is likely to result from preves Ineaipor cm that.llcensthe f onancial assurence refuirements A these backfits are necessary to ensure
a cot esimat fordecommissioning and a adequate protection to public health and

C boutmson licensees whic binlu s method of providing assurance of funds safety:eane bouts s,20 byproduct3, ,0 matria licnse for decomnmissionrirg will be ii~tifred of,' Ust of Subjects
lcse u nde r Part ltru 34, 4s00 tdc ureroIughly 830 Commission licensees oflicenses Fo der Part35,400 psoucen which few if any will be small entities. 10 CPR Paort smaterial licenses under Part 40, 200 Rotighly another Bo0 Commission
production and utilization licenses licensees Including about 2r 0 small Byproduct material, Government
(including approximately 50 applications entities will Ne the opion of providingo contracts. Intergovernmental relations,

*n various stages of review) undei Part fisancial assurances in a presdtbed Isotopes, Nuclear materials, Penalty,
50,. 700 special nuclear material linenses o ttin% a thface to. Radiation protection r Reporting and
under Part 70. and I license and tamatefco submitting a citfdination recdrdkeeping requirements.
up proximatqly 5potential applicants to, Support a lower a3mount. A'slmiar 1O.CFR Part 40
u nder Part 72. Between 11,000 and 12,00 number of Agreemont State licensees
Agreement States' licensees are also would also be affected. Those small Government contractsanHazardous
a lfected. esiartles affected Would be ammosi materials-transportatirns Nuclear

The Commission estimates thai exclusively Indrstrial licensetsf. Because materials, Penalty, Reporting and
a pproximaltely 40 percent of Its licensees the historical inrormation indicates that recordkeepig requirements, Source
are considered small entities und ir the small Industrial licensees are, themost material, Uranium.
racently adopted NRC size standards (51 likely to default, It Is particularly 10 Cm R Part 50
FR 50241; December 9,t 9M).The NRC Important that financial assurance be
size standards-for entities to be provided by these licensees. The rule Antitrust. Classified Information, Fire
crnsidered as small businesses a:e as lt allows as much flehdbility as pobible to prevention, Incorporation by reference,
folIows. . licensees for providing financial Intergovernmental relations, Nuclear

* For most licensees, annual billings assurance, In ordes to reduce the impact power plant. and reactors, Penalty.
or s3.5 million or less Also, theeconomic impict of making Radiation protection, Reactor siting

'.For private practice physicianis. cost estimates can be reduced by using criteria, Reporting and recordkeeping
a nnual billing of $1 million or test; the data base which has been .. requirements.

.. For State or public education developed.... .ip )rt5
institutions, the Institution i's iupiported 'The cost of thia-requireiment depends
by a Jurisdiction with a population of on the inithod used.`A surety o . Administrative practice and
50,000 or less insurance method 1i likely-to be bsed'bY- procedure. Environmental'impact

* For other educational Institutions, small entities; It is estimated to cost statement, Nuclear materials, Nuclear
the Institution has 500 or fewer approxlindtelv I to 2% of the fai~e value,; power plants and reactors., Reporting
emnployees' . or 11~2% of decommissioning Costs -. and recordkeeping requirements.
Licensees under 10 CFR PartasO1 und 72 .annually, plus the tidministrative cost of 1o CFA part'
are not considered small entities. either develojping a. cost estimate and R.r7

All licensees Including small er~tIties reporting on the funding methods to Hazardous materials.-transportation,
w-Ill be required to keep records NRC or of making a certification. The Nuclear materials, Packaging land
fraportant.to decommissioning. In cost of a surety using the prescribed containers, Penalty, Radiation
gianeral. for small licensees, such amounts proposed In the rule would thus protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
rccordkeeping Is "good practice" and be in the range of 16"0-1,000 per year. requirements, Scientific equipment,
ahould not constitute a significan: For a few small entities affected this Security measures, Specilalnuclear
change in operation. Generally, k eping would be a significant economic impact, material.
records Important to decommissionin however, thiese cat as would present the IO CFR Part 72'
roduces both the costs and health and~ highest risk of default.
safety Impacts of decommissioning and A more detailed analysis of Impacts to ,Manpower training programs, Nuclear
Can also result In savings In dose ior small entities Is Included In the .materials, Occupational safety and
costs during- operation. Costs of Regulatory Analysis. health, Reporting and recordkeeping

S
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requirements, Security measures, Spent
fuel.

For the reasons set out in the
preamble and under the authority of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
as amended, and 5 U.S.C 552 and 653,
the NRC is adoptingthe following
amendments to 10 CFR Parts 30,40, 50,
5, 70, and 72.

PART 30-RULES OF GENERAL
APPLICABILITY TO DOMESTIC
LICENSING OF BYPRODUCT
MATERIAL

1. The authority citation for Part 3) Is
revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 81, 82,o , 182, 18i,1 8, e68
Slat. 935. 9 953, O4, 95. as amended, sec.
234,13 Stat. 444,u amended (4Z U.S.C 2111,
2112. 2201. 223 233,2238,2282); secs. 21,
as amended, 202. 20o88 Slat 124Z, as
amended, 12u44,146 (42 U.S.C.5841. 5842,
58s).

Section 30.7 also Issued under Pub. L' -
601, sec. 10. 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851. -
Section 30.34(b) also issued under jec. 284. 68
SlaL 954. as amended (42 U.S.C.22341.
Section 30.1 al*o issued under sec. 187.68
Stat. 955 (4Z U.S.r 223).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 8 Slat. 958, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2273). II 30.3.30.34(b)
and (c), 30.41 (a) and (c), and 30.53 are Issued
under sc lelb, 68 Slat. 948. as amended (42
U.S.C. 2201(b)): and It 30.C 30.9.30.38 0.51.
30.52, 30.55,'and 3a0. (b) and (c) are issued
under sec. 1elo, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42
U.S.C. 2201(9)).

2. Section 30.4 Is amended by adding a
new paragraph (aa) to read as follows:

I 30.4 Definitions
* * * * .

(aa) "Decommission" means to
remove (as a facility) safely from service
and reduce residual radioactivity to a
level that permits release of the property
for unrestricted use and termination of
license.

3. Section 30.32 is amended by adding
a new paragraph (h) to read as follows:

130.32 Application for specific llcenses.
0 O* . . * *

(h) As provided by 1 30.35, certain
applications for specific licenses filed
under this part and Parts 82 through 85
of this chapter must cbntain a proposed
decommissioning funding plan or a
certification of financial assurance for
decommissloning. In the case-of renewal
applications submitted before July 27,
1990, this submittal may follow the
renewal application but must be
submitted on or before July 27, ?990.

4. A new 5 30.85 Is added to read as
follows:

1 30.35 FInancial aurance end
recortkeoping for decommissioning.

(a) Each applicant for a specific
license authorizing the possession and
use orunseleled byproduct material of
half-life greater than 120 days and In .
quantities exceeding 10 6 times the
applicable quantities set forth in
Appendix C to 10 CfR Part 20 shall
submit a decommissioning funding plan
as described In paragraph (e) of this
section.The decommissioning funding
plan must also be submitted when a
combination of Isotopes Is Involved if R
divided by 10 ' Is greater tban I (unity
rule), where R Is defined here as the sum
of the ratios of the quantity of each
Isotope to the applicable value In
Appendix C.

(bl Bach applicant for a specific
license authorizing possession and use
of byproduct material of half-life greater
than 120 days and in quantitles specified
In paragraph (d) of this section shall
either-

(1) Submit a decommissioning funding
plan as described In paragraph (a) of
this sectlon; or

(2) Submit a certification that
financial assurance for decommissIoning
has been provided in the amount
prescribed by paragraph [d) of this
section using one of the methods
described in paragraph (1) of this
section. For an applicant this
certification may state that the
appropriate assurance will be obtained
after the application has been approved
and the license Issued but prior to the
receipt of licensed material. As part of
the certification, a copy of the financial
Instrument obtained to satisfy the
requirements of paragraph (f) of this
section Is to be submitted to NRC.

(c) (1) Each holder of a specific license
Issued on or aflter July 27, 9W0 which Is
of a type described in paragraph (a) or
(b) of this section. shall provide
financial assurance for decommissioning
In accordance with the criteria set forth
In this section.

(2) Each holder of a specific licens6
Issued before July 27,1990, and of a type
described in paragraph (a) of this
section shall submit, on or before July
27, 1990, a decommissioning funding
.plan or a certification of financial
assurance for decommissioning in an
amount at least equal to $750,000 in
accordance with the criteria set forth In
this section. If the lcensee submits the
certification of financial assurance
rather than a decommissioning funding
plan at this time, the licensee shall
include a decommissloning funding plan
In any application for license renewal.

(3) Each holder of a specific license
Issued before July 27, 10, and of a type
described In paragraph (b) of this

section shall submit, on or before July
27, 1990, a certification of financial
assurance for decommissioning or a
decommissioning funding plan in
accordance with the criterla set forth in
this section.

(d) Table of required amounts of
financial assurance for decommissioning
by quantity of material.

greater than 10' but less than or
equal to 10' times the applica-
ble quantities of Appendix C of
Part 20 In unsealed form. (For a
combination of Isotopes, if R. as
defined la. 305(a). divided, by

10 is greater than 1 but R d-
vided by 10 Is less than or
equal to ....... S750D000

greeter then 10 but less than or
equal to 10' times the applica.-
ble quantitles of Appendix C or
Part 20 In unseated form. (For a
combination of Isotopes, If R as
defined In 1 30.35(a), divided by
10 is pester than 1 but R di.
vided by 104 Is less than or
equal to . . S1500ow

greater than 10" times the appli-
cable quantities of Appendix C
of Part 20 in sealed sources or
plated foils. (For a combination
of isotopes, if R. as defined in
1 3035(a), divided by 10 ° Is
greater than 1). . S75o000

(e) Each decommissioning funding
plan must contain a cost estimate for
decommissioning and a description of
the method of assuring funds for
decommissioning from paragraph (f) of
this section. including means of
adjusting cost estimates and associated
funding levels periodically over the life
of the facility.

(f) Financial assurance for
decommissioning must be provided by
one or more of the following methods:

(1) Prepayment. Prepayment Is the
deposit prIor to the start of operation
into an account segregated from licensee
assets and outside the licensee's'
administrative control of cash or liquid
assets such that the amount of funds
would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs, Prepayment
may be in the form of a trust, escrow
account, government fund, certificate of
deposit, or deposit of government
securities.

.(2) A surety method, Insurance. or
other guarantee method. These methods
guarantee that decommissioning costs
will be paid should the liceffsee default.
A sufty mnethod may be In the form of a
surety bond, letter of credIt, or line of
credit. A parent cotnpany guarantee of
funds for decommissloning costs based
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on afinancial teitmay be used if the
guarantee and test are as contained In
Appendix A to this part. A paren::
company guarantee may not be used In
combination with other financial
niethods to satisfy the requirements of
this section. Any surety method c r
insurance used to provide financial
assurance for decommissioning must
contain the following conditions;

(I) The surely method or insurance
nust be open-ended or, if written for a
specified term, such as five years, must
be renewed automatically unless 90
days or more prior-to the renewal date,
the'issuer notifies the Commission, the
Beneficiary, and the licensee of Its
Intentilork not to renew. The suret;y
method or insurance must also pitovide
t hat the full face amount be paid to the
beneficiary automatically prior ti the
expiration without proof of forfeiture if
t:Ne licensee falls to provide a
replacement acceptable to the
Commission within 30 days after receipt
cf notificatlon of cancellation.

(ii) The surety method or insurance
must be payable toa trust established
.rfr decommissioning-coits. The trustee
a nd trust Faust be acceptable to the
Commission. An acceptable trustee
In:cludes an appropriate. State or Federal
government agency or an entity which
fas the authority to act as a trustee and
whose trust operations are re~ulited
and examined by a Federal or State.
agency.

(111) The surety method or instrance
must remain in effect until the
Commission has terminated the license;
(3) An external sinking fund in which

ciepbslts are made at least annu lly,
coupled with a surety method or
I nsurance, the value of which me y
decrease by the amiount being
accumulated in the sinking fund. An
external sinking fund Is a fund
Established and maintained by satting
aside funds periodically In an account
Eegregated from licensee assets und
olutside the licensee's administrative
control in which the total amount 6f
funds would be sufficlent to pay
decommissioning costs at the time
termination of operation is expented. An
external sinking fund maybe in he form
(of a trust. escrow account, government
lund, certificate of deposit. or deposit of
11overmment securities. The surely or
Insurance provisions must be as stated
In paragraph (f)(2) of this sectior.

(4) In the case of Federal, Stat , or
local govemnent licensees, a statement
of intent containing a cost estimate for
decommissioning or an amount based
on the Table In paragraph (d) of this
iveption, and indicating that funds for
decommissioning will be obtainind When,
necesanry.

" (8) Each person Licensed under this
part or Parts 32through 35 of this
chapter shall keep irecords of
Information Important to the safe and
effective decommis sioning of the facility
in an Indentiflied location until the
license Is terminated by the
Commission. If records of relevant
information are kept for other purposes,
reference to these records and their
locations may be used. Information the
Commission considers important to
decommissloning consists of-

(1) Records of spills or other unusual
occurrences Involving the spread of
contamination in and around the
facility equipment. or sfte. .These
records may be lmited lo Instances
when contamination remains after any
cleanup procedure, or when there is
reasonable likelihood that contaminants
may have spread to inaccessible areas
as In the case of pcissible seepage into
porous materials such as concrete.
These records must Include any known
Information on identification of Involved
nuclides, quantitles, forms, and
concentrations.

(2)As-built drawings and
tiodificatlone of structures and
equipment in restricted areas where
radioactive mater 31s are used and/or
stored. andtof locations of posidble
Inaccessible contamination such as
buried pipes which may be subject to
contamination. If required drawings are
referenced, each relevant document
heed not be indexed Individually. If
drawings are not available, the licensee
shall substitute appropriate records of
available information concerning these
areas and locations.

(3) Records bf the cost estimate
performed for the decommissioning
funding plan or of the amount certified
for decommissioning, and records of the
funding method used for assuring funds
if either a funding plan or ceriflcation Is
used.

5. Section 30.30 is revised to read as
follows:
I 30.3 ExpItiUon and termination of
litens.

(a) Except as provided In I P0.37(b)
and paragraph (e) of this section, each
specific license expires at the end of the
day, In the month and year stated In the
license.

(b) Each licensee shall notify the
Commission promptly, In writing under
I 30.8, and request termination of the

'license when the licensee decides to
terminate all activities Involving
materials authorized under the license.
Thlb notification and request for
termination of the license must Include
the reports and Inrormationspecined in
paragraphs {c)(1).1Ivj and (v) of this

section and a plan for completion of
decommissioning if required by
paragraph (c)(2) of this section or by
license condition.

(c)(t) If a licensee does not submit an
application for license renewal under
J 30.37, the licensee shall on or before
the expiration date specified in the
license-

([) Terminate use of byproduct
material;

(11) Remove radioactive contamination
to the extent practicable except for
those procedures covered by paragraph
(c)(2)(i) of this section;

(Ii) Properly dispose of byproduct
material;

(iv) Submit a completed form NRC-
314, which certifies information
concerning the disposition of materials;
and

(v) Conduct a radialion survey of the
premises where the licensed activities
were carried out and submit a report of
the results of this survey, unless the
licensee demonstrates that the premises
are suitable foi release for unrestricted
use In some other manner. The licensee
shall, as'appropriate-

(A) Report levels of radiation In units
of microrads per hour of beta and
gamma radiation at one centimeter and
gamma radiation at one meter from
surfaces, and report levels of
radioactivity, Including alpha, In units of
disintegrations per minute (or
microcuries) per 100 square centimeters
irmovable and fixed for surfaces,
microcuries per milliliter for water, and
picocuries per gram for solids such as
soils or concrete; and

(B) Specify the survey instrument(s)
used and certify that each Instrument is
properly calibrated and tested.

(2)(1) In addition to the Informatlon
required under paragraphs (cJ(1)(iv) and
(v) of this iSection. the licensee shall
submit a plan for completion of
decommissioning If the procedures
necessary to carry out decommissioning
have not been previously approved by
the NRC and could Increase potential
health and safety Impacts to workers or
to the public such as In any of the
following cases:

(A) Procedures would Involve
techniques-not applied routinely during
cleanup or maintenance operations; or

(B) Workers would be entering areas
not normally occupied where surface
contamination and radiation levels are..
significantly higher than routinely
encountered during operation; or

(C) Procedures could result In
significantly greater airborne
concentrations of radioactive materials
-than.are present during-operation: or..
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(D) Procedures could result In
significantly greater releases of
radioactive material to the environment
than those a8sQclated with operation.

(i) Procedures wilt potential health
and safety impacts msy not be cirrled
out prior to approval of the
decommlisloning plan.

(111) The proposed decommissioning
plan, If required by paragraph (c)(2)(1) of
this section or by license conditon must
Include-

(A) Description of planned
decommiussIoning activities:

(iB)Description of methods used td
assure protection of workers and the
environment against radiation hazards
during decommissioning;

(C) A description of the planned final
radiation survey; and

(D) An updated detailed cost'estimate
for decommissioning. comparison of that
estimate with present funds set aside for
decommilsloning and plan for assuring'
the availability of adequate funds for
completion of decommissioning.

(Iv) The proposed decommissioning
plan will be a pproved by the
Commission If the Information therein
demonstrates, that the decommissioning
will be completed as soon as is
reasonable and that the health and
safety of workers and the public will be
adequately protected.

(3) Upon approval of the
decommissioning plan by the
Commission, the licensee shall complete
decommissloning In accordance with the
approved plan. As a final step In
decommissioning, theilicensee shall
agiln'submit the Information required In
paragraph (c)(1)(v) of this section and
shall certify the disposilion of
accumulated wastes from
decommissioning.

(d) If the information submitted under
paragraphs (c)(1)(v) or (c)(3) of this
section does not adequately
demdnstrate that the premises are
suitable for release for unrdstrlcted use,
the Commission will inform 4he licensee
of the-appropriate further actions
required for termination of license.

(a) Each speciflo license continues In
effect, beyond the expiration date If
necessary, with respect to possession of
residual byproduct material present as
contamination until the Commission
notifies the licensee in writing that the
license Is terminated. During this time,
the licensee ihall-

(1) Limit actions Involving byproduct
material to those related to
decommissioning. and

(2) Continue to coptrol entry to'
.restricted areas unill they are suitable
for release for unrestricted use and the
Commislionnotifies the licensee in,
writing that the license Is terminated.

(f) Specific licenses will be terminated
by writen notice to the licensee when
the Commisslon determines that-

(1) Byproduct material has been
properly disposed;

(2) Reasonable qffort has been-made
to eliminate residual radioactive.
contamination, If present; and

(3)(i) A radiation survey has been
pirformed which demonstrates that the
premises are suitable for release for
urrestricted use; or

*(11) Other Information submitted by
the licensee is sufficient to demonstrate
that the premises are suitable for release
for unrestricted use.

6. A new Appendix A Is added to Part
30 to read as follows:
Appendix A--Criteria Relating to Use of
Finenclal Tests and Parent Company
Guaranoees for Providing Reasonable

,Assurance of Funds for
DecommIssioning
1. Introductlon

An applicant or licensee may provide
reasonable assurance of the availability of
funds for decommissioning based oh
obtaining a parent company guarantee that
funds willtbe available for decommissioning
costs and oh a demonstration that the parent
company passes a flnaiclal test. This
appendix establishes criteria for passing the
financial test and for obtaining the parent
company guarantee.
11. Financial Test

A. To pass the financial teet, the parent
company must meet the criteria of either
paragraph A.1 or A.2 of this section:

l.The parent dompany must have:
(I) Two of the following three ratios: A

ratio of total liabilities to net worth less than
2.0: a ratio of the sum of net Income plus
depreciation, depletion. ahd amortization to
total liabilities greater than 0.1; and a ratio of
current assets to current liabilities greater
than 1.; and

(ii) Net working capital and tangible net
worth each lat least six times the current
decommissioning cost estimates (or
prescribed amount If a certification Is used);
and

(lil) Tangible net worth of at leart $10
million; and

(iv) Asset located In the United States
amounting to at least 90 percent of total
aelts or at feast six imes the current
decommssiloning cost estimates (or
prescribed amount If a certification Is used).

2. The parent company must have:
(1) A current rating for Its most recent bond

Issuance of AAA. AA. A, or BBB as Issued by
Standard and Poor's or Aas, Aa. A. or Baa as
issued by Moody's; and

(11) Tangible net worth at least six times the
curtent decommissioning cost estimate for
Orescribed amount If a certification Is used);
and

(111) Tangible net worth of at least $10
mlilon:ind

(iv) Assets located In the United States
amounting to al least 9o percent of total

assets or at least six times the current
decommissioning cost estimates (or
prescribed amount if certificallon Is used).

B. The parent company's Independent.
certifled public accountant must have
compared the data used by-the parent
company In the financial test, which Is
derived from the independently audited. year
end financial statements for the latest fiscal
year. with the amounts In such financial
lataeenL In connection with that procedure

the llenene shall Inform NRC wiihin 90 days
of any matters coming to the auditor's
ailtentin which cause the auditor to believe
that the data specified In the financial test
should be sdlusted and thetthe company-no
longer passes the test.

C. i After the Initial Rinanclal test, the
parent company must repeat the passage of
the test within g0 days after the close of each
succeeding fiscal year.

2 If the patent company no longer meets
the requirements of paragraph A of this
section. the licensee must send notice to the
Commission of Intent to establish alternate
financial assurance as specified Id the
Commisslonte'regulallone. The notice must be
sent by certified mail within 90 days after the
end of the fiscal year for which the year. end
financial data show thai the parent company
no longer meets. the financial test
requirementi. The lichnsee must provide
altemate financial essurance within'1zO dby.
after the end of such fiscal year.
IIL Perent Compony Cuarantoe

The terns.ot a parent company guarantee
which an applicapt or licensee obtains must :
provide that. ,

A.The parent company guarantee- will
remain In force unless the gusrentor sends
nolea of cancellation by certified mail to the
licensee and the Cominiss!on..Cancellation.
may not occur. however. durlng the. 120 days
beginning on the date of recelpt.of the notice
of cancellatlion by blthtthe licensee and the
Commission. as evldencd by the return
receipts.

B. If the licensee iair to provide alternate
financial essurance as specifled In the"'
Commission's eegulatlions wlihin 90 dayi
after reqelpt by the licensee and Comnilsslon
of a notice of cancellation of the parent
company guarantee from thi guarantor. the
guirantor will iiiovide such alternati'e
financial assurance in the name of thb
licensee.

C. The parent company guarantee and
flnancial lest provislone must remain in affect
until the Commission has terminated the
license.

D. If atrust is eelablished for
decommissioning costs, the trustee and trust
'must be acceptable to the Commission. An
acceptable trustee Includes an appropriate
State Or Federal Covernment agency Or an
entity which has the authority to act as a
trustee and whose trust operations are
regulated and examined by a Federal or State
agency.
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PART 40-DOIESTIC UCENSING OF
SOURCE UATERIAL

7. The authority citation for Part 40 Is.
rovised to.read as follows,:

Aulborltyr Ses 62, 63.8 , 68,61.161 18
1113, 188, 68 Sta t. 932. m, 935, 948, 953, 954,
O0ti, as amended secs. m1e(z) 83. a4.lub. L
9U-6O4, 92 Slat. t033, as amended, 03;. sec.
234, 83 Slat. 444, as amended (42 U.3.t1
ani(e)(21), 209, 2l83, 2094,2005, 2111,2113,
21 14, 220, 2232,2233,223, 2282); sac 274,
PAb. L 8-373,73 Stat. 688 (4Z U.S.C. :20);
socs. 201, .s amended, 202, 20 88 Sut. 1242,
a:u amended, 1244 124U (42 U.S.C. 564182,
51340); sec. 278, I2 Slat. 3021, as qmendtd by
Pijb. L 97-415, St Slat. 2007 (42 US.C 2022).

Section 40.7 also Issued under Pub. 1. 95-
80n, sec. 10,92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851).
S *ction 40.31 (gI also Issued under se.I12Z-68
Stat. 939(42 U.SC. 2152). ScHon 40.4 lebso
issued undersec 284 58 Stat.954, as
a mended (42 U.6.C, 2234). Section 40.11 also
Is sued under sec. 127, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.;L

For the purposs of sec 223. 08 Stal.S58 as
amended (42 U.S.C; 2273; ti40.3s, 40. 5(d)(1)-
(n), 40.35(a)-d).40.41(b) and (c), 40.4
4'3.51() and (c), and 40.3 are Issued under
iec. 18ib, e8 Stat.948. as amended, (42 U.Sc;
2201(b)), and 140.5. 40. 40.28(c) (di(S), and
('1), 4026(c)(2). 4 5(e), 40.42,40.81,441g.82
43W.4, and 40.65 Ba Issued under sc I6lo, 68
SWat 950 as amended (42 U.S.C. ZM1 o)).

8. Section 40.4 Is amended by adding a
new paragraph (s) to read aa follows:

9 40.4 Definitons.
* . . . .4

(a) "Decommission" means to iemrove
(as a facility) sofely from service and
reduce residual radioactivity to a level
that permits release of the propelty for
unrestricted use and termination of
l'icense..

9. Section 40.31 Is amended by idding
a new paragraph (p) to read as fo lows:

1 40.31 Applcaftona for specifi fhlma.
4 * . . &

(I) As provided by I 4060, cert 31n
Ipplications for speciffc licenses filed
under this part must contain a'prsposed
decommissioning funding plan oi a
certification of financial assuran:e for
decommissioning. In tha case or renewal
applications submitted before July 27,
i990, this submittal may follow tie
renewal application but must be
a ubmltted on dr before july27, 1190.

10. A new 1'40.36 Is added to iaid as
follows:

1 40.36 Financial surance and
recordksepIng for decomaionin;.

Except for licenses authotuzinq the
receiptl possession, and use of souke
nnaterlal for uranlum or thorium milling.
or byproduct matlerial-at sites foamerly
nissociated with such milling. forwhich
llnanclal assurance requirementa; bra set
lorth in Appendix A of this part criteria

for providing financial assurance-for
decommissioning are as follo'Ws

(a) Each applicant for a specific
license authorizing the possession and.
use of more than 103 mCi of soutce
materlal-in a readil ' dispersible form
shall submit a deconmissloning fundJig
plan as described In paragraph (d) of
this section.

(b) Each applicant for a specific
llcenseaautholrizing possession and use
of quantities of source material greater
than 10 MCI but lests than or equal to 100
mCI In a readily dispersible form shall
either-

(1) Submit a decammissioning funding
plan as described in paragraph (d) of
this section; or

(Z) Submit a certification that
financial assurance for decommissioning
has been provided -in the amount of
$150,000 using one of the methods
described In paragraph (e) of this
section. For an applicant, Mts
certification may slale that the
appropriate assurance will be obtained
after the applicatiom has been approved
and the license Issued but prior to the
receipt of licensed itaterial As pdrt of
the certification, a copy of the financial
instrument obtained to satisfy the
requirements of pa:agraph (e).of this
section Is to be submitted to NRC.

(c) (1) Each holder of a specific license
Issued on or after Jaly 27.190, which to
covered by paragrEaph (a) or (b) of this
sectlon shall provide financial
assurance for decommisslbnliig in
accordance with the criteria ept forth in
this section..

(2) Each holder cf a specific license
Issued before July 27,190 and covered
by paragraph (a) of this section shall
submit on or before July 27 1Q90. a
decommissioning funding plan or
certification of financial assurance for

-.decommissloning In an amount at least
equal to $750,000 In accordance With tlie
criteria set forth In this section. If the
licensee submits the certification of
financial assutancta rather than a
decommissioning funding plan at this
time, the licensee shall iude a
decommissioning funding plan in any
application for license renewalo

(3) Each holder of a specific license
Issued before July 27. 190 and covered
by paragraph (b) of this section shall
submit, on or before July 27,199 a
certification of financiql assurance for
decommissioning or a decommissioning
funding plan In accordance with the
criteria set forth ia this sectlon-

(d).Each decommissloning funding
plan must contain a dost estimate for
decommissioning arid a descriptidn of
themethod of assturIng funds for
I decomtiloning Irom pare agrb (a) of
this sectlon ricludilnp ineans of

adjusing cost 6ilmples anid associated
funding ievels periodlcally oyer the life
of the facility.

(e) Financial assurance for
decommissioning must be prpvided by
one or-more of the following.methods:

Cl) Prepayment. Prepayment Is the
deposit prior to the start of operation-
Into an account segregated from licensee
asiets and outside the licenbee's.
administrative control of cash or liquid
assets such that the amount of funds
would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs. Prepayment
may be In the forni of a trust escrow
account, government fund, certificate of
deposit or deposit of government
securities.

(2) A surety methd, Insurance, or
other guarantee method Tlese methods
guarantee thatldecommissioning costs
will be paid should the licensee default.
A surety method may be in the form of a
surety bohd, letter of credit, or line of
credit. Aparent company guarantee of
funds for decommissioning costs based
on a financial test may be used If the
guarantee and test are as contained in
Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 30. A parent
comrany guarantee may not be used In
combination writh other financial
methods to satisfy the tequirements, of
this section. Any surety method or
insurance used to provide financial
assurance for decommissioning must
contain the following conditions:

(I) The surety method or insurance
must be open-ended or, If written for a
specified term such as five years, must
be renewed automatica9ly unless 90
days ormore prior to the renewal date,
the Issuer notfies the Commission, the
beneficlary, and the licensee of Its
Intention not to renew. The surety
method or Insurance muqt also provide
that the full face minouhtbe paid to the
beneficiary autoinatically pror to the
expiration without proof of forfeiture If
the licensee fails to provide a
replacement acceptable to the
Commission within 30 days after receipt
of notification of cancellation.

(Ii) The surety method or insurance
must be payable to a trust establIshed
for decommissioning costs. The trustee
and trust must be acceptable to the
Commisslon. Ari'acceptable trustee
includes an appropriate State or Federal
government agency or an entity which
has the authority to act as a trustee and
whboe trust operaions are regulated
.and examined by a Federal or State
agency.

(111) lbe surety method or Insurance
must remain hn effect until the
Commisslon has terminated the license.

(3) An external ginking fund in which.
deposits are made at least annually,
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coupled with a surety method or
Insurance, the value of which may
decrease by the amount being
accumulated In the sinking fund. An
external sinking fund is a fund.
established and maintained by setting
aside funds periodically In an account
segregated from licensee assets and
outside the licensee's administrative
control In which the total amount of
funds would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs at the time
termination of operation Is expected. An
external sinking fund may be in the form
of a trust, escrow account government
fund, certificate of deposit, or deposit of
government securities. The surety or
insurance provision must be is stated in
paragraph (e)(Z) of this section.

(4) In the case of Federal. State, or
local government licensees, a statement
of Intent containing a cost estimate for
decommissioning or an amount based
on paragraph (b) of this section, and
Indicating that funds for
decommissioning will be obtained when
necessary.

(f)Each person licensed under this -
part shall keep records of Information
Important to the safe and effective
decommissioning of the facility In an
identified location until the license Is
terminated by the Commission. If
records of relevant Information are kept
for other purposes, reference to these

-records and their locations may be used
Information the Commission considers
important to decomunissioning consists
of-

(1) Records of spills or other unusual
occurrences Involving the spread of
contamination In and around the
facility, equipment. or site. These
records may be limited to Instances
when contamination remains after any
cleanup procedures or when there Is
reasonable likelihood that contaminants
may have spread to inaccessible areas
as In the case of possible seepage Into
porous materials such as concrete.
These records must Include any known
information on Identification of involvec
nuilides, quantities forms, and
concentrations.

(2) Asibuilt drawings and
modifications of structures and
equipment.in restricted areas where
radioactive materials are used and/or:
stored, and of locations of possible
inaccessible contamination such as
buried pipes which may be subject to
contamination. If required dralWings are
referenced, each relevant document
-need not be Indexed Individually. If
drawings are not available, the licepsee
shall substitute appropriate records of
available Information concerning these
areas and locations.

(3) Records of the cost estimate
performed for the decommissioning
funding plan or of the amount certified
for decommissioning, and records of the
funding method used for assuring funds
If either a funding plan or certification is
used.

11. Section 40.42 Is revised to read as
follows:
I 40.42 Expiration and termination of
licenses.

(a) Except as provided in I 40.43(b)
t and paragraph (e) of this section, pach

specific license expires at the end of the
day, in the month and year stated in the
license.

t(b) Each licensee shall notify the
Commission promptly, In writing under
I 40.5, and request termination of the
license when the licensee decides to
terminate all activities involving
materials authorized under the license.
This notification and request for
termination of the license must include
the reports and Information specified In
paragraphs (c)(1) (iv) and (v) of this
section and a plan for completion of
decommissioning, If required by
paragraph (c)(2) of this section or by
license condition.

to)(1) If a licensee does not submit an
application for license renewal under
§ 40.43, the licensee shall on or before
the expiration date specified In the
license-

(1) Terminate use of source material;
(11) Remove radioactive contamination

to the extent practicable except for
those procedures covered by paragraph
(c)(2)(i) of this section;

(ill) Properly dispose of source
material;

(Iv) Submit a completed form NRC-
314, which certifies Information
concerning the disposition of materials;
and

(v) Conduct a radiation survey of the
premises where the licensed activities
were carried out and submit a report of

d the results of this survey, unless the
licensee demonstrates that the premises
are suitable for release for unrestricted
use in some other manner. The licensee
shall, as appropriate-

(A) Report levels of radiation In units
of microrads per hour of beta and
gamma radiation at one centimeter and
gamma radiation at one meter from
surfaces, and report levels of
radioactivity, including alpha, In units of
disintegrations per minute (or
microcuries) per 100 square centimeters
removable and fixed for surfaces,
microcuries per milliliter for water, and
picociiries per gram for solids such as.
soils or concrete; and

(B) Specify the survey Instrument(s)
used and certify that each Instrument Is
properly calibrated and tested.

(2)(i) In-addition to the Information
required under paragraphs (c)(1) (Iv) and
(v) of this section, the licensee shall
submit a plan for completion of
decommissioning if the procedures
necessary to carry out decommissioning
have not been previously approved by
the NRC and could increase potential
health and safety impacts to workers or
to the public such as In any of the
following cases:

(A) Procedures-would Involve
techniques not applied routinely during
cleanup or maintenance operations; or

(B) Workers would be entering areas
not normally occupied where surface
contamination and radiation levels are
significantly higher than routinely.
encountered during operation; or

(C) Procedures could result In
significantly greater airborne
concentrations of radioactive materials
than are present during operation; or

(D) Procedures could result In
significantly greater releases of
radioactive material to the environment
than those associated with operation.

(II) Procedures with potential health
and safety Impacts may not be carried
out prior to approval of the
decommissioning plan.

(111) The proposed decommissiohing
plan, If required by paragraph (c)(2)(1) of
this section or by license condition, must
Include-

(A) Description of planned
decommissioning activities;

(B) Description of methods used to
assure protection of workers and the
environment against radiation hazards
during decommissioning-

(C) A description of the planned final
radiation survey; and

(D) An updated detailed cost estimate
for decommissioning. comparison of that
estimate with present funds set aside for
decommissioning, and plan for assuring
the availability of adequate funds for
completion Of decommissioning.

(Iv) The proposed dqcommnissioniiig
plant will be approved by the
Commission if the information therein
demonstrates that the decommissioning
will be completed as soon as Is
reasonable and that the health and
safety of workers and the public will be
adequately protected.

.(3) Upon approval of the
decommissioning plan by the
Commission, the licensee shall complete
decommissioning In accordance with the
approved plan. As a final step In
decomfhissioning, the licensee-shall
again submit the infornation required In
paragraph (c)(1)(v) of this section and
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shall certify the disposition of
eccumulated wastes from
Decommissioning.

ld) If the Information submittec under
taragraph (c)(1)(v) or (c)(3) of thui

section does not adequately
demonstrate that the premises ars
suitable for release for unrestrict'd use,
the Commission will inform the licensee
cif the appropriate further actions
required for termination of licenss.

(a) Each specific license continues In
effect, beyond the expiration datu If
necessary, with respect to posses slon of
residual source material present 'as
contamination until the Commission
notifies the licensee In writing that the
license is terminated. During this time,
the licensee shall-

(1) Limit actions Involving source
material to those related to
dlecommissioningl8 and

(2) Continue to control entry to
aestricted areas until they are suitable
for release for unrestricted use and the
Commission nofifies the licensee In
writing that the license Is lermintited.

(f) Specific licenses will be tenninated
by written notice to the licensee when
the Commissibn determines that--

(1) Source material has been properly
Disposed;

(2) Reasonable effort has been made
to eliminate residual radioactive
contamination, If present; and

(3)(1) A radiation survey has been
performned which demonstrates Ciat the
premises are suitable for release for
unrestricted use; or

(ii) Other information submittid by
the licensee is suffclent to demonstrate
that the premises are suitable for release
l or unrestricted use. -

PART 50)-UMESTIC LICENSIIIG OF
PRODUCTON AND UTIUZATION
lFACILITIES .

12. The authority citation for Pait 50 1s
revised to read as follows:

Authority: Sacs. 10 103. 104,208, IWi: 1052
tea lao leas, tal.a3e 3, 937.p, 4s..6ss,

354, 955, O as amended. sec. 234. es Stat.
1244, es amended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2113, 2134,
135, 2201, 232s, Z233, 2230. 2239, 228 ); secs.
MI, as amended, 202,208 t8 Stat. 1242, as

amended. 2244, 1245 (42 U.S.C. 5841. 5842, .
* 5846). l

Section 50.7 alto Issued under PMb. L 956-
301, sec. 20,92 Stal. 2951 (42 U.S.t. aB51).
Sectilon 50.10 also Issued under secs. I2. 185,
58 Stat. 93 ,955. as amended (42 U.8,C. 2131,
225s); sec. IOZ Pub. L t-190. 83 Sta L 553 (42
U.S.C, 4332), Sections 50.4 2 0.38. 50.55, and
50.58 also Issued under sec. 15 00 8 tat. 955
(42 U.S C. 2235). Sections 50.38a, 50.i5a and
Appendix Q also Issued under sea: 102. Pub.
L 91-190, 83 Stat. 88 j42 U.S.C. 43; ,
Bections 334 and.50.54 aso lissued under
sec. 204, e8 Stat. 245 (42 U.S.C. 5844).

* Sections 50.55, 80.9, and 80.92 also Issued
under Pub. L 97-415. 96 Slat. 2073 (42 U.S.C.
2239). Section 50.75 atso Issued under sec.
122, 08 Slat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
50.80-50.81 also Issued under sec. 184, 58 Sltat.
954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Section
50.103. also under sec. 10, 88 Stat. 939, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2138). Appendix F also
issued under sec. 157, s8 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C.
2237).

For the purposes ol sec. 223. s8 Stat. 958, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2273); 1I 50.10 (a), lb).
and Ic), 80.44, 50.45, 80.48, 50.54, and 50.60(a)
are Issued under sGc 181b. 68 Stat. 948, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); II 50.10 (b) and
(c), and 50.54 are Issued under sec. 1611. 68
Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C 2201(1)); and
1I 160.9, 60.565(). 50.5t)(b), 50.70, 50.715, 0.72,
50.73, 50.78 are Issued under sec. 11o, 58
Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

13. A new definition is added to I N0.2
in appropriate alphabetical order to read
as follows:

* 50.2 DefinitIons.
* .t f* ^t *

"Decommission" means to remove (as
a facility) safely from service and
reduce residual radioactivity to a level
that permits release.of the property for
unrestricted use and termination of
license.
* ,t . . *. ,

14. Section 54.33 la amended by
repubishing the in troductory text of.
paragraph (I), reviling paragraphs (il(2)
and (4), and adding paragraph (k) to
read as follows:

I 50.33 Contents cf appikationa, general
Informatlon.

Each application shall state:
* .t . . ft

(f Except for an electric utility
applicant for a license to operate a
utilization facility of the type described
in I 50.21(b) or I 0-.22, information
sufficient to demonstrate to the
Cornmiselon the financial qualification
of the applicant to carry out, In
accordance with regulations in thli
chapter, the activities for which the
permit or license is sought. As
applicable, the following should be
provided:

(2) If the application is for an
operating license, the applicant shall
submit Informatlon that demonstrates
the applicant possesses or has
reasonable assurs.nce of obtaining the
funds necessary to cover estimated
operation costs for the period of the
license. The appli cant shall submit
estimates for total annual operating
costs for each of the first five years of
operation of the facility. The applicant
shall also indicattu the source(s) of funds
to cover these CoE ts. An'application to
renew or extend the ternm of an

operaling license must Include the tame
finanpialinformation as Is required in
an application for an Initial license,

(4) The Commission may request an
established entity or newly-formed
entity to submit additional or more
detailed information respecting Its
financial arrangements and status of
funds If the Commission considers this
Information appropriate. This may
Include Information regarding a
licensee's ability to continue the conduct
of the activities authorized by the
license and to decommission the facility.

. (k)(l() For an application for an
operating license for a production or
utilization facility, Information In the
form of a report, as described in 1 50.75
of this part, Indicating how reasonable
assurance will be provided that funds
will be available to decommission the
facility. .

(2) On or before July 26, 1990, each
holder of an operating license for a
production orutilization facility in effect
on July271990, shall submit
information in tfie form of a report as
described In I 50.75 of this part,
indicating how reasonable assurance
will be provided that funds will be
available to decommission the facility.

15. Section 50.51 Is revised to read as
follows:

I 50.51 Durtlon of license, renwaL
Each license will be Issued for a fixed

period of time to be specified In the
license but in no case to exceed 40 years
from the date of issuance. Where the
operation of a facility Is Involved the
Comnipslodi will Issue the license for
the term requested by the applicant or
for the estimated useful life of the
facility If the Commission determines
that the estimated useful-life Is less than
the term requested. Where construction
of a facility ts involved, the Commission
may specify in the construction permit
the period for which the license will be
issued if approved pursuant to I 50.56.
Licenses may be renewed by the
Commission upon the expiration of the
perlod. Application for termination of
license Is to be made pursuant to
5560.82.

16. A new 1 50.75 Is added to read as
follows:

g 50675. Reporting and recordkeepIng for
decommilssloning planning.

(a) This section establishes
requirements for Indicating to NRC how
reasonable assurance wilt be provided
that funds will be available for
decommissioning. For electric utilities It
consists of a step-wlse procedure as
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provided in parmpraphs. (b). c)i (el, and (21 An adjustment factor Wlleast equal
(i) of this sectio Furufg for to 0.65 L + 0.13 E + 0.22 RI& to be used
decommissionIng of etectric utilities is where L and E are escalation factors. for
also subject to the regulation of agencies labor and energy, respectively, and are
(e.g., Federal Energy Rebiplaory to be taken from reglonal date of U.S&
Commission MRCI and State Public Department of LaborBureau of Labctr.
Utility Cornisslonslhaving jurisdiction Statastics and B is an escalation factor
over rate regulation. The requrements for waste burlal and Is to be. taken from
of this section, in particular pragraph NRC report NUREG-1307, "Report on
(c), are In addition to, and not Waste Burial Charges."
substitution for, other reqements, and (d) each non-electric. utility applicant
are not intended to be useL bjy for or holder of an operating license for
themselves, by other agonsies to a production or utlization facility shaU
establish rates. submit a decornmsaloning report as.

(boEachi dectric utility applicant hr required by I 50,3tkl of Nb, part
or holder of an operating license for a containing a Coat esdmte kr
production or utilization facility ofthe decommissioning the facility. an
type and powr level specifted In Indication of which method or methods
paragraph (4 of this ection shia sabmit described in paragraph (eJ of this
a decommnssioning report. as eu~i section as acceptable to the Commission
by & 50w33(k) of this par centaining a will be used to provide funds far
certification that financial assurance for decommissioning, and a description of
decommissfoning will be provided In an the means of adjusting the cost estimate
amount which may be more but not tess and assoclated funding level
than the amnomt statedite ft t En periodically over the tife of the facMlty.
paragraph (~1J of tids secto adusted (e)(2) Ah provided in paragrophs Ee)
annually Utl a rate at twat e0W to (2) and (3) of this sbctfmn. financial
that stated In puagrai l(24 o£ tfis assurance Is to be provided by the
section. by oe or more of the methodr following methods:
described it paragraph (el ofttrr ((i Prepayment. Prepayment is the
section as acceptable to, the deposit prior to the start of'operation
CommisoolThe amount stated in the into an account segregated 1cease
applican~w' arlicense', certification assels and outside Om lieeensee
may be based on a cost estimate for adssst ative controlt f asn oruqfId
decommissioning the facility. As part of assets such thit the a youatof funds
the certification, a copy of the financial would be cuMc oent to pay
Instrument obtained to satisfy the decommissioning costs.Prepayment
requirements of paragraph (a) or this maybe In the form of a trust, escrow
section is to be submitted to NRC. account, government fund, certificate of

ic~r~ieom~ni nnsunWdepo It. or deposit of governsnent
CJanuaryeo m158 m oraa) o rft~ c securities.

( q 6 e quired o (i) External sinking fund. An external
demonstrate reasonable assurance of sinking fund fir a fund established and
funds for decommiseionfneby reactor maintained by setting finds aside
type and power leveL P (irn MM t; periodically in an account se ated
adjustmentfactor.1 from licensee assets and outside the

licensee's administrative controf In
Aillor which the total amount ofWfund would

(l)(i}Forsa FWR: be sufficient to pay decommissioning
greater tOan or equal to costs at the time lermination of

3400 . .s05 operation Is expected. An external
between 1200 MWI acd sinking fund may be In the form of a

400 MWt (For a PWR trust, escrow account, government fund,
of less Mhan 1200 MMt certificate of deposit, or deposit of
VMPu-TZOMW) -........... $[75+o0.00aP) government securities.

greater tham or equal o (.111) A surety method, Insurance. or
3400 MWM...... . ....... 135 other guarantee method. These methods

between I200 MWVt and guarantee that decommissionrng costs
3400 MWI (For a BWR will be paid should the licensee default.
of less than 1200 MWM, A surety method may be In the form of a
use P1Zoo MWI . S(t04+0.009P) surety bond, letter of credit, or line of

credit. Any surety method or insurance
used to provide financial insurance for

dclounltrs bsead on aciltiics related t th. decoMm11ilssioning Ipust contain the
dinioiono aunfissod' t szorf this psrt following conditions:

an ont(mdlude theS cost ot removs addrtymehodonurnc
of spent eul or nonradtoactty structuresxsnd (A) lthe surety method or Insurance
malrlsiboyard that nocessary to tnrmnal the must be open-ended or, If written for a
Ilcensc. specified term. such as fIve years, miust

be renewed automatically unless 9O
days or more prior to the renewal dale,
the Issuer notifies the Commission, the
beneficiary, and the licensee of its
intention not to renew. The surety or
Insurance must also provide that the full
face amountbe paid to the beneficiary
aufomrticalky prior to, the expirsti io
without proof oiforfeiture If the licensee
fails to provide a replacement
acceptable to the Commission wfithIn 30
days afterreceliptof notification of
cancellatio.

(B)Thtsurety or insurance must be
payable to: a trust establhhed-ior
decommissfionin costs. The trustee and
trustmustbeacceptable tathe .
Commission. An acceptable trustee,
Includes an appropriare State or Federal
overnment agency or an entity whfich

gas theauthority to act as a trustee and
whose trust operations are reglated
and examined by a Federal or Stare
agency.

(C)The surety method or insurance
must remain In effect until the
Commission has terminated the license.

(2) For a lbcensee other than an
electrlnutfiity. acceptable methods of
providing fnancial assurance f or

decemmisiloning are-
(ii Prepayment;
(Ii) An external sinklngfund. id which

deposits are made at least annually.
coupled with a surety method or
insurance, the value of which may
decreaseby the amount being
accumulated In the sinkIng fund,

(iil A surety method, insurance, or
other guarantee plethod. A parent
company guarantee of funds for
decommissioning costs based on a
financial test may be used if the
guarantee and test are as contained In
Appendix A of 1o CFR Part 30. A pareht
company guarantee may not be used in
combination with other financial
methods to satisfy the requirements of
this section.

(iv) In the case of Federal. State. or
local government licensees, a statement
of Intent containing a cost estimate for
decommissioning and indicating that
funds- ordecommissioningwill be
obtained when necessary.

(3) Foranelectrfc ttility, acceptable
methods of providing financial
assurance fordecommissloning are-

(I) Prepayment.
(fil An external sinking fund In which

deposits are made at least annually:
(ill) A surety method or Insurance,

and
(Iv) In the case of Federal government

licensees, a statementof intent
containing a cost estimate for
decommrssroning oran amount based
on paragraph (cl of this section, and
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indicating that funds for
decommissioning will be obtained when
necessary .

(f) Each llcensee shall at or about 5
years prior to the projected end or
operation submit a preliminary
decomnissiosiing plan containing a cost
estimate for decommissioning and an.
up lo date aisessment of the major
to3chnica1 factors that could affect .
planning for decolnmipsionihg. Factors
to be considered In submitting this
information Include--

(1) The decommissioning alternative
anticlpated tobe used. The
requirements of I 50.82(b)(1) mus: be.
considered at this time;

(2) Major technical actions necassary
to carry out decommissioning safaly;

(3) The current siluationrwith regard
to disposal of high-level and low-level
radloactilve.waste;

(4) Residual radioactivity criteria;
(5) Other site specific factors which

could affect decommissioning planning
and cost.

If necessary, this submittal shall also
include plans for adjusting levels of
funds assured for decommissioning to
demonstrate that a reasonable lerel of
assurance viill ie provided that finds
vwill be available when needed to cover
tChe costs of decommissioning.

(8) Each ltcensee shall keep records of
i:1formatlon important to the safe and
effective-decommissioning of the facility
I:n an Identified location until the license
i s terminated by the Commission If
records of ielevantjinformallon are kept
for other purposes, reference to thise -
records.and their locations may b e used.
information the Commission conaiders
Inportantto decommissioning consists

(1) Redods'of spills or other ur usual
cccurrence= inyolving the spresd of
contami ation In and aropnd the
facility equipminf, or site. These
records may. be limited to Instances
when significant contlmination remains
a fter any cleanup procedures or when
there Is reasonable likelihood the t
contaminants may have spread to
Inaccessible areas as In the case of
possible seepage Into porous materials
such es concrete. These records must
includq any known informati6n cn
Identification of involved nuclides,
Quantities, forms, and concentrations. .

(2) As-built drpwings and
rnodifications of structures and
equipment in restricted areas whare
radioactive matioals are used arid/or
E tored and of locations of possible
Inaccessible contamination such as
buried pipes which may be subject to
c ontamination. If required drawings are
referenced, each relevant.docum3nt
necd not be indexed Individually. If

drawings are not available, the licensee
shall substitute appropriate records of
available Informatlln doncerning these
*areas and locations.

(3) Records of the cost estimate
performed for the decommissioning
funding plan or of the amount certified
for decommisslonlrg, and records of the
funding method used for assuring funds.:
If either a funding plan or crtificatlion is
used.

17. Section 50.82 is revised. to read as
follows:
§I0.82 Application for termination of
license.

(a) Any licensee may apply to the
Commission for authority to surrender a
license voluntarily and to decommission
the facility. For a focility that
permanently ceases operation after July
27. 1988 this application must be made
within two years following permanentl
cessation of operations, and In no case
later than one year prior to expiration of
the operating licenue. Each application
for termination 6f license must be
accompanied, or-preceded. by a
proposed decommissioning plan; For a
facility which has permanently ceased
operation prior to July 27,1988,
requirements for contents of the-
decommissioning plan as specified In
paragraphs (b) through (d) of this section
may be modified with approval of the
Commission to reflect the fact that the
decommissloning process has been .
initiated previously.

lb) The proposed decommissioning
plan must Include--

(1) The choice of the alternative for
debom'missloningwvith a pescription of
activities Involved,

(1) For an electric utility licensee, an
alternative Is acceptable If It provides
for completion of decommissioning
within 60 years. Consideration will be
given to an alternative which provides
for completion of decommissioning
beyond 60 years only when necessary to
protect the public health and safety.
Factors to be considered In evaluating
an alternative which provides for * -
completion of decommissioning beyond
60 years are set out In paragraph
(b)(1)(il) of this se:tion. -.

(11) For a licensee other than an
electric utility, an alternative Is
acceptable If it provides for completion
of decommissioning without significant
delay. Consideratin will be given to an
alternative which provi4es for delayed
completion of decommissioning only
when necessary to protect .he public
health and safety. Factors to be
considered In evaluating an alternative
which provides for delayed completion
of decommissioning are set out In
paragraph (b)(1)(ll ) of this section.

1iii) Factors to be considered In
making the evaluations required by
paragraphs (b)(1)(i) and (b)(1)(1i) of this
section include unavailability of waste
disposal capacity and other site specific
factors affecting the licensee's -
capability to carry out decommissioning
safely, including presence of other
nuclear facilities at the site.

(2) A description of controls and limits
on procedures and equipment to protect
occupational and public health and
safety;

(3) A description of the planned final
radiation survey; .

(4) An updated cost estimate for the
chosen alternative for decommissioning.
comparlson of that estimate with
present funds set aside for
decommissioning, and plan for assuring
the availability 9f adequate funds for
*completion of decommissioning.

(5) A description of technical
specifications, quality assurance
provisions and physical security plan
provisions In place during
decommissioning,

(c) Decommissioning plans which.
propose art alternative that delays
completion of decommissioning by
ihncludingd period of storage or long-
termn surveillance must provide that-

(1) Funds needed to complete
decommisioning ibe placed into an
account segregated from licensee assets
and outside the licensee's
ailrrnistrative control during the itorage
.or surveillance period, or a surety
method or fund statement of intent be
maintained In accordance with the
criteria of § 50.75(e), and

(2)hMeans be Included for adjusting
cosl estimates and associated funding
levels over the storage or surveillance
peripd.

*d. ldJFor decommissioning plans in
. which the malor dismantlement

activilzli are delayed by first placing
the facilily.in storage, planning for these
delayed activities may.be less detailed.
Vlpdated detalled plans must be.
submitted and approved prior to the
start of these activitles.

(e3 If tlhe decmmissiloning plan
demonstrates that the decommissioning
will be.perf9rmed In accordance with
the.regulations In this chapter and will
not be Inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safety
of the public, and after notice to
Interested persons, the Commission will
approve the plan subject to such
conditions and limitations as It deems
appropriate and necessary and Issue an
order authorizing the decommissioning,

(f) The Commission will terminate the
license If It determines that-
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(1) The decmmiussioninghaslbeen
performed in accordance with the.
approved decommissioning plan and the
orderauthotzin; decommissionhW. and

(2) The tenibnal radiation survey and
associated documentation demons rates
that the-facility and site am sutitable for
release forunresticted use.

PART 51-ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION REGULATIONS FOR
DOMESTICW LICENSING AND RELATED
REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

I& The authority citation for Pert 51
continues to read as follows:

Authoritr. SLelS, G&StaLRA a
amended (4ZU.SC.22OZk mcci. 20t, as
amended, zo, as StaL I2Z as amzded, 1IZU-
(42 U.S.C. 5841. 5844

Subpart A also Issued under National
Environmental Policy Act of 196l. secs102,
204, 105,83 Slat B55-1-4. at amended (41
U.S.C 4332, 4334, 4333)-and Pub. L 9W-.
Title U. 92 StL 30S30. S3 51= elso
issued undev ao.2.73 StaLe8Mas
amended by StStail 3088-3038 (421 U.C
2021J.

g 51.20 [Amindedl
19. Secion SI20is amended by

removing and resenring paragraphs (b)
(6) and (10).

20. In § tI53. paragraph (b) is revised
to read as follows:.

151.53 Suppiementto environmental
report
* . * .

(b) Post 6peratigg license stoge. Each
applicant for a license amendment
authorizing the decommIasioning of a
production or utilization facility covered
by 5 51.20 and each applicant fora
license or license amendment to store
spent fuel at a nuclear power reactor
after expiratron of the operatinglicense
for the nuclear power reactor shall
submit with Itl application the number
of copies, as specified in. I 5t.55 ofa
separate document. entitled
"Supplement to, Applicant's
Environmental Report-Post Operating
License Stage,' which will update
"Applicant'# Esvironmental Report-
Operating License Slatp." as
appropriate, to reflect any new
Information orsignfipcant environmental
change associatedywlth the applicant's
proposed decommissioning activittes or
with the applicant's proposed acftfvlfes
with respect to the- planned torage of
spent fuel. Unlss otherwise requied by
the Commisalon, in accordance wilh the
generic determination In j 51.23Es) and
the provisions In F 51.23gb) the
applicant shall only address the
environmenta) impact of spent fuel
storage for the term of the license
applied for.The "Supplement to
Applicant's Environmental Report-Post

Operating License Stage" may
Incorporate by refererncs any
information contained in "Applicant's
Environmental Report-Construction
Permit Stage," "Supplement to
Applicant's Enviromnenta) Report-
Operating License Stage., final
environmental Impact statement
supplement to final environmental
impact statement of records of decision
previously prepared In connection with
the constructi~on permwit or operating
llcense.

21. In I5b.55. paragraph(a) Is revised
to read as follows:

1 61.65 Environmental eport-number of
copoe*; distributlon.

(a) Each applicant for a license to
construct and operate a production or
utilization facilitycovered by
paragraphs (b)(t). (b)(2), (blj31 or [bJ(4}
of 5 51.20 and each applicant for a
license amendment authorizing the
decommissioning of a production or
utilization facility covered by I 5L2O,
and each applicant for a ficense or
license amendment to store spent fuel at
a nuclear power reactor after expiration
of the operating license for the nuclear
power reactor shall submit to the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
or the Director of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, as- appropriate,
forty-one (41) copies of an
environmental report. or any supplement
to an environmental report. The
applicant shall retaln an additional 109
copies of the environmental report or
any supplement to the environmental
report for distribution to pariles and
Boards In the NRC proceeding. Federal.
State. and local officials and any
affected Indian tribes. la accordance
with written instructions Issued by the
Directorof Nuclear Reactor Regulation
or the Director of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, as appropriate.
* . . .

22. Section 51.80 Is amended by
revising paragraph (of to read as
follows:

1 51.60 Environmental report-materials
license

(a) Each applicant for a lcenseb or
other form of permission, or an
amendment to or renewal of a Itcense or
other form of permission Issued
pursuant toWParts 0, 3S2 33, 34,35.3% 40.
61.70 and/or 7Zof this-chapter, and
covered by paragraphs (bX1) through
(b)(6) of this section, shall submit with
Its application to the Directorof Nuclear
Material Safety and Safigxards, the
number-of copies, as specified th 1 51.68.
of a separate document, entitled
"Applicant's Environmental Report" or

"Supplement to Applicanrs
Environmental Report," as appropriate.
The "Applicant's Environmental Report"
shall contain the information specified
In 1 51.45. If the application is for an
amendment to or a renewal of a lcense
or other firm of permission for which
the ippicant has previously submitted
an enviroomental report, the supplement
to applicant's enviroanent report may
be limited to incorporating by reference,
updating or supplementin the
informationa previously submitted to
reflect any signifdiant environmental
change Including any rinficant
environmental change resuting from
operationalexperience or a chane in

-operations or prposed -
decommisssoning ctitlies

23. In I 51.95, paragraph (bj Is revised
to read as foltows:

I 51.95 Supplement to flnal environmental
Impactslatement

(bj Post opexting license stage. in
connectorLwith the amendment of an

* opera ang license to authorize the
decommissioning ofa production or
utilization facility covered by 15-1.20 or
with the. issuance. amendment or
renewal of a license to store spent fuel
at a nuclear power reactor after
expiration of the operating license for
the nuclear power reactor. the NRG staff
wilt prepare a. supplemental
environmental Impact statement for the
post operating license stage or an
environmental assessment as
appropriate. which will update the prior
environmental review. The supplement
or assessment may Incorporate-by
reference anyinrormation contained in
the final environmental Impact
statement the supplement to the final
environmental impact statement-
operatinglicense stage, orln the records
of decision prepared In connection with.
the construction permit or the operating
license fot. that facility. The. supplement
will Include a request for comments as
provided In 5 51.73. Unless otherwise'
required ky the Commilsslon in
accordance with the generic
determination In 5 51.23(a) and the
provisions of I 51.23(b), a supplemental
environmental Impact statement for the
post operaling license stage or an
environmental assessment as
appropriate, will address the
environmental Impacts of spent fuel
storage only for the term of the license,
license amendment or lIcense renewal
applied for.

I
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* PART 70-01HIESTIC LICENSIN 3 OF
SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL

24. The authority citation for Part 70 h
revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 51, 53, 161, 182,13, 68
Slat. 929,930,948, 553 9, as amended, sec.
2:4. 83 Stat. 444. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071.
2Q73. 220, 2232. 2233, 282): secs. 2111, as
amended. 20zZ04, 20B, 58 Slat. 1242, is
amended, 1244,1746, 1240 (42 U.S.C. 5341.
5142, 5845, 6848).

Section 70.7 also Issued under Pub. L. 95-
sln. sec. 10. 92 Slat 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5911).
Section 7021(g) also Issued under sec. 122, 6k
Sl at. 939 (42 U.SC. 2152). Section 70.31 also
issued under sec 57d, Pub, L 93-77, 118 Slat.
4; 5 (42 U.S.C. 2077). Sections 70.38 and 70.44
also Issued under ec 154, 68 Slat. 954, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Section 70.11 also
Issued under seu. 18,187, 38 Stat. 955 (42
U S.C 223 2237). Section 70.62 also larued
under aec. 108. 6 Stat. 931 e, amended (42
U.S.C. 238J.

For the purposes of sec. 223. 8 Stat. 958, a
amended (42 u.Sc 22731, 5 70.3, 70..9(c).
701.21(c), 70229a). (b), (dHk)-, 70.24(s) imnd (b)
70l.32(a)(3). (5). (6). (d). and (iQ, 7036. 7)13(b)
and (c). 70.41(a).70.42(s) and (c), 70.5
70.57(b), (c), and Id). 70.58(a)-{g3). anid (h)-
(i I are Issued under sec. 1B1b, 68 Slat. 948, as
amended (42 U.SC. 2201(b)): I 70.7.
70.20a(a) and (d), 70.20b(c) and (e).7021(c).

*70.24(b), 70.32(a)(60, (c). (dl, (e). and (i). 70.3B
71051(c)g), 70.58. 70.57(b) and (dl. anI
71L58(sHg)(3), and (hH) are Issued t nder
fiec. 1611, Be Slat 949, as amended (42 U.S.C.
Z Ot(%)), and 11705. 70.9, 70.20b(d) ar d (a).
70.38,70.51(b) acd (I), 70.52, 70.53, 70.14, 70.5
70.58(g)(4). (k), and (ll. 70.59, and 70.6((b) an
(c) are Issued under sec. 16to. 68 StaL 950. a
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

25. Section 70.4 is amended by .3ddinj
a new paragraph (bb) to read as follow:
§ 70.4 Defrintions.
* * * .* *

(bb) 'Decommissloan" means to
remove (as a facility) safely from'servic
and reduce residual radioactivity lo a
level that permits release of-the properl
irr unrestricted use and termination of
license.

26. Section 70.22 Is amended b)
a ddinS a new paragraph (a)(9) to read i
follows:

g 70.22 Contents of applations.
(a) Each application for a licenae sha

contain the following information:
* . . . *

(9) As provided by 1 70.25. certaIn
a pplications for specific licenses filed
under this part must contain a pripose
decommissioning funding plan or a
cirtificatlon of financial assurance for
decommissioning. In the case of renew
applications submitted before JulyV 27,
1990, this submittal may follow ti e
renewal application but must be
submitted on dr before
* . . * 4

27. A new I 70.26 Is added to read as
follows:
I 70.25 Financial soawronce and
recordlkeeping for decommissIoning.

(a) Each applicant for a specific
license authorizing the possession and
.use of unsealed special nuclear material
in quantities exceedfing.10' times the
applicable quantities set forth In
Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 20 shall
submit a decommissiioning funding plan
as described In paragraph (a) of this
section. A decommissioning fundini
plan must also be submitted when a
combination of Isotopes Is Involved if R
divided by 10 Is ereater than I (unity
rule), where R Is deDrined here as the sum
of the ratios of the quantity or each
Isotope to the appilable value In
Appendix C.

(b) Each applicant for a specific
license authorizing possession and use
of unsealed special nuclear material in
quantities specified in paragraph (di of

1thi section shall either-
(1) Submit a decommissioning funding

plan as described lin paragraph (e) of
this section or

(2) Submit a certification that
financial assurance for decommissioning
has been provided In the amount
prescribed by paragraph (d) of this
section using one of the methods
described In paragraph (fO of this

5. section. For an applicant, this
d certification may slate that the

appropriate assura ice will be obtained
after the application has been-approved
and the license Issued but prior to the

s: receipt of licensed material. As part of
the certification, a copy of the financial
Instrument obtalnel to satisfy the
requirements of paragraph (e) of this
section Is to be submitted to NRC.

ce (c) (1) Each holder of a specidc license
Issued on-or after Jlly 27,1990, which Is.

'Y of a type described in paragraph (a) or
(b) of this section, ahall provide
financial assurance for decommissioning
In acqordance with the criteria set forth

Is in this section.
(2) Each holder of a specific license

issued before July :7, 1990, and of a type
described In paragraph (a) of this

'' section shall submlt, on or before July
27, 1990. a decommissioning funding
plan or certification of financial
assurance for decommissIoning in an

d amount at least equal to $750,000 In
d acco.dance with the criteria set forth In

this section. If the licensee submits the
certification of financial assurance.

al rather than a decommissioning funding
plan at this time, tde licensee shall
include a decommissioning funding plan
In any application for icedse renewal.

(3) Each holder-cf a specific license -
Issued before July 27, 1990, and of a type

seecribed In paragraph (b) of this .- -
section shall submit, on or before July
27 1990, a certification of financial
assurance for decommissioning or a
decommissioning funding plan In
accordance with the'criteris set forth In
this section.

(d) Table of required amounts of
financial assurance for decommissioning
by quantity of material.

greater than 10o but less than or
equal to 206 times the applica-
ble quantities of Appendix C of
Part 20. (For a combination of
Isotopes, If R. as denned in
I 70.25(a). divided by 0 Is
greater than 1 but R divided by
lo2 is less than or equal to 1.) _. S750,000

greater than 1o0 but less than or
equal to 10 times the applica-
ble quantities of Appendix C of
Part 20. (For a combination of
isotopes, If P. as denned In
1 70.25(a. divided by 1Is i
greater than 1 but R divided by
104 Is less than or equal to 1.) . $150,000

(e) Each decommissioning funding
plan must contain a cost estimate for
decommissioning and a description of
the method of assuring funds for

*decommissioning from paragraph (fQ of
this section, Including means of
adjusting cost estimates and associated
funding levels periodically over thejife
of the facility.

(fO Financial assurance for
decommissioning must be provided by
one or more of the following methods:

(1) Prepayment. Piepayment Is the
deposit prior to the start of operation
Into an account segregated from licensee
assets and outside the licensee's
administrative control of cash or liquid
assets such that the amount of funds
would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs. Prepayment
may be In the form of a trust. escrow
account, government fund, certificate of
deposit, or deposit of government
securities.-

(2) A surety method. Insurance, or
other guarantee method. These methods
guarantee that decommissioning costs
will be paid should the licensee default.
A surety method may be In the form of a
surety bond, letter'of credit, or line of
credit. A parent comipany guarantee of
funds for decqmmissioning costs based
on a financial test may be used if the
guarantee and test are as contained In
Appendix-A of 10 CFR Part 30r A parent
company guarantee may not be used in
combination with other financial
methods to satisfy the requirements of
this section. Any surety method or
Insurance used to provide financial
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assurance for decommissioning must
contain the following conditions:

(1) The surety method or Insurance
must be open-ended or, If written for a
specified lern, such as five years, must
be renewed automatically unless 90
days or more prior to the renewal date,
the Issurer notifies the Commission, the
beneficiary, and the licensee of Its
Intention not to renew. The surety
method or insurance must also provide
that the full face amount be paid to the
beneficiary automatically prior to the
expiratiqn without proof of forfeiture if
the licensed6fals to provide a
replacement acceptable to the
Commission i;ithin 30 days after receipt
of notification Or cancellation.

(i) The surety method or insurance
must be payable to a trust established
.for decomrissloning costs. The trustee
and trust must be acceptable to the
Commisslon.-An acceptable trustee
Includes ah appropriate State or Federal
government agency or an entity which
has the authority to act as a trustee and
whose trust operations are regulated
and examined by a Federal or State
agency.

(111) The surety method or Insurance
must remain in effect until the
Commission has terminated the license.

(3) An external sinking fund In which
deposits are made at least annually.
coupled with a surety method or
insurance, the value of which mnay
decrease by the amount being
accumulated In the sinking fund. An
external sinking fund is a fund
established and maintained by setting
aside funds periodically In an account
segregated from licensee assets and
outside the licenssee's administrative
control in which the total amount of
funds would be sufficient to pay
decomnilsslionifig costs at the time
termination of operation Is expected. An
external sinking fund mnay be In the form
of a trust: escrow account, governmeiit
fund, cerilficate of deposit, or deposit of
government securities. The surety or
Insurance provisions must be as stated
In paragraph (f)(2) of this section.

(4) In the case bf Federal, State. or
local government licensees, a statement
of Intent containing a cost estimate for
decommissioning or an amount based
on the Table In paragraph (d) of this
section, and Indicating that funds for
decommissioning will be obtained when
necessary.

(g) Each person licensed under this
part shall keep records of Information
important to the safe and effective
decommissioning of the facility In an
Identified location until the license Is
terminated by the Commission. If
records of relevant Information are kept
for other purposes, reference to these

records and their.locations may be used.
Information the Commission considers
important to decommissioning consists
of-

(1) Records of spills or other unusual
occurrences Involving the spread of
contamination In and around the
facility, equipment, or site. These
recor amay be limited to Instances
when contamination remains after any
cleanup procedures or when there Is
reasonable likelihood that contaminants
may have spread to inaccessible areas

.as In the case of possible seepage Into
porous materials such as concrete.
These records must Include any known
information on Identification of Involved
nuclides, quantities, forms. and
concentrations.

(2) As-built drawings and
modifications of structures and,
equipment In restricted areas where
radioactive materials are used and/or
stored and of locations of possible
Inaccessible contamination such as
buried pipes which may be subject to
contamination. If required drawings are.
referenced, each relevant document
need not be Indexed individually. If
drawings are not available, the licensee

-shall substitute appropriate records of
available information concerning these
areas and locations..

(3) Records of the cost estimate
performed for the decommissioning.
funding plan or of the amount certiIed
for decommissioning, and records of the
funding method used for assuring funds
if either a funding plan or certification Is
used.

28. Section 70.38 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 0?38 Expiration and termination of
licenses.

(a) Except as prbvided In § 70.33(b)
and paragraph (e) of this section, each
specific license expires at the end of-the
day, In the month and year stated In the
license.
* (b) Each licensee shall notify the

Commission promptly.in wilting under
i 70.5, and request termination of the'
license when the licensee decides to
terminate all activities Involving
matarials authorized under the license.
This notification and request for
termination of the license must Include
the reports and Information specified In
paragraphs (c)(1)(iv) and (v) of this
section and a plan for completion of
decommissioning If required by
paragraph (c)(2) of this section or by
license condition.

(c)(1) If a licensee does not submit an
application for license under i 70.33, the
licensee shall on or before the
expiration date specified In the
license-.

(I) Terminate use of special nuclear
material;

(11) Remove radioactive contamination
to the extent practicable except for
those procedures covered by paragraph
(c)(2)(1) of this section;

(iii) Properly dispose of special
nuclear material;

(iv) Submit'a completed form NRC-
314, which certifies information
concerning the disposition of materials;
and

(v) Conduct a radiation survey of Ihe
premises where the licensed activities
were carried out and submit a report of
the results of this survey, unless the
licensee demonstrates that the premises
are suitable for release for unrestricted
use In some other manner. The licensee .
shall, as appropriate-.

(A) Report levels of radiation in units
of microrads per hour of beta and
gamma radiation at one centimeter and
gamma radiation at one meter from
surfaces, and report levels of *
radioactivity, Including alpha, In units of
disintegrations per minute (or
microcuries) per 100 square centimeters
removable and fixed for surfaces,
microcuties per milliliter for water, and
picocurles per gram for solids such as
soils or concrete; and

(B) Specify the survey instrument(s)
used and certify that each Instrument Is
properly calibrated and tested.
* 2J(i) In addition to the information

required under paragraphs (c)(l) (iv) and
(v) of this section, the licensee shall
submit a plan for completion of
decommissioning If the procedures
necessary to carry-out decommissioning
have not been previously approved by
the NRC and could Increase potential
health and safety impacts to workers or
to the public such as In any of the
following cases:

(A) Procedures would Involve
techniques not applied routinely during
cleanup or maintenance operations;.or

( (B) Workers would be entering aroaps
not normally occupied where surface .
contamination and radiation levels are
significantly higher than routinely'
encounterd during operation; or ;

(C) Procedures could result In
significantly greater airbmrne
concentrations of radioactive materials
than are present during operation; or

(D) Procedurei could result In
significantly greater releases of
radioactive material to the environment
than those associated with operation.

(i{) Procedures with potential health
and safety impacts may not be carried
out prior to approval of the
decommissioning plan.

(111) The proposed decrommissloning
.plan, if required by phragraph (c)(2)(i) of
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this section or by license condltloli, must
Include-

(A) Description of planned
dt commissioning activities;

(B) Description of methods used to
assure protection of workers and The
environment against radiation ha ards
during decommissioning-

(C) A description of the plannec final
radiation survey; and

(D) An updated detailed cost estimate
for decommissioning, comparison of that
estimate with present funds set aside for
de commissioning, and plan for asuuring
tha availability of adequate funds for
completion of decommissioning.

(E) A description of'the physical
security plan and material control and
accounting plan provisions In place
during decommissioning.

(iv) The proposed decommissionilng
pla n will be approved by the
Commission If the Information therein
demonstrates that the decommissloning
will be completed as soon as is
reasonable-and that the health an i
safety of workers and the public i'lU be
adequately protected.

(3J Upon approval of the
ducommissionlng plan by the
Commission, the licensee shall compiete
decommissioning in accordance ith the
approved plan. As a final step in
de'commissloning: the licensee shbilJ
aE:aIn submit the information required In
paragraph (c)(i)(v) of this section and
shall certify the disposition of
accumulated wastes from
dtcommissionlrn.

(d) If the Informition submitted under
paragraphs (c](1](v) or (c)(3) of this
section does not adequately
demonstrate that the premises art
sultable for release for unrestricted use.
the Commission will Inform the licensee
of the appropriate further aections
required for termination of licansv.

(e) Each specific license continues In
effect, beyond the expiration date if
nccessary, with respect to possesolon of
residual special nuclear material present
as contamination until the Commission
notifles the licensee In writing that the
license Is terminated. During this lIme,
the license shall-

(1) Limit actions Involving special
nuclear material to those related to
decommissioning; and

(2) Continue to control entry to
restricted areas until they are suitable
for release for unrestricted use and the
Commission notifies the licensee In
writing that the license is terminaled.

(f) Specific licenses will be terninated
bvr written notice to the licensee when
the Commission determines that--

(1) Special nuclear material his been
properly disposed;

(2) Reasonable effort has been made
to eliminate residual radioactive
contamination, If prpsent, and

(3) (1) A radiatilon survey has been
performed which demonstrates that the
premises are suitable for release for
unrestricted use; or

(iI) Other Information submitted by
the licensee Is sufficient to demonstrate
that the premises are suitable for release
for unrestricted use.

PART 72-LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS FOIR THE STORAGE
OF SPENT FUEL IN AN INDEPENDENT
SPENT FUEL STORAGE
INSTALLATION

29. Tbe authority citation for Part 72 is
revised to read as follows.

Audority: Sec. 5t, 53, 57, 82, 65, 85.69.81.
l.18, M 183.184 118. 1S7, 189. 88 Stat. 929,
930,932, 833.94I935, 34e,953.954, . ass
amended, sec. 234.3 :5tat. 444. as amended
(42 U.sC. 201, 2073,2077, 209Z 293, 209,

'2099,2111,2O2. 2232, 2233. 2234, 228 2237.*
2z38,2z821; sec. 274. Pub. L 8-373, 73 Stat.
888. as amended (42 U.S.C. 21r sec. 2Z. as
amended, 202,D M88 Stat; 1242 as amended,.
1244. 124i42 US.C. 6341. 5ML 584) Pub. L
95-601, sec. 0. 92 Stal. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851);
sec. IOZ Pub. L 91-191L 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C.
4332).

Section 72.34 also lesued under sec. 189, s8
Stat. 5s (42 U.S.C. Z19); sec. 134, Pub. L 97-
425, 96Stat. 22s0 (42 U.S.C. 10154).

For tha purposes of sec. 223, 88 Stat. 958, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2 731: I S 72.6. 7214.
72.15. 72.17(dJ. 72.49, 72.33(b)(1), (4), (5), le),
(fi. and 72.36(a) are isniued under sec. a81b, 88
Stat. 98. as amended (42 U.S.C ZZ01(b));

1 72.10. 72.15. 72.17(d), 72.33(c), (dpi), (2).
(e) 727.1. 7244(a), and 72.91 are issued
under sec. 11.L u8 Stat. 949, as amended (42
U.S.C. 22(01(; and II 72.9a, 733t(b)(3).
(d)(3), (1), 72.35(b). 72.50-72.52,72Z53(a).
72.54(a). 72.65, 72.58,72.80(c), and 72.84[b) are
issued under se laic., 88 Stat. 960, as.
amended (42 U.S.C. ZM(o)).

30. Section 72.3 Is amended by adding
a new paragraph (y) to read as follows:

I 72.3 Definitions,
* .t .t ft

(y) Decommilsslon" means to remove
(as a facility) puaely from service and
reduce residual radioactivity to a level
that permits release of the property for
*unrestricted use and termination of
license.

31. Section 72.14 Is amended by
revising paragrpah (e)(3) to read as
follows:

§ 72.14 Contents of sppilcation: General
and financial Information.

N3) Estimated decommissIoning costs.
and the necessary flnancial
arrangements to provide reasonable
assurance prior to licensing that

decommissioning will be carried out
after the removal of spent fuel from
storage.

32. Section 72.18 Is revised by revising
the section heading and paragraph (b)
and by adding new paragraphs (c) and
(d) to read as follows:

* 72.18 Decommissioning planning,
Including financing and recordkeeping.
* ft ft . .

(b) The decommissioning funding plan
must contain Information on how
reasonable assurance will be provided
that funds will be available to
decommission the ISFSI. This
Information must include a cost estimate
for decommissioning and a description
of the method of assuring funds for
decommissioning from paragraph (c) of
this section. including means of
adjusting cost estimates and associated
funding levels periodically over the lLfe
of the ISFSI.

(c) Financial asssurance for
decommissioning must be provided by
one or more of the following methods:.

(1) Prepayment. Prepayment Is the
dqeposit prior to the start of operation
Into an account segregated from licensee
assets and outside the licensee's
administrative control of cash or liquid
assets such that the amount of funds
would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs. Prepayment
may be in the form of a trust, escrow
,account, government fund, certificate of
deposit, or deposit of government
securifies.

(2) A surety method, insurance, or
other guarantee method. These methods
guarantee that decommlsloining costs
will be paid should the licensee default.
A surety method maybe in the form of a
surety bond, letter of credit, or lne of
-credit. A parent company guarantee of
funds for deconmissioning costs based
on a financial test may be used if the
guarantee and test are as contained in
Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 30. A parent
company guarantee may not be used In
combination with other financial
methods to satisfy the requirements of
this section. Any surety method or
insurance used to provide financial
assurance for decommissioning must
contain the following conditions:

(i) The surety method or insurance
must be open-ended or, If-written for a
specified term, such as five years, must
be renewed automatically unless 90
days or more prior to the renewal date,
the Issuer notifies the Commission, the
beneficiary, and the licensee of Its
Intentlon'not to renew. The surety
method or Insurance must also provide
that the full face qmount be.paid to the
beneflciary hutomatically'prior to the
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expiration without proof of forfeiture If
the licensee falls to provide a
replacement acceptable to the
Commission within 30 days after receipt
of notification of cancellation.

(II) The surety method or Insurance
must be payable to a trust established
for decommissioning costs. The trustee
and trust must be acceptable to the
Commission. An acceptable trustee
Includes an appropriate State-or Federal
government agency or an entity which
has the authority to act as a trustee and
whose trust operations are regulated
and examined by a Federal or State
agency.

[111) The surety of Insurance must
remain In effect until the Commission
has terminated the license.

(3) An external sinking fund in which
deposits are made at least annually,
coupled with a surety method or
Insurance, the value of which may
decrease by the amount being
accumulated in the sinking fund. An
external sinking fund Is a fund
established and maintained by setting
aside funds periodically In an account
segregated from licensee assets and
outside the licensee's administrative
control in which the total amount of
Funds would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs at the time
termination of operation Is expected. An
external sinking fund may be in the form
of a trust. escrow account, government
fund, certificate of deposit or deposit of
government securities. The surety or
Insurance provision must be as stated In
paragraph (c)(2) of this section.

(4) In the case of Federal, State, or
local government licensees, a statement
of intent containing a cost estimate for
decommissioning, and indicating that
funds for decommissioning will be
obtained when necessary.

(5) In the case of electric utility
licensees, the methods of § 50.74(e) (1)
and(13) of this chapter.

(d) Each licensee shall keep records of
Information Important to the sate and
effective decommissioning of the facility
In an identified location until the license
Is. terminated by the Commission. If
records of relevant Information are kept
for other purposes, reference to these
records and their locations may be used.
Information the Commission considers
important to decommissioning consists
of-

(1) Records of spills or other unusual
occurrences Involving the spread of
contamination In and around the
facility, equipment, or site. These
records may be limited to Instances

when contamination remains after any
cleanup procedures or when there Is
reasonable likelihood that contaminants
may have spread to inaccessible areas
as In the case of possible seepage Into
porous materials such as concrete.
These records must Include any known
information on identification of involved
nuclides, quantities, forms, and
concentrations.

(2) As-built drawings and
modifications of structures and
equipment In restricted areas where
radioactive materials are used and/or
stored, and of locations of possible
Inaccessible contamination such as
buried pipes which may be subject to
contamination. If required drawings are
referenced, each relevant document
need not be indexed Individually. If
drawings are not available, the licensee
shall substitute appropriate records of.
available information concerning these
areas and locations.

(3) Records of the cost estimate
performed for the decommissioning
funding plan or of the amount certified
for decommissioning, and records of the
funding method used for assuring funds
If either a funding plan or certification Is
used.

33. Section 72.38 Is revised to read as
follows:

I 7.38 Appscation for termination of
licenm

(a) Any licensee may apply to the
Commission for authority to surrender a
license voluntarily and to decommission
the ISFSI. This applicatIon must be
made within two years following
permanent cessation of operations, and
In no case later than one year prior to
expiration of the license. Each
application for termination of license
must be accompanied, or preceded, by a
proposed final decommissioning plan.

(b) The proposed final
Decommissioning plan must Include-

(1) The choice of the alternative for
decommissioning with a description of
activities involved. An alternative Is
acceptable If it provides for completion
of decommissioning without significant
delay. Consideration will be given to an
alternative which provides for delayed
completion of decommissioning only
when necessary to protect the public
health and safety. Factors to be
considered In evaluating an alternative
which provides for delayed completion
of decomiissioning include
unavailability of waste disposal
capacity and other site specific factors

affecting the licensee's capability to
carry out decommissioning safely,
Including presence of other nuclear
facilities at the site.

(2) A description of controls and limits.
on procedures and equipment to protect
occupational and public health and
safety;

(3) A description of the planned final
radiation survey; and

(4) An updated detailed cost estimate
for the chosen alternative for
decommissioning, comparison of that
estimate with present funds set aside for
decommissioning, and plan for assuring
the availability of adequate funds for
completion of decommissioning
Including means for adjusting cost
estimates and associated funding levels
over any storage or surveillance period.

(8) A description of technical
specifications and quality assurance
provisions In place during
decommissioning,

(c) For final decommissioning plans In
which The major dismantlement
activities are delayed by first placing
the ISFSI in storage, planning for these
delayed activities may be less detailed.
Updated detailed plans must be
submitted and approved prior to the
start of such activities.

(d) If the final decommissioning plan
demonstrates that the decommissioning
will be performed In accordance with
the regulations In this chapter and will
not be Inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safely
of the public, and after notice to
Interested persons, the Commission will
approve the plan subject to such
conditions and limitations as It deems
appropriate and necessary and Issue an
order authorizing the decommissioning.

(a) The Commission will terminate the
license If It determines that-

(1) The decommissioning has been
performed In accordance with the
approved final decommissioning plan
and the order authorizing
decommissioning; and

(2) The terminal radiation survey and
associated documentation demonstrates
that the ISFSI and site are suitable for
release for unrestricted use.

Dated at Rockville, MD. this 17th day of
June 1988.

For 1he Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel 1. Chilk,
Secreloryof the Commission.
(FR Doc. 6-14333 Filed -24-88; 8:45 am)
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